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Abstract

Aviation contributes significantly to anthropogenic global warming, and one promising possibility for mitigation is climate-optimised routing. For the REACT4C project a novel approach was used to simulate the variation of aviation water vapour and NO$_x$ emission climate impact with location and weather patterns, but this is too computationally expensive to apply beyond initial research. Results showed about 10% climate impact reduction from a 1% cost increase. For implementation of climate-optimised routing, algorithms are needed which will allow climate impact to be estimated in real-time from weather predictions. This research focuses on formulating algorithmic approximations of aviation water vapour and NO$_x$ emission climate impact based on local weather data by systematically examining correlations between climate impact data and weather data at the time of emission in the REACT4C dataset.

The methods and models used for generating the REACT4C data are assessed in detail down to their first publications and potential errors and omissions are identified. The analysis is split into direct water vapour, short-lived ozone from NO$_x$, and methane from NO$_x$ climate impact. Long-lived ozone and stratospheric water vapour from methane effects are neglected. The water vapour and NO$_x$ ozone and methane Climate Cost Function (CCF) results from REACT4C are reverse-engineered to the original grid they were emitted from to prevent inflation of statistical power. Weather and chemistry data at the time of emission are interpolated to the same grid for regression analysis. Literature reviews are used to identify causal predictors and derived variables. A variety of statistical tools are applied to assess variability of the CCFs and search for the best predictors. Four algorithms are developed for each species, using zero-dimensional instantaneous regression analysis. A tailored trade-off framework is applied to choose the best algorithm for application.

The chosen algorithmic CCF for water vapour emissions is linear with potential vorticity and has an adjusted $R^2$ of 0.59. Both the mean and the variance of the water vapour climate impact appear strongly determined by the altitude of an emission relative to the tropopause. The relationship between water vapour CCF results and emission altitude is investigated to critically reflect and expand on results from a previous publication.

The chosen algorithmic CCF for ozone is bilinear with geopotential and temperature plus their interaction and has an adjusted $R^2$ of 0.42. Ozone climate impact appears moderately determined by altitude and temperature of the emission location. The relationship between ozone CCF results, background NO$_x$ concentration and latitude during emission is investigated to critically reflect and expand on results from a previous publication.

The chosen algorithmic CCF for methane is bilinear with geopotential and the solar incidence, and has an adjusted $R^2$ of 0.17. Methane climate impact has low variability and is relatively independent of weather at the time and location of emission. The relationship between methane CCF results and background NO$_x$ concentrations during emission is investigated to critically reflect and expand on results from a previous publication. Methane climate impact can be more accurately predicted by using simulated ozone climate impact, but the variance left unexplained by the ozone algorithm would lead to worse results in application. The correlation between methane and ozone is weaker than in previous studies. Chemical concentrations, lightning frequency, and lightning NO$_x$ production at the time and location of emission do not predict aviation NO$_x$ climate impact beyond the extent of basic meteorology unless a large amount of predictors are included in the regression.

The chain of models and assumptions from basic climate science to algorithmic CCFs is assessed to identify relative effects on uncertainty of the results. Several steps are identified that should be revisited and several opportunities for future data analyses to increase understanding and certainty of algorithmic CCFs. Future steps for research into and application of algorithmic CCFs depend on upcoming verification activities for the results presented here.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
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<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
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<tr>
<td>AGTP</td>
<td>Absolute Global Temperature Change Potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGW</td>
<td>Anthropogenic Global Warming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGWP</td>
<td>Absolute Global Warming Potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATM</td>
<td>Air Traffic Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATM4E</td>
<td>Air Traffic Management for the Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATR</td>
<td>Average Temperature Response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATILTA</td>
<td>Atmospheric Tracer Transport in a LAgrangian model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCF</td>
<td>Climate Cost Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCM</td>
<td>Climate-Chemistry Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSMO</td>
<td>Consortium of Small-scale MOdels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWF</td>
<td>Chemical Weather Forecasting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLR</td>
<td>Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E39C</td>
<td>ECHAM4/L39 + CHEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EA</td>
<td>East Atlantic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHAM5</td>
<td>ECMWF-Hamburg v5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECMWF</td>
<td>European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EI</td>
<td>Emission Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMAC</td>
<td>ECHAM/MESSy Atmospheric Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETS</td>
<td>Emissions Trading Scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCM</td>
<td>General Circulation Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHG</td>
<td>Greenhouse Gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTP</td>
<td>Global Temperature Potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GWP</td>
<td>Global Warming Potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICAO</td>
<td>International Civil Aviation Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFS</td>
<td>Integrated Forecasting System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPA</td>
<td>Institut für Physik der Atmosphäre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPCC</td>
<td>Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQR</td>
<td>Interquartile Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISA</td>
<td>International Standard Atmosphere</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
KDE  Kernel Density Estimation
LOSU  Level of Scientific Understanding
LTO  Landing and Take-Off
MECCA  Module Efficiently Calculating the Chemistry of the Atmosphere
MESSy  Modular Earth Submodel System
NAFC  North Atlantic Flight Corridor
NAO  North Atlantic Oscillation
NMHC  Non-Methane Hydrocarbon
NOAA  National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NWP  Numerical Weather Prediction
PMO  Primary-Mode Ozone
PV  Potential Vorticity
REACT4C  Reducing Emissions from Aviation by Changing Trajectories for the benefit of Climate
RF  Radiative Forcing
RRTM  Rapid and accurate Radiative Transfer Model
RSE  Residual Standard Error
SWV  Stratospheric Water Vapour
UNFCCC  United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
UTLS  Upper Troposphere/Lower Stratosphere
VOC  Volatile Organic Compounds
WMO  World Meteorological Organisation
WP  Weather Pattern
Chemical symbols

CH$_4$  Methane
CO  Carbon monoxide
CO$_2$  Carbon dioxide
H$_2$O  Water vapour
HNO$_3$  Nitric acid
HO$_2$  Hydroperoxy radical
N$_2$O  Nitrous oxide
NO  Nitric oxide
NO$_2$  Nitrogen dioxide
NO$_3$  Nitrate
NO$_x$  Nitrogen oxides (NO and NO$_2$)
NO$_y$  All reactive species containing nitrogen and oxygen
O($^1$D)  Atomic oxygen in excited state
O($^3$P)  Atomic oxygen in ground state
O$_2$  Molecular oxygen
O$_3$  Ozone
OH  Hydroxyl radical
PAN  Peroxy acetyl nitrate
RH  Alkanes
SO$_2$  Sulphur dioxide
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Introduction

1.1. Background

The popular debate continues, but the scientific consensus on Anthropogenic Global Warming (AGW) is well-established (e.g. Cook et al., 2013). An estimated 3.5% of anthropogenic Radiative Forcing (RF) relative to pre-industrial times was caused by aviation in 2005 (Lee et al., 2009, 2010). Including the relatively uncertain contribution of contrail-induced cirrus the estimate increases to 4.9%. Simple forecasts indicate that the share of aviation could grow to 4–4.7% of anthropogenic RF excluding contrail-induced cirrus by 2050 (Lee et al., 2009).

Depending on the emission studied, various mitigation options for aviation climate impact are being pursued, e.g. biofuels, taxes, and combustion technologies. For short-lived species such as water vapour, NOx, and contrails one promising development is climate-optimised Air Traffic Management (ATM) (Lee et al., 2010) as the impact of these emissions shows strong spatiotemporal variation.

The European research project Reducing Emissions from Aviation by Changing Trajectories for the benefit of Climate (REACT4C) (http://www.react4c.eu/) investigated the feasibility and mitigation gain from such measures. A novel modelling chain was introduced that coupled a climate model, an emissions model, and an ATM model (Grewe et al., 2014b). Eight distinct weather patterns were identified for the case study in the North Atlantic Flight Corridor (NAFC) (Irvine et al., 2013), for which the 3-D (4-D originally) spatial variation in globally-averaged climate impact per mass emitted (i.e. Climate Cost Functions) was calculated for carbon dioxide, water vapour, and NOx emissions, and per distance flown for contrail formation (Grewe et al., 2014b). Grewe et al. (2014a) presented results of the optimisation for one of these weather patterns, showing that up to 25% climate impact reduction is possible for only 0.5% higher operating costs. Roughly two million CPU-hours were needed (http://delta.tudelft.nl/article/reduce-climate-impact-by-flying-more/30948). The other seven REACT4C patterns were subsequently simulated. Grewe et al. (2017b) presented results from optimising air traffic for all eight patterns with the climate metric used in this thesis, and find that 10% reduction can be achieved for 1% higher operating costs, or lower operating costs if market-based measures for emission reduction are introduced. One separate day was simulated using the same methodology within the Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR) project WeCare (Grewe et al., 2017a), with an enlarged domain and finer resolution.

1.2. Objective

Besides the results of the ATM optimisation for the first REACT4C weather pattern, Grewe et al. (2014a) presented intermediate results in the form of CCF contours, shown here for a NOx emission in Figure 1.1. For the purpose of this thesis these are the final results of the method in Grewe et al. (2014b). The ozone CCF results show high values in the south, coinciding with the jet stream, and low values around 30°W, 60°N, coinciding with the low-pressure system (visible from the trough, the southwards bend in the geopotential height). This suggests that the variability of the ozone CCF can be partially predicted from the weather situation at the time of emission. The colour scales are the same in both plots, which indicates that the variability of the cooling effect from methane is significantly lower than
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Figure 1.1: Climate Cost Function (CCF) results for ozone (left) and methane (right) from a NO\textsubscript{x} emission at 12 UTC, 200 hPa, Weather Pattern (WP). Black isolines show the geopotential height in [km], blue dotted isolines show the wind velocity in [m s\textsuperscript{-1}]. The climate metric is F-ATR20 in \(10^{-13} \text{K kg(NO}_2\text{)}\), the global-mean temperature response over 20 years to local aviation given a strategic re-routing decision and growth of air traffic (see Section 3.7). The image is adapted from Grewe et al. (2014a).

that of the warming effect from ozone. With this colour scale no pattern is visible with the jet stream or geopotential for the methane CCF data.

If climate-optimised ATM is to become feasible, CCFs must be calculated real-time and the computational costs reduced drastically. The full set of REACT4C results presents an opportunity to investigate and derive approximations from model weather data, that introduce some extra uncertainty to the process but facilitate real-time calculation in a Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) routine. Positive results bring real-life application of climate-optimised ATM one step closer.

The research objective is to formulate algorithmic approximations of aviation water vapour and NO\textsubscript{x} emission climate impact based on local weather data by systematically analysing variations in climate impact and local weather data at the time of emission across eight simulated datasets for distinct weather patterns over the North Atlantic from the REACT4C project.

In the REACT4C approach a NO\textsubscript{x} emission leads to short-lived ozone, methane, and Primary-Mode Ozone (PMO) (long-lived ozone) climate effects (Grewe et al., 2014b). PMO results are linearly scaled from methane results, thus they are not meaningful to analyse. Ozone and methane climate effects vary considerably in their mechanisms and time-scales (Lee et al., 2010), so for this thesis they may be seen as separate objectives that are simply recomposed. Several metrics (see Section 3.7) are calculated in Grewe et al. (2014b) but currently only F-ATR20 is available. The three sub-objectives for this research are thus:

- Develop a water vapour CCF algorithm
- Develop an ozone CCF algorithm
- Develop a methane CCF algorithm

1.3. Structure

Chapter 2 gives a more detailed introduction to radiation, climate and the impact of aviation. Details on how water vapour and NO\textsubscript{x} CCFs were calculated in REACT4C (Grewe et al., 2014b) are provided in Chapter 3. The methodology of this thesis, i.e. data preparation and statistics, is described in Chapter 4. Results for water vapour algorithmic CCFs are presented in Chapter 5, including a discussion on the final algorithm. As ozone and methane effects result from the same NO\textsubscript{x} emission, results for the ozone and methane algorithmic CCFs are both presented in Chapter 6, including discussions on the final algorithms and the relationship between both effects. Chapter 7 discusses the methodology and results on a higher level. Chapter 8 presents conclusions on the research and recommendations for further analysis.
Climate change and aviation

This chapter introduces the concepts of Radiative Forcing (RF) and Anthropogenic Global Warming (AGW) (Section 2.1), provides details on the various emissions and climate impacts of aviation (Section 2.2), and discusses climate mitigation strategies for aviation (Section 2.3).

2.1. Climate change

2.1.1. Radiation

Radiation is one of the three fundamental modes of heat transfer, and the one responsible for the Earth being suitable for life. Due to its high temperature from nuclear fusion, the Sun emits a large amount of shortwave (ultraviolet) radiation. The Earth absorbs a large amount of the shortwave radiation incident on it (at day-time), which forms an equilibrium with the smaller amount of longwave (infrared) radiation the Earth itself emits due to its much lower temperature (at both day and night-time). The gases and aerosols that make up the Earth’s atmosphere tip the balance to a significantly higher (hence habitable) surface temperature by reflecting, absorbing and emitting specific wavelengths of radiation, popularly called the greenhouse effect. Note that this is a false analogy: greenhouses primarily block cooling through convection (Wood, 1909).

Any increase or decrease in the concentrations of Greenhouse Gases (GHGs) and aerosols (including clouds) of the Earth’s atmosphere thus leads to a radiative imbalance and this is commonly called Radiative Forcing (RF). Note that all changes to the radiative balance of the system cause RF, e.g. changes in incident solar radiation and albedo changes from ice caps melting. Emissions, anthropogenic or not, that cause RF directly or indirectly through formation of other GHGs all have an atmospheric lifetime, which can vary by several orders of magnitude and the RF decreases proportionally to the amount of the GHG remaining. Physically, RF depends on the characteristics of the radiation that the emitted or formed GHG absorbs - e.g. the concentrations of other GHGs and their radiation spectra. Thus a doubling of GHG concentrations does not necessarily cause a doubling of the greenhouse effect.

2.1.2. Surface temperature change

If the radiation balances changes, it takes time for the Earth system to find a new balance at a different temperature where it again emits as much radiation as it absorbs. The concept of relating temperature to RF is symbolised by the climate sensitivity parameter $\lambda$, which relates global-mean RF from a sustained change in GHG concentration to (long-term) equilibrium surface temperature change:

$$\Delta T^e_{eq} \approx \lambda \cdot RF$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

The parameter $\lambda$ was originally thought to be independent of the species being studied, but this only holds for (meridionally) homogeneous RF (Lee et al., 2010). For inhomogeneous sustained concentration changes from aviation, the climate sensitivity parameter depends on the species and its spatial distribution, but is the same order of magnitude as for carbon dioxide (Ponater et al., 2006). If the GHG concentration change from an emission is not sustained but temporary, or the time horizon is
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too short, the Earth system will not reach a new equilibrium temperature and transient effects must be considered.

There are multiple ways to define RF. Instantaneous RF keeps all atmospheric temperatures constant as they tend to change to correct the radiation imbalance, thus it represents the instantaneous result of an emission. Adjusted RF allows the stratospheric temperature to change and is more representative of surface temperature changes, at least for carbon dioxide and ozone (Myhre et al., 2013). The sign and size of \( \lambda \) are much more dependent on the perturbation if instantaneous RF is used (Hansen et al., 1997), thus using adjusted RF facilitates calculation of temperature change. Whenever the term RF is used without any qualifier in this thesis, adjusted RF is meant.

To compare the climate impact of non-CO\(_2\) emissions, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (e.g. Myhre et al., 2013) prescribes usage of GWP100, the Global Warming Potential over 100 years. This is calculated from the integrated RF over 100 years of the emission, divided by the integrated RF over 100 years of an equal mass of carbon dioxide. This is commonly used to sum all GHG emissions into CO\(_2\)-equivalent emissions. The Global Temperature Potential (GTP) is an alternative metric that relates temperature change from an emission to the temperature change from an equal mass of carbon dioxide.

The total accumulated anthropogenic RF in 2011, relative to 1750, was 2.29 [1.13–3.33] W m\(^{-2}\) (Myhre et al., 2013), of which 1.68 [1.33–2.03] W m\(^{-2}\) is estimated to be from carbon dioxide emissions. About 16% of the current 100-year integrated RF from anthropogenic emissions is caused by the transport sector (Fuglestvedt et al., 2008). An estimated 3.5% of anthropogenic RF relative to pre-industrial times was caused by aviation in 2005 (Lee et al., 2009, 2010), 4.9% including the relatively uncertain contribution of contrail-induced cirrus. The most recent IPCC report (Boucher et al., 2013; Myhre et al., 2013) found that the Level of Scientific Understanding (LOSU) for contrail-induced cirrus has increased and gives a similar estimate to Lee et al. (2009). Simple forecasts indicate that the share of aviation could grow to 4–4.7% of anthropogenic RF excluding contrail-induced cirrus by 2050 (Lee et al., 2009). Of 197 parties to the convention, 132 have ratified the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) Paris Agreement (http://unfccc.int/paris_agreement/items/9485.php) as of February 2017. Its central aim is to limit AGW to 2 \( ^\circ \)C relative to pre-industrial times and pursue efforts to limit the increase to 1.5 \( ^\circ \)C.

The scientific consensus on AGW is undeniable (Cook et al., 2013), the societal importance of staying under 2 \( ^\circ \)C is shared by the majority of governments, and aviation and its alternatives are responsible for a significant and growing share of climate change. There is a clear need to better understand and reduce the climate impact of aviation.

2.2. Aviation emissions and effects

The first major international assessment of mechanisms and magnitude of aviation climate impact was the IPCC Special Report on Aviation (Penner et al., 1999). Lee et al. (2010) provided a comprehensive update of the IPCC report, that serves as a current reference for aviation climate effects. Figure 2.1 gives a visual overview of the relative contributions of the major families of aircraft emissions, which are discussed in the following sections.

2.2.1. Carbon dioxide

Carbon dioxide is the main chemical product of fossil fuel combustion, and the most important historical cause of AGW relative to pre-industrial times in general (Myhre et al., 2013). Typically, burning 1 kg of kerosene produces 3160 ± 60 g of CO\(_2\) (Lee et al., 2010), expressed as an Emission Index (EI) of 3160 g kg\(^{-1}\). Carbon dioxide is a very stable GHG, that typically stays in the atmosphere for several hundreds of years (Myhre et al., 2013), and as such its climate impact may be assumed to be independent of time and location of emission.

2.2.2. NO\(_x\)

NO\(_x\), or nitrogen oxides (NO and NO\(_2\)), is a chemical product of combustion of fossil fuels with air. The ambient nitrogen reacts with ambient oxygen once all the fuel has combusted due to the high temperatures needed for efficient combustion of that fuel. The most important determinant for NO\(_x\) formation is the combustor flame temperature, which is highest for stoichiometric combustion (Saravanamuttoo et al., 2009). The EI is 12–17 g kg\(^{-1}\) (Lee et al., 2010), but NO\(_x\) emissions have insignificant direct
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Climate impact. Their climate impact lies in a complex series of photochemical reactions that depend on background mixing ratios of the reacting species, temperature, pressure, and availability of sunlight (Lee et al., 2010).

In the short term, an atmospheric NOₓ emission leads to an increased rate of ozone (O₃) production. Ozone is an effective short-lived GHG so this causes a short-term warming effect. In the longer term, NOₓ emissions lead to increased mixing ratios of OH, which enhances oxidation of methane (CH₄). Methane is a long-lived GHG so this causes a long-term cooling effect. The enhanced oxidation of methane also leads to decreased concentrations of ozone and stratospheric water vapour (Myhre et al., 2013), thus the actual cooling effect is amplified.

Figure 2.2 shows the main reaction pathways for a NOₓ emission. An increase in atmospheric NOₓ (from an aircraft emission) shifts the chemical balance towards increased NO₂ and OH. The NO₂ reacts to form ozone (if light is available), and the OH reacts to oxidise methane among others (CO, O₂, Non-Methane Hydrocarbons (NMHCs)). The atmospheric lifetime of the NOₓ emission is determined by formation of HNO₃, which can be washed out. PAN is important for long-range transport of nitrogen compounds. More details on the relevant reactions are given in Sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4.

The integrated impacts of the short and long-term components of NOₓ climate impact depend on different factors and, by definition, timescales. The net effect of a NOₓ emission thus not only depends on the location and time of the emission but also on the metric chosen to evaluate the climate impact. Globally, the net effect of aviation NOₓ emissions is significantly warming (see Figure 2.1) and comparable to that of carbon dioxide.

Note that in Figure 2.1 the confidence bounds for combined NOₓ climate impact are an order of magnitude smaller than for ozone or methane. Lee et al. (2009) assumed that ozone and methane

### Figure 2.1: Aviation RF in 2005 per emission type from emissions between 1850 and 2005. IPCC AR4 values for white line and values in brackets are from Forster et al. (2007). Median values and error bars for total NOₓ and total aviation were based on Monte Carlo simulations in Lee et al. (2009). For total NOₓ, ozone and methane impacts were assumed 100% correlated. Level of Scientific Understanding (LOSU) on the right is based on judgement in Lee et al. (2009). The image is from Lee et al. (2009).
impacts are 100% correlated, thus their uncertainties are 100% anticorrelated, but noted that this is an approximation. Holmes et al. (2011) assessed uncertainties in aviation NO\textsubscript{x} ozone and methane climate impact with an ensemble of published models and found an $R^2 = 0.79$ correlation.

Only about 1% of NO\textsubscript{x} emissions originate from aviation (Berntsen and Isaksen, 1999). The major sources are surface fossil fuels, lightning, soils, and biomass burning. In the Upper Troposphere/Lower Stratosphere (UTLS) the only net sources are aviation and lightning (Berntsen and Isaksen, 1999) and they are of the same order of magnitude - here aviation is overrepresented compared to its total emissions due to their altitude. Lightning is the main source of NO\textsubscript{x} at flight altitudes (Berntsen and Isaksen, 1999) and through non-linearity in NO\textsubscript{x} chemistry it is a strong driver of aviation NO\textsubscript{x} climate impact (Grewe et al., 2002).

NO\textsubscript{x} emissions in the Landing and Take-Off (LTO) phase negatively affect local air quality directly and through the enhanced production of ozone (EPA, 1999).

### 2.2.3. Water vapour

Water vapour is the other main chemical product of fossil fuel combustion. Naturally abundant water vapour causes two-thirds of the Earth's natural greenhouse effect (Myhre et al., 2013). Typically, the EI from kerosene combustion is around 1240 g kg\textsuperscript{-1} (Lee et al., 2010). Water vapour is a mostly inert GHG, and its atmospheric lifetime strongly depends on the rate of removal through the hydrological cycle (e.g. rain). Variations in water vapour climate impact are thus driven by background humidity and precipitation rates. The current climate impact of aviation water vapour emissions is expected to be low, but future developments such as supersonic aviation (at higher altitudes) and hydrogen-powered aviation could have a significant impact through water vapour emissions (Lee et al., 2010). A new study by Wilcox et al. (2012b) simulated aviation water vapour impact in more detail than those included in Figure 2.1 and found 0.86 [0.34–1.34] mW m\textsuperscript{-2} annual-mean global-mean adjusted RF from 2006 aviation water vapour emissions. Not only is the mean estimate significantly lower than that in Figure 2.1, but the confidence bounds are an order of magnitude smaller.

### 2.2.4. Sulphate aerosols

Sulphate aerosols form shortly after emission from SO\textsubscript{2} emissions. The EI for gaseous SO\textsubscript{2} is in the range of 0.6–1.0 g kg\textsuperscript{-1} (Lee et al., 2010), which is consistent with kerosene sulphur contents. The direct greenhouse effect of sulphate aerosols is slightly cooling, but they have an uncertain role in the radiative properties of contrails and clouds (Lee et al., 2010). Sulphate aerosols in the LTO phase negatively affect local air quality (EPA, 1999).

### 2.2.5. Soot aerosols

Soot particles are a combination of organic carbon compounds and elemental carbon (C). Particles are typically 30–60 nm in size and are emitted with an EI of 0.01–0.05 g kg\textsuperscript{-1} (Lee et al., 2010). The direct greenhouse effect of soot aerosols is slightly warming, but they have an uncertain role in the radiative properties of contrails and clouds (Lee et al., 2010). Soot aerosols in the LTO phase negatively affect local air quality (EPA, 1999).
2.2.6. Contrails
Contrails are line-shaped cirrus clouds, formed by the mixing of hot, humid aircraft exhaust with the cold ambient air. The commonly accepted method (Lee et al., 2010) for determining whether contrails will form is the Schmidt-Appleman criterion (Schmidt, 1941; Appleman, 1953; Schumann, 1996). This determines, based purely on physical properties including the water vapour El, whether or not a contrail will form. The precise composition and properties of a contrail depend, among others, on aerosol mixing ratios and the time-of-day. Generally speaking, during daylight contrails reflect incoming solar radiation and thus have a mostly cooling effect. During night-time contrails absorb the Earth’s outgoing longwave radiation and thus have a mostly warming effect (Stuber et al., 2006). Globally, the net effect of contrails is significantly warming.

So-called linear persistent contrails are relatively well understood using the Schmidt-Appleman criterion, and their modelling can be verified by identifying contrails on satellite imagery (Mannstein et al., 2012). Some contrails, however, spread and become cirrus clouds. The calculation of this impact is very uncertain, but may be a stronger warming than all other aircraft climate impacts combined (see Figure 2.1). Several new studies since Lee et al. (2009) have increased the understanding of contrail-induced cirrus, leading the IPCC (Boucher et al., 2013; Myhre et al., 2013) to state that the LOSU for contrail-induced cirrus has increased. Burkhardt and Kärcher (2011) found 37.5 mW m\(^{-2}\) accumulated RF globally in 2002 from linear and cirrus effects. Bock and Burkhardt (2016) found similar results for 2002, and provide an updated estimate of 56 mW m\(^{-2}\) accumulated RF globally in 2006.

2.2.7. Other species
Kerosene-powered aircraft emit a multitude of other species in trace amounts, but these have negligible climate impact. Especially at low power settings (i.e. in parts of the LTO phase), aircraft engines can emit significant amounts of carbon monoxide (CO) and Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC), which negatively affect local air quality directly and through enhanced production of ozone (EPA, 1999).

2.3. Mitigation options for aviation
Mitigation options for reducing the climate impact of aviation are usually categorised as technological versus operational, but here different categories are used along the chain from emission to climate metric.

The most basic mitigation option is to reduce air traffic. Rail and road transport are more readily powered electrically by renewable sources and are viable alternative to short-haul aviation, and the societal benefit of aviation over surface transport is controversial. As aviation is exempt from the UNFCCC and the Paris Agreement, introducing environmental legislation is difficult. The European Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) is a market-based measure that now includes aviation, but the resulting CO\(_2\) price is currently so low that it has no meaningful impact. Following the Paris Agreement, 66 International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) member states (http://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/Pages/market-based-measures.aspx) agreed upon a global market-based measure for aviation.

The second option is to reduce the amount of GHG emissions per passenger per distance flown. As carbon dioxide and water vapour are direct products of combustion, their emission can be reduced by improving fuel efficiency. Options in this area include improved aerodynamics and higher density cabins. The financial motive to reduce fuel consumption through more efficient combustion in the past decades has led to higher temperature combustion, which causes higher NO\(_x\) emissions and more contrail formation. Alternative fuels can be used, such as hydrogen which produces no carbon dioxide when emitted, or biofuels which cause zero net carbon dioxide emission due to biomass absorbing ambient carbon dioxide. Hydrogen fuels would require an extensive re-design of passenger aircraft and could increase water vapour and NO\(_x\) emissions. Biofuels present problems with large-scale availability, and in some forms compete with agriculture. Hydrogen and biofuel combustion produces (almost) no sulphur aerosols (Lee et al., 2010), but the effect this would have on contrail formation is thought to be negligible (Grewe et al., 2017b). Low NO\(_x\) kerosene combustion technology is being pursued, mainly by moderating the air-to-fuel ratio and temperature in the combustor.

The final option is to reduce the resultant climate impact for constant emissions or predictably vary- ing emissions per flight condition. Previous work has often focussed (Lee et al., 2010) on destroying contrails or changing their ambient properties via technological means or fuel additives. One promising
Climate change and aviation research endeavour is to optimise air traffic not for cost, time, or emissions but net climate impact from all emissions. This is the focus of the REACT4C project, and this thesis focuses on the spatiotemporal variation of the climate impact per emission (CCFs) as a basis for this optimisation.
REACT4C simulation data

REACT4C (http://www.react4c.eu/) was a European Union project that ran from 2010-2014 and was coordinated by the DLR Institut für Physik der Atmosphäre (IPA). A novel modelling chain was introduced, that enabled ATM optimisation for minimum total climate impact for an air traffic routing decision as opposed to fuel burn or emissions. A test case was set up for one winter day in the NAFC, which was representative for one of eight typical weather patterns previously identified by Irvine et al. (2013). The method used was published by Grewe et al. (2014b) and the results were published separately by Grewe et al. (2014a). The other seven weather patterns were simulated later with some nuances to the set-up, which will be explained in this chapter. Grewe et al. (2017b) present results from optimising all eight patterns with the climate metric used in this thesis.

The chapter will summarise the method used for water vapour and NOx CCFs calculation, as contrails, carbon dioxide and ATM implementation are beyond the scope of this thesis. The chapter is structured as follows: weather patterns (Section 3.1), base model set-up (Section 3.2), REACT4C-specific model set-up (Section 3.3), atmospheric processes (Section 3.4), sensitivity studies (Section 3.5), radiative forcing calculation (Section 3.6), climate metric calculation (CCFs) (Section 3.7), and verification (Section 3.8). For more details the reader is generally referred to Grewe et al. (2014b). Though PMO effects are not analysed in this thesis, Section 3.6.4 explains the scaling used in REACT4C.

3.1. Weather patterns

To facilitate calculation of the REACT4C CCFs, Irvine et al. (2013) presented a method for classifying distinct weather patterns in the NAFC. Several million CPU-hours were needed (Section 1.1) for the REACT4C research, and the total budget for the project was more than four million euros (http://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/93557_en.html, including other research). Irvine et al. (2013) state that the reason for identifying classifications is the computational cost of calculating the climate-optimised routes, which is partially due to the CCF calculation and partially due to the ATM optimisation. Though market-based measures can be applied to mitigate the cost increase from climate-optimised routing (Grewe et al., 2017b), an approach that requires millions of CPU-hours for every day would need to be very well parallelised for real-time calculation and would add significant cost.

Their inputs were 21 years of European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA-Interim re-analysis data. The zonal wind in the NAFC from this dataset is averaged at 250 hPa (about 10 km), and the latitude with the highest zonal average is the latitude of the jet stream. Synoptic typing of weather patterns is achieved by comparing the geopotential height anomaly at 250 hPa to the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and East Atlantic (EA) teleconnection patterns. The teleconnection pattern data are constructed from monthly-mean values and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) index values, and the seasonal cycle is removed from the daily data using Fourier filtering. Taking the inner product of the daily data and the pattern data yields values ranging from -1 to 1, where 1 is daily weather completely matching the index (i.e. NAO or EA), -1 is the opposite and 0 is orthogonal. The results for all 21 years of winter and summer days were analysed and split up into five winter and three summer patterns. Figure 3.1 demonstrates the split.
Irvine et al. (2013) assessed sensitivity of the patterns to a 0.1 shift in the thresholds; results were similar. No specific clarifications are given for the choice of five patterns for winter and three for summer. In the left and middle of Figure 3.1 the extent of the spread of data on the EA axis appears similar, but the summer data are more densely grouped towards the middle. This may explain the lower thresholds chosen for summer (0.3 versus 0.4). The summer data are also grouped more tightly around the diagonal, which could explain the choice not to differentiate patterns along the NAO axis. The likely assumption is that the location on the NAO axis can be used to determine the location on the EA axis (or vice versa). Irvine et al. (2013) state that the teleconnection patterns are weaker in summer and thus increasing the amount of types would mean they are less distinct.

The method employed leads to all summer and winter days in the 21-year time period being represented by one of the eight patterns. No mention is made by Irvine et al. (2013) of spring and autumn weather patterns or applicability of results from these patterns to spring and autumn weather.

Irvine et al. (2013) build upon an earlier study by Woollings et al. (2010), which is not fully comparable as it uses low-level wind and may miss additional upper tropospheric features. Woollings et al. (2010) found three preferred latitudinal locations of the jet stream in winter, and applied the same approach to different regions and seasons in their appendix. This leads to one/two modes for summer, one for spring, and four for autumn. These results are compiled in Figure 3.3. Qualitatively, the low-level jet stream locations in autumn and spring resemble some intermediate stage between winter and summer but in distinct ways. Similar conclusions can be drawn by visually inspecting the NOAA teleconnection pattern maps for the NAO and EA (via http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/data/teledoc/telecontents.shtml).

Irvine extended this methodology to investigate the applicability to spring and autumn patterns. If two five-month seasons are used, i.e. NDJFM (November–March) and MJJAS (May–September), the methodology returns the same five winter and three summer patterns as for the DJF and JJA seasons. Because there are only three distinct summer weather patterns, and in spring and autumn the weather transitions between the winter and summer patterns as visible in Figure 3.3 and the NOAA maps,
3.1. Weather patterns

Figure 3.2: Teleconnection patterns in the NAFC for winter and summer, shown with their positive phases. Dark and light grey represent positive, respectively negative geopotential height anomalies at 250 hPa. The image is from Irvine et al. (2013).

Figure 3.3: Histograms and non-normalised Kernel Density Estimations (KDEs) of low-level (925–700 hPa) jet stream latitude relative to mean in the NAFC for (a) spring, (b) summer, (c) autumn, (d) winter. The analysis used 44 years of ERA-40 data and the jet stream latitude was calculated similarly to Irvine et al. (2013). The image is adapted from Woollings et al. (2010).
clearly defined spring and autumn weather patterns were not identified. Overall, the five winter and three summer patterns from REACT4C cannot be applied to represent spring and autumn (E. A. Irvine, personal communication, 27 March, 2017).

To generate CCF data, the model described in the following sections was initialised up to a simulated day that is representative for the respective weather patterns in Figure 3.1, at which point the emissions were released. The published REACT4C study (Grewe et al., 2014a,b) examines a simulated winter day that represents WP1. Grewe et al. (2017b) state that the chosen simulation days best represent the jet stream location of each weather pattern.

3.2. Base model set-up

The base model used by Grewe et al. (2014b) is ECHAM/MESy Atmospheric Chemistry (EMAC) version 2.42 (Jöckel et al., 2006, 2010), a modular Climate-Chemistry Model (CCM) based on the ECMWF-Hamburg v5 (ECHAM5) (Roeckner et al., 2003) General Circulation Model (GCM) and the Module Efficiently Calculating the Chemistry of the Atmosphere (MECCA) (Sander et al., 2011) chemistry sub-model. The model is run in T42L41 resolution, i.e. 41 pressure levels and 42nd level truncation in spectral space (or 2.8° × 2.8° latitude-longitude resolution at the equator). The modular set-up of EMAC facilitates development of specific sub-models for research.

3.3. REACT4C-specific set-up

The Lagrangian sub-model Atmospheric Tracer Transport in a LAgrangian model (ATTILA) (Reithmeier and Sausen, 2002) was implemented to track transport of Lagrangian air parcels. The new sub-model AIRTRAC (Grewe et al., 2014b, suppl) was developed specifically for the REACT4C study and keeps track of the concentration changes from emissions using a tagging approach (Grewe, 2013). Though not relevant for this literature review, the sub-model CONTRAIL (Grewe et al., 2014b, suppl) was also developed for this study and performs similar tasks to AIRTRAC with parametrisations specific to contrail development. The sub-models MECCA, TREXP, CLOUD, SCAV, and RAD4ALL are mentioned in Grewe et al. (2014b) or its supplements and discussed in this chapter. A complete list of sub-models employed is not published, but it may be assumed that Jöckel et al. (2016) used the same sub-models (V. Grewe, personal communication, 12 April, 2016). A notable omission from Grewe et al. (2014b) is the choice of background emissions inventories, as concentrations affect non-linear chemistry and radiation.

3.3.1. Lagrangian method

In fluid mechanics, the Lagrangian point of view is contrasted to the Eulerian point of view. Eulerian methods have a fixed point of view, e.g. a control volume and keep track of the fluid properties inside that volume as a function of time. Lagrangian methods follow individual fluid parcels through space and keep track of their properties as a function of time. The Lagrangian sub-model ATTILA has previously been applied for water vapour in the AirClim study (Grewe and Stenke, 2008; Fichter, 2009). Stenke et al. (2009) applied ATTILA to chemically active species as well and concluded that the main improvements come through water vapour representation. The main reason for using a Lagrangian approach for all species in the REACT4C study (Grewe et al., 2014b) is to facilitate a tagging approach.

3.3.2. Tagging approach

Grewe (2013) introduced a general tagging method which is contrasted with the more established perturbation method, used in e.g. AirClim (Grewe and Stenke, 2008; Fichter, 2009) or Stevenson and Derwent (2009). In a perturbation approach the base model (EMAC in this case) is run once for a perturbation in each time-region grid point and once without any perturbations. In a tagging approach many if not all emissions are introduced simultaneously in one model run. Grewe et al. (2012) showed the advantage of tagging approaches in terms of non-linear compensation effects in chemistry. All of the emissions interact with the model identically, and they are assumed small enough that they do not affect background concentrations. The trade-off is accuracy versus computational efficiency. The AIRTRAC sub-model keeps track of the respective H₂O, NOₓ, O₃, HNO₃, OH, HO₂, and depleted CH₄ from each NOₓ time-region grid point.
### 3.3.3. Emissions grid

The time-region grid for releasing emissions was defined by six longitudes, seven latitudes, four pressure altitudes and three times-of-day, shown in Table 3.1. Due to computational costs and low variability within WP1 (V. Grewe, personal communication, April 2017), the CCFs for other weather patterns were only calculated for 12 UTC so the time dimension is not relevant for analysis across weather patterns. In the published REACT4C method (Grewe et al., 2014b) this means 504 time-region grid points in total, and 168 for the other weather patterns. The grid points correspond roughly to the NAFC altitudes representative for cruising aircraft and at distinct times of day. At each time-region grid point of the model $5 \times 10^5$ kg of NO ($2.33 \times 10^5$ kg of N) and $1.25 \times 10^7$ kg of water vapour were released. The emissions were released over a 15 minute model time-step across the EMAC grid box that each time-region grid point was located in (see Figure 3.4). The time-region grid points at $0^\circ$W and $45^\circ$W are located exactly on the border of two EMAC grid boxes. Emissions at $0^\circ$W are released into the grid box west of this longitude, and emissions at $45^\circ$W are released into the grid box east of this longitude (S. H. Rosanka, personal communication, 22 March, 2017).

### 3.3.4. Trajectories

For each time-region grid point (red triangles in Figure 3.4), the release mass was divided into 50 air parcels that were randomly distributed across the EMAC gridbox (black grid in Figure 3.4) that the time-region grid point is located in, using the TREXP sub-model (Jöckel et al., 2010). The ATTILA sub-model manages transport of the parcels and the AIRTRAC sub-model manages the concentration changes of species in the air parcels.

### 3.3.5. Model outputs

The REACT4C-specific EMAC model was run for 90 days (V. Grewe, personal communication, April 2016). Chemical and physical processes were calculated within the model, as explained in the next sections. Depending on the species, the model output is the 90-day perturbation and RF history. After the model integration was completed, the 90-day histories were averaged over the 50 tracers for each time-region grid point. RF for some species and all long-term climate impacts were calculated from the perturbation history during post-processing.

### 3.4. Atmospheric processes

#### 3.4.1. Water vapour physics

For the Lagrangian water vapour parcels Grewe et al. (2014b) took atmospheric loss processes into account with the following differential equation:

$$\frac{dH_2O^e}{dt} = - \frac{pr}{H_2O^b} H_2O^e$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

Here $H_2O^e$ refers to the mixing ratio in [mol mol$^{-1}$] in the Lagrangian parcel, $H_2O^b$ refers to the total water vapour mixing ratio in the respective Eulerian EMAC grid box in [mol mol$^{-1}$] (i.e. the background mixing ratio), and $pr$ (precipitation) is the water vapour loss rate in [mol mol$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$] in the respective grid box due to rainfall and snowfall. This rate is calculated by the CLOUD sub-model, which re-implements the ECHAM5 cloud cover scheme (Roeckner et al., 2003, 2006) into the Modular Earth Submodel System (MESSy) standard (Jöckel et al., 2010). Essentially, the Lagrangian water vapour loss rate is proportional to that of the ECHAM5 background model running on T42L41 resolution. In each timestep the background rates on the EMAC grid are mapped to each Lagrangian air parcel within that cell and used to calculate Equation (3.1) within AIRTRAC.
3.4.2. NO\textsubscript{x} chemistry

The NO\textsubscript{x} chemistry tagging used by Grewe et al. (2014b) follows the tagging method presented by Grewe et al. (2010). Detailed background chemistry is part of the MECCA sub-model on the EMAC grid. For computational efficiency, simplified chemistry is used for the emissions tagging built into the AIRTRAC sub-model. Background (b) and tagged emissions (e) mixing ratios [mol mol\textsuperscript{-1}] are separated. Production (P) and loss (L) rates are given in [mol mol\textsuperscript{-1} s\textsuperscript{-1}]. As with water vapour, the background processes are calculated on the EMAC grid while the tagged processes (via AIRTRAC) are calculated for Lagrangian air parcels, requiring conversions within the model.

3.4.3. Ozone chemistry

The ozone-forming reaction for NO and ozone-destroying reaction for NO\textsubscript{2} are taken into account (Grewe et al., 2014b):

\[
\text{HO}_2 + \text{NO} \longrightarrow \text{OH} + \text{NO}_2 \quad (3.2)
\]
\[
\text{NO}_2 + \text{O}_3 \longrightarrow \text{NO} + 2 \text{O}_2 \quad (3.3)
\]
With the tagging approach (Grewe et al., 2010), this gives the following production and loss terms (Grewe et al., 2014b):

\[
P_{O_3}^p = P_{O_3}^b \cdot \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\text{HO}_2^e}{\text{HO}_2^b} + \frac{\text{NO}_x^e}{\text{NO}_x^b} \right) \tag{3.4}
\]

\[
L_{O_3}^e = L_{O_3}^b \cdot \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\text{NO}_2^e}{\text{NO}_2^b} + \frac{\text{O}_3^e}{\text{O}_3^b} \right) \tag{3.5}
\]

Note that Reaction (3.2) does not directly form ozone. It is known to be the rate-limiting step in the formation of ozone (e.g. Jaeglé et al., 1999), and is followed by (Lee et al., 2010):

\[
\text{NO}_2 \xrightarrow{ hv } \text{NO} + \text{O}(^3\text{P}) \tag{3.6}
\]

\[
\text{O}(^3\text{P}) + \text{O}_2 + \text{M} \longrightarrow \text{O}_3 + \text{M} \tag{3.7}
\]

As a simplification, all background nitrogen species are grouped into one family (except NOx and HNO3), and it is assumed that the emissions are small enough not to affect the specific reaction rates. Re-writing Reaction (3.4) for the latter assumption gives (Grewe et al., 2014b):

\[
\frac{P_{O_3}^b}{\text{HO}_2^b \cdot \text{NO}_x^b} = \frac{P_{O_3}^b + P_{O_3}^e}{(\text{HO}_2^e + \text{HO}_2^b)(\text{NO}_x^b + \text{NO}_x^e)} \tag{3.8}
\]

As a further simplification, the contribution of aviation to the production of ozone is assumed to depend only on NOx. Destruction of ozone is split into two terms, one for NOx and one for all other loss processes. The ratio of NO to NO2 is assumed to be equal between emission and background, so the combined NOx mixing ratio can be used. The differential equation for the contribution of aviation to the ozone mixing ratio is then (Grewe et al., 2014b):

\[
\frac{d\text{O}_3^e}{dt} = p_{O_3}^b \cdot \text{NO}_x^e \cdot \frac{1}{2} D_{O_3\rightarrow 1} ^b \left( \frac{\text{NO}_x^e}{\text{NO}_x^b} + \frac{\text{O}_3^e}{\text{O}_3^b} \right) - D_{O_3\rightarrow 2} ^b \cdot \frac{\text{O}_3^e}{\text{O}_3^b} \tag{3.9}
\]

Here, \( D_{O_3\rightarrow 1} ^b \) in [mol mol\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\)] is the background destruction rate through NOx and \( D_{O_3\rightarrow 2} ^b \) is the background destruction rate through all other loss processes. Grewe et al. (2014b) state that an exchange of NOx with HNO3 is taken into account and that the latter is washed out. Based on literature (Penner et al., 1999; Lee et al., 2010) the reaction for NOx loss is almost certainly:

\[
\text{OH} + \text{NO}_2 + \text{M} \longrightarrow \text{HNO}_3 + \text{M} \tag{3.10}
\]

### 3.4.4. Methane chemistry

For methane a similar procedure is followed with more chemical reactions. Methane oxidation requires OH through Reaction (3.17), thus the majority of the tagged reactions account for OH production and loss. The reactions taken into account for OH production are (Grewe et al., 2014b):

\[
\text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{O}(^1\text{D}) \longrightarrow 2\text{OH} \tag{3.11}
\]

\[
\text{HO}_2 + \text{O}_3 \longrightarrow \text{OH} + 2\text{O}_2 \tag{3.12}
\]

\[
\text{HO}_2 + \text{NO} \longrightarrow \text{OH} + \text{NO}_2 \tag{3.13}
\]

The reactions taken into account for OH loss are (Grewe et al., 2014b):

\[
\text{OH} + \text{O}_3 \longrightarrow \text{HO}_2 + \text{O}_2 \tag{3.14}
\]

\[
\text{OH} + \text{CO} \xrightarrow{O_2} \text{HO}_2 + \text{CO}_2 \tag{3.15}
\]

\[
\text{OH} + \text{RH} \xrightarrow{O_2} \text{RO}_2 + \text{H}_2\text{O} \tag{3.16}
\]

\[
\text{OH} + \text{CH}_4 \xrightarrow{O_2} \text{CH}_3\text{O}_2 + \text{H}_2\text{O} \tag{3.17}
\]

\[
\text{OH} + \text{HO}_2 \longrightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{O}_2 \tag{3.18}
\]
An extra reaction is taken into account for production of HO2 (Grewe et al., 2014b):

\[ \text{RO}_2 + \text{NO} \rightarrow \text{HO}_2 + \text{R'CHO} + \text{NO}_2 \]  (3.19)

Two extra reactions are taken into account for loss of HO2 (Grewe et al., 2014b):

\[ \text{RO}_2 + \text{HO}_2 \rightarrow \text{ROOH} + \text{O}_2 \]  (3.20)

\[ \text{HO}_2 + \text{HO}_2 \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 + \text{O}_2 \]  (3.21)

Aircraft emission contributions to H2O, CO, RH, and CH4 mixing ratios are considered negligible in terms of their effects on OH. Production and loss terms for OH and HO2 can be formed analogous to ozone and combined to produce differential equations. The methane loss from aviation NOx emissions then depends on OH through Reaction (3.17). The differential equations contain too many terms to list and can be found in Grewe et al. (2014b).

### 3.4.5. Typical example of temporal evolution

Figure 3.5 shows a typical example of the temporal evolution of several species after an emission. The complexity of the system of reactions is clearly visible. Methane decreases at first due to the increased OH from Reaction (3.2). Once NOx is removed from the atmosphere by scavenging of HNO3, the increased ozone leads to a stronger methane reduction (Grewe et al., 2014b).

### 3.5. Sensitivity studies

A number of sensitivity studies were performed to qualitatively balance accuracy and computational costs for NOx and ozone masses. An extensive sensitivity study was performed on the ATTILA Lagrangian parcels. From 24 time-region grid points 50 parcels were released and the mean NOx mixing ratio over the first month after release was calculated. Then the amount of parcels was varied between 2 and 48 to assess convergence. The mean standard deviation per grid point for NOx mixing ratio is almost 20% if only 2 parcels are used, and 12% for ozone. This drops for increasing numbers of parcels and both the mean standard deviation and the extremes are below 10% for 20 parcels. Grewe et al. (2014b) conclude that the error almost converges when 50 parcels are used.

Adding one time point led to ±40% and ±25% variation in masses of NOx and ozone respectively. Releasing emissions in the mid-points of the current time-region grid (Figure 3.4), thus adding resolution in both horizontal dimensions simultaneously, led to ±50% and ±35% variation in masses respectively. Grewe et al. (2014b) conclude that horizontal resolution is more important than temporal resolution, and that the variation of climate impact from NOx emissions itself is larger, thus the resolution is appropriate.

As a first-order estimation, using the mid-point release grid would mean twice as many grid points in two dimensions i.e. four times the grid points, thus also four times the trajectories to calculate to explain ±50% NOx variation. Reducing the trajectories released from 50 to 20 (for example) means a 60% decrease in trajectories while the variation is increased by at most 10% for NOx. It is not known how the computational cost and alternative refinements (e.g. to the amount of tagged chemicals) compare to the number of trajectories. Note that in the separate day simulated for the WeCare project a finer time-region grid was applied (Grewe et al., 2017a).
3.6. Radiative forcing

The EMAC model in the REACT4C study (Grewe et al., 2014b) was run for 90 model days. The AIRTRAC sub-model was set up to keep track of tagged species, but to quantify climate impact the concentration changes must be translated to radiative forcing.

3.6.1. Water vapour adjusted RF

For adjusted RF from a water vapour emission a new correlation was developed, based on Grewe and Stenke (2008). The AirClim study presented by Grewe and Stenke (2008) had a comparable approach to REACT4C but used perturbations instead of tagging. Depending on its location in their latitude-altitude grid, the same uniform water vapour emission led to a different change in atmospheric water vapour. Grewe et al. (2014b) compared this resulting change in atmospheric water vapour to the resulting radiative forcing (see Figure 3.6), and found an almost linear correlation. The results from Grewe and Stenke (2008) cannot be used to relate an emission to adjusted RF, but due to the REACT4C set-up the resulting atmospheric mass change is already available and the relation can be used. The linear fit shown in Figure 3.6 is thus applied to the 90-day time history of the water vapour mass from an emission, yielding 90-day adjusted RF time history.

3.6.2. Ozone RF

Instantaneous RF for ozone from NOx emissions is calculated by the RAD4ALL EMAC sub-model (Jöckel et al., 2006; Roeckner et al., 2006), which re-implements the ECHAM5 radiation scheme (Roeckner et al., 2003) into the MESSy interface. A separate relation was set up by Grewe et al. (2014b) to relate ozone instantaneous RF to adjusted RF (see Section 2.1.2 for definitions).

Ozone instantaneous RF

The ECHAM5 radiation code (and by extension the RAD4ALL code) has a larger time-step than the model dynamics for computational efficiency, typically 2 hours (Roeckner et al., 2003). The solar irradiation in a grid cell varies with Sun-Earth distance and effective solar zenith angle, which accounts for curvature of the atmosphere. For both shortwave and longwave radiation, the ECHAM5 radiation scheme follows the methods implemented in the ECMWF Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) model at the time of development (Cy23r1), i.e. the Fouquart and Bonnel (1980) method for shortwave radiation and the Rapid and accurate Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM) (Mlawer et al., 1997) method for longwave radiation.

The shortwave scheme uses the Eddington approximation for the spherical angles and the delta-Eddington approximation for reflectivity. Four shortwave spectral bands are used, one for visible and ultraviolet light, three for near infrared. Ozone absorption is accounted for in the visible and ultraviolet band (0.25-0.69 $\mu$m) and the farthest infrared band (2.38–4.00 $\mu$m).

The main difference in the longwave scheme is that there are emission sources within the atmosphere itself and the Earth is a diffuse source compared to the solar beam Roeckner et al. (2006). Sixteen longwave spectral bands are used, of which ozone absorption is accounted for in the 630–700, 700–820, 980–1080, and 1080–1180 cm$^{-1}$ bands. Each band is split up into a number of intervals, 50 in total for the bands that are relevant for ozone absorption.

Forster et al. (2011) assessed the performance of a large number of CCM and GCM radiation codes compared to line-by-line codes. For the stratospheric ozone test the ECHAM5 code has a shortwave...
accuracy of around 10% and a longwave accuracy of almost 30%. For the tropospheric ozone test, solar radiation plays only a minor role and the longwave accuracy is within 10%. Sukhodolov et al. (2014) assessed the shortwave performance of the ECHAM family of GCMs specifically. The main weakness found in the four-band scheme used in ECHAM5 is in modelling responses to variations in solar irradiance, which was not part of the REACT4C study.

The ECHAM5 radiation code is not the most accurate one available, but there is an important trade-off to make with computational efficiency and it is more detailed than the methods employed for water vapour, methane, and PMO RF calculation.

Ozone adjusted RF
Grewe et al. (2014b) developed an analytical formula for converting ozone instantaneous RF to adjusted RF:

\[
RF_{\text{adj}} = f_1(t) \times f_2(p) \times RF_{\text{inst}}
\] (3.22)

Monthly AirClim results from Fichter (2009) were adopted and used to identify time dependence. Exactly what results were adopted is not mentioned, but EMAC simulations were run for each monthly perturbation of three latitude-altitude cells, including spin-up time to allow stratospheric temperature adjustment. Analysing the time variance of instantaneous and adjusted RF of these cells reveals a sinusoidal correlation - Equation (3.23) - after scaling by the yearly maximum value and shifting to the ratio of instantaneous versus adjusted RF (Figure 3.7 left).

For the altitude dependence, the four data points from Fichter (2009) are combined with five data points from a similar study by Stuber (2003). The fit found, Equation (3.24), closely reproduces the data used (Figure 3.7 right, one point is out of range). A gap is visible in the source data in the 200 to 400 hPa range of calculated CCFs, where the fit produces a minimum. Grewe et al. (2014b) describe in text and their Figure A4 that the factor between adjusted and instantaneous RF should become negative in the lower stratosphere, but this is not reproduced by the fit, though one data point at 50 hPa from Stuber (2003) was taken into account.

\[
f_1(t) = 0.08 \left[ \sin \left( 2\pi \frac{t - 7.5}{12} + \frac{\pi}{2} \right) - 1 \right]
\] (3.23)

\[
f_2(p) = 1.05 - 1.1 \frac{\frac{1}{10}\bar{p} - 3.4}{2.0 \left( \frac{1}{10}\bar{p} - 3.4 \right)^2 + 1}
\] (3.24)

3.6.3. Methane adjusted RF
Grewe et al. (2014b) use the so-called IPCC formula to calculate adjusted RF for methane from NOx emissions, proposed in the IPCC First Assessment Report (Shine et al., 1990). The IPCC report states...
that the equation’s functional form is from Wigley (1987), the coefficient was derived from Hansen et al. (1988), and the CH$_4$-N$_2$O overlap term was taken from Hansen et al. (1988). Hansen’s results are derived from a 1-D model given by Lacis et al. (1981). Wigley (1987) is not publicly available, but Wigley is one of the contributors to Shine et al. (1990). The following form was thus applied in REACT4C (Shine et al., 1990):

\[
RF_{\text{adj}} = 0.036 \left( \sqrt{M} - \sqrt{M_0} \right) - \left[ f(M,N_0) - f(M_0,N_0) \right] \tag{3.25}
\]

\[
f(M,N) = 0.47 \ln \left[ 1 + 2.01 \times 10^{-5} (MN)^{0.75} + 5.31 \times 10^{-15} M (MN)^{1.52} \right] \tag{3.26}
\]

Here $M$ and $N$ are the methane and N$_2$O volumetric concentrations in [ppbv] and the adjusted RF is calculated from a concentration change relative to $M_0$ and $N_0$. The term $f(M, N)$ is the CH$_4$-N$_2$O overlap term from Hansen et al. (1988), which represents the overlap in radiation spectra of the two GHGs. N$_2$O is not tagged by the AIRTRAC sub-model: the background N$_2$O concentration is taken based on current measured values (V. Grewe, personal communication, 12 April, 2016).

### 3.6.4. PMO adjusted RF

PMO adjusted RF is calculated using results from Dahlmann (2012):

\[
RF_{\text{adj}}(\text{PMO}) = -0.29RF_{\text{adj}}(\text{CH}_4) \tag{3.27}
\]

Dahlmann (2012) states that the coefficient for PMO RF above was calculated from the model ECHAM4/L39 + CHEM (E39C) and AirClim results for $O_{\text{eff}}^\text{CH}$ (sum of direct ozone and PMO), direct ozone and methane RF, but no further details are given on the calculation. The value is also compared to other results from literature (0.23–0.58) and is in the low range of results (Dahlmann, 2012). Grewe et al. (2014b) do not provide details on their reason to choose this specific value. Note that Dahlmann (2012) used the same IPCC formula (3.6.3) to calculate the methane RF that this scaling is based on. Because of this linear scaling from methane results there is no point in analysing the variability PMO results or developing algorithms.

### 3.7. Climate metrics

To avoid misinterpretation of results in climate science, it is important to pose the adequate climate question before devising metrics to answer that question (Grewe and Dahlmann, 2015). Grewe et al. (2014b) identified three political questions regarding climate impact of aviation and formulated preferred metrics for each question:

- Q1: "What is the short-term climate impact of the REACT4C re-routing strategy?"
- Q2: "What is the long-term climate impact of the REACT4C re-routing strategy?"
- Q3: "What is the medium-range climate impact of a present-day REACT4C re-routing decision?"

In literature (Shine et al., 2005; Boucher and Reddy, 2008; Fuglestvedt et al., 2010) a distinction has been made between pulse (P), sustained (S), and future (F) emissions when presenting climate impact metrics. The three underlying metrics discussed by Grewe et al. (2014b) are Absolute Global Warming Potential (AGWP), Absolute Global Temperature Change Potential (AGTP), and Average Temperature Response (ATR). The three climate metrics finally calculated for the single published weather pattern (WP1) are F-ATR20 (Q1), P-AGWP20 (Q1), and P-AGWP100 (Q2) (Grewe et al., 2014b), where the number represents the time horizon in [years]. Results for the ATM optimisation Pareto front in Grewe et al. (2014a) show that F-ATR20 presents the lowest mitigation gain potential of the three metrics, and P-AGWP100 presents the highest mitigation gain.

The F-ATR with 20 or 100 year time horizon is identified as the best metric for answering Q1 and Q2 in Grewe et al. (2014b), as temperature change better represents climate impact than does integrated RF, and a future emissions scenario (or sustained scenario) represents the effect of a strategic re-routing decision instead of a present-day decision. The P-AGWP metrics are presented as the furthest abstraction from this answer (Grewe et al., 2014b), but have the benefit of simplicity and allowing comparisons to previous research, as these metrics relative to carbon dioxide AGWP have been widely
Table 3.2: Values of the constants for Equation (3.30), from Boucher and Reddy (2008).

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$c_i$</td>
<td>$K (W m^{-2})^{-1}$</td>
<td>$d_j$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$i = 1$</td>
<td>0.631</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$i = 2$</td>
<td>0.429</td>
<td>409.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

used (see Section 2.1.2). The only results available for the other seven REACT4C weather patterns are F-ATR20, as used for the ATM optimisation in Grewe et al. (2017b). As F-ATR20 calculation follows from the other metrics, they are also explained here.

3.7.1. Method for P-AGWP and P-AGTP

The REACT4C simulation set-up (Grewe et al., 2014b) with its 15-minute emissions represents a pulse set-up (before application of a future emissions scenario) whereas some recent studies have used sustained emissions. In comparison, Grewe and Stenke (2008) ran their model for 5 years with constant emissions. The REACT4C approach (Grewe et al., 2014b, suppl) follows Fuglestvedt et al. (2010) for P-AGWP and P-AGTP. Absolute Global Warming Potential (AGWP) and Absolute Global Temperature Change Potential (AGTP) are defined as follows (Grewe et al., 2014b, suppl):

$$\text{AGWP}_{H_x} = \int_0^H F_x(t) \, dt \quad (3.28)$$

$$\text{AGTP}_{H_x} = \int_0^H F_x(t) R(H - t) \, dt \quad (3.29)$$

$$R(t) = \sum_{j=1}^{2} c_j \frac{d_j}{\exp\left(\frac{-t}{d_j}\right)} \quad (3.30)$$

Here $F_x(t)$ is the time-dependent adjusted RF of the emission. The response function, Equation (3.30), represents climate response (i.e. surface temperature change) to an RF change on both the short and long timescale as given by Fuglestvedt et al. (2010) and first proposed by Boucher and Reddy (2008) based on 1000 simulated years of CO$_2$ response in the HadCM3 GCM. The values of the constants are given in Table 3.2. Adding up the two terms of $c_j$ gives an equilibrium climate sensitivity of 1.05 K (W m$^{-2}$)$^{-1}$. Fuglestvedt et al. (2010) give the tentative interpretation that the first term of the constants is the ocean mixed-layer response and the second term is the deep ocean response.

Depending on the species, either the concentration, instantaneous RF, or adjusted RF are output from the EMAC simulation and during post-processing the time-history of adjusted RF is calculated. The peak RF in the 90-day adjusted RF history was determined, and an exponential decay was fit from this point up to one year after emission (V. Grewe, personal communication, 18 April, 2016). The average of this extrapolated history is then the year-mean adjusted RF, $\overline{F_x}$. This is used to estimate an equivalent pulse $A_x$ given an assumed exponential lifetime $\tau_x$ (Grewe et al., 2014b, suppl):

$$\overline{F_x} = \int_0^1 A_x \exp\left(-\frac{t}{\tau_x}\right) \, dt = A_x \tau_x \left[1 - \exp\left(-\frac{1}{\tau_x}\right)\right] \quad (3.31)$$

Specific assumptions about the evolution of RF as a function of time are made for each species, detailed in the next sections. These can then be used directly to calculate AGWP or combined with Equation (3.30) to calculate AGTP.

3.7.2. Water vapour

The exponential lifetime $\tau$ for water vapour is assumed to be 0.05 years (Grewe et al., 2014b, suppl). Applying Equation (3.31) and approximating:

$$A_{H_2O} = \frac{\overline{F_{H_2O}}}{\overline{R_{H_2O}}} \approx \frac{\overline{F_{H_2O}}}{\tau_{H_2O}} \quad (3.32)$$

For water vapour RF a pulse with exponential decay is assumed (Grewe et al., 2014b, suppl):
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\[ F_{H_2O}(t) = A_{H_2O} \exp \left( -\frac{t}{\tau_{H_2O}} \right) \]  

(3.33)

Applying Equation (3.28) and solving the integral gives (Grewe et al., 2014b, suppl):

\[ P^{\text{-AGWP}}_{H_2O} = A_{H_2O} \tau_{H_2O} \left[ 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{H}{\tau_{H_2O}} \right) \right] \]  

(3.34)

Applying Equations (3.29) and (3.30) and solving the integral gives (Grewe et al., 2014b, suppl):

\[ P^{\text{-AGTP}}_{H_2O} = \sum_{j=1}^{2} A_{H_2O} \tau_{H_2O} c_j \left[ \exp \left( -\frac{H}{\tau_{H_2O}} \right) - \exp \left( -\frac{H}{d_j} \right) \right] \]  

(3.35)

### 3.7.3. Ozone

Two methods for ozone climate response are presented, one where an instant peak \( A_{O_3} \) decays exponentially, and another with an exponential increase followed by a decay. The first, more simple, method is evaluated against the second and deviates only 1–3% for a 1–3 month period of exponential increase. The simple method was used for CCF calculation and is explained here. During extrapolation of the 90-day adjusted RF time history to year-mean adjusted RF, the exponential lifetime \( \tau \) was derived for each separate time-region pulse and this was used to calculate the long-term response (V. Grewe, personal communication, 18 April, 2016). Analogous to water vapour (Grewe et al., 2014b, suppl):

\[ A_{O_3} = \frac{F_{O_3}}{\tau_{O_3} \left[ 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{t}{\tau_{O_3}} \right) \right]} \approx \frac{F_{O_3}}{\tau_{O_3}} \]  

(3.36)

\[ P^{\text{-AGWP}}_{O_3} = A_{O_3} \tau_{O_3} \left[ 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{H}{\tau_{O_3}} \right) \right] \]  

(3.37)

\[ P^{\text{-AGTP}}_{O_3} = \sum_{j=1}^{2} A_{O_3} \tau_{O_3} c_j \left[ \exp \left( -\frac{H}{\tau_{O_3}} \right) - \exp \left( -\frac{H}{d_j} \right) \right] \]  

(3.38)

### 3.7.4. Methane

The perturbation lifetime for methane is in the order of 12 years (Lee et al., 2010), so the assumption of a pulse with exponential decay would not be accurate. Instead the RF response to a \( \text{NO}_x \) emission is assumed to decrease linearly to a negative maximum \( F_m \) at a time \( H_0 \), followed by an exponential decay from that point on (Grewe et al., 2014b, suppl):

\[ F_{\text{CH}_4}(t) = \frac{t}{H_0} F_m \quad \text{for} \ 0 \leq t \leq H_0 \]  

\[ F_{\text{CH}_4}(t) = F_m \exp \left[ -\frac{(t - H_0)}{\tau_{\text{CH}_4}} \right] \quad \text{for} \ H_0 < t \]  

(3.39)

The value of \( H_0 \) is set to 1 year to approximate the period during which a \( \text{NO}_x \) emission induces a methane perturbation through OH. Applying Equation (3.28) and solving the integrals gives (Grewe et al., 2014b, suppl):

\[ P^{\text{-AGWP}}_{\text{CH}_4} = \frac{H_0}{2} F_m + \tau_{\text{CH}_4} F_m \left[ 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{(H - H_0)}{\tau_{\text{CH}_4}} \right) \right] \]  

(3.40)

Applying Equations (3.29) and (3.30), re-arranging and solving the integrals gives (Grewe et al., 2014b, suppl):
P-AGTP \( H_{CH_4} = \sum_{j=1}^{2} c_j \frac{F_m}{H_0} \left[ H_0 - d_j \right] \exp \left[ \frac{-(H - H_0)}{d_j} \right] + d_j \exp \left[ \frac{-H}{d_j} \right] \) (3.41)

\begin{align*}
+ \sum_{j=1}^{2} c_j \frac{F_m \tau_{CH_4}}{d_j} \left( \exp \left( \frac{-(H - H_0)}{\tau_{CH_4}} \right) - \exp \left( \frac{-(H - H_0)}{d_j} \right) \right)
\end{align*}

### 3.7.5. Method for F-ATR

The REACT4C approach (Grewe et al., 2014b, suppl) follows Fuglestvedt et al. (2010) for P-AGWP and P-AGTP but provides no details on F-ATR. The Average Temperature Response (ATR) metric was proposed by Schwartz Dallara et al. (2011) for quantifying climate impact mitigation gain of aviation technology advances, as it represents the average temperature change from a technological change over the average life-time of an aircraft. In the REACT4C method, F-ATR20 is used to represent the short-term climate impact of a structural re-routing decision given a business-as-usual geographical spread and growth of the aviation sector (Grewe et al., 2014b, 2017b). ATR is calculated by the following equation (Grewe et al., 2014b):

\[
ATR_H = \frac{1}{H} \int_{t_0}^{t_0 + T} dT(t) \, dt
\] (3.42)

In REACT4C, to find F-ATR for a timescale \( H \) the F-AGTP was calculated for each year from 0 to \( H \), and Equation (3.42) was subsequently applied to derive the average temperature change. Shine et al. (2005) introduced the concept of AGTP and showed how to derive it for both pulse and sustained emissions. They mention in deriving S-AGTP how F-AGTP could be derived.

The future scenario is implemented by taking into account the IPCC Fa1 scenario (Penner et al., 1999) for emissions. This scenario is based on the earlier IS92a IPCC growth scenario (Leggett et al., 1992), taking into account expected technology improvements for fuel burn and NO\(_x\) emission reductions. For REACT4C net growth from scenario Fa1, including economic growth and technological improvement, was factored into the temporal development of the F-AGTP from 0 to \( H \) (V. Grewe, personal communication, 18 April, 2016).

According to Shine et al. (2005), the concentration change \( \Delta \chi \) from a change in emissions \( \Delta S \) with a time constant \( \alpha \) is:

\[
\frac{d\Delta \chi(t)}{dt} = \Delta S(t) - \frac{\Delta \chi(t)}{\alpha}
\] (3.43)

For sustained emissions \( \Delta S \) is constant, thus (Shine et al., 2005):

\[
\Delta \chi(t) = a \Delta S \left[ 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{t}{\alpha} \right) \right]
\] (3.44)

Then by representing RF as a factor times the concentration change and assuming \( \Delta S \) equals unity, the S-AGTP is calculated. Shine et al. (2005) uses a single timescale response as opposed to the dual-timescale response from Boucher and Reddy (2008) used by Grewe et al. (2014b). Converting the variables and assuming the perturbation lifetime \( \tau \) does not equal either of the climate response lifetimes \( d_j \):

\[
S-\text{AGTP} \Delta H_x = \sum_{j=1}^{2} A_x \tau_x c_j d_j \left[ 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{H}{d_j} \right) \right] - \frac{1}{d_j + \tau_x^{-1}} \left[ \exp \left( -\frac{H}{\tau_x} \right) - \exp \left( -\frac{H}{d_j} \right) \right]
\] (3.45)

The form of Equation 3.45 resembles that of the water vapour and ozone P-AGTP formulas after assuming an exponential decay. Shine et al. (2005) do not mention an exponential decay explicitly but it is contained in the assumption that RF is concentration change times a factor. This is confirmed by the fact that the Shine et al. (2005) formula for P-AGTP is identical to Equation (3.35) for water
vapour and Equation (3.38) for ozone. A more general approach to P-AGWP and S-AGWP is given by Berntsen et al. (2005).

For a future emissions scenario, \( \Delta \delta \) in Equation (3.44) is not constant but equal to the assumed trend of the future emissions growth. It is outside of the scope of this thesis, but a similar approach as above for Equation 3.45 combined with the Fa1 emissions scenario (Penner et al., 1999) could be used to derive the form of the F-AGTP. Discretising Equation (3.42) for one AGTP per year:

\[
F \cdot \text{ATR}_H = \frac{1}{H} \sum_{k=1}^{H} F \cdot \text{AGTP}_k \tag{3.46}
\]

Figure 1.1 shows two examples of the calculated F-ATR20 data, that were used as an input for the ATM optimisation (Grewe et al., 2014a,b).

### 3.8. Verification

Validating the global climate response to a local aircraft emission is not feasible, as this would require tracking the emitted species for the duration of their atmospheric lifetimes and accurately accounting for the climate response due to all other natural and anthropogenic perturbations. Grewe et al. (2014b) use results from other studies to achieve a limited verification of the REACT4C results, insofar as is possible given the novelty of this research.

![Figure 3.8: Temporal evolution of NO\textsubscript{x}, ozone, water vapour and methane perturbation masses after emissions of NO\textsubscript{x} and water vapour into the time-region grid (see Section 3.3.3). Each line represents one time-region grid point. The white overlaid lines are re-scaled results from Stevenson et al. (2004). The image is from Grewe et al. (2014b).](image_url)

Figure 3.8 shows the time history of the perturbations for the 90-day model integration after summing the 50 trajectories for each time-region grid point, with re-scaled January values from Stevenson et al. (2004) as white lines. The overall trend is clearly agreeable. Other verification comparisons given by Grewe et al. (2014b) yield similar results: similar order of magnitude and all variations can be explained by differences between conditions in the NAFC and global averages. Using the REACT4C actual ATM
emissions as inputs for AirClim (Grewe and Stenke, 2008; Fichter, 2009) shows very little difference in NOx climate impact and some difference in water vapour climate impact, but the latter is very small from both models. GWP and GTP (i.e. AGWP relative to CO2) results for ozone and methane were calculated and compared favourably to Fuglestvedt et al. (2010). These comparisons to literature are all agreeable, but this thesis will investigate the significant variability between time-region grid points as visible in Figure 3.8. This variability could not be verified by Grewe et al. (2014b) as no comparable data are available for the local variability of the normalised climate impact within a region.
Methodology for preparing algorithmic CCFs

This chapter documents the methodology applied in this thesis. Figure 4.1 is a graphical representation of the steps and methods employed in this thesis per emission species, insofar as they directly lead to the research objective (Section 1.2). The structure of this chapter roughly follows Figure 4.1 and the chronological order in which methods were applied. Section 4.1 defines the terminology used from this point on in this thesis, Section 4.2 explains how the REACT4C data was prepared for analysis, Section 4.3 explains how the variability of the CCF itself is analysed and visualised. Section 4.4 gives the requirements that were devised as a basis for the methodology behind algorithm development in this thesis. Section 4.5 explains the methods used for formulating algorithms, and Section 4.6 details the trade-off framework developed from the requirements. Finally Section 4.7 explains how the original data and final algorithm results are visualised for reference.

Figure 4.1: Flowchart of the steps used for preparing algorithmic CCFs from REACT4C data. Steps that do not feed directly into the results are omitted.

4.1. Terminology
For the sake of this thesis, Climate Cost Function (CCF) refers to the global-mean F-ATR20 (see Section 3.7) from concentration changes of a species from a local emission, normalised to 1 kg of emission. The five winter and three summer patterns from Irvine et al. (2013) (see Section 3.1) are sequentially numbered WP1-WP8 here, so WP6-WP8 are the summer patterns. For example, Figure 1.1 contains ozone and methane CCF results for 200 hPa, WP1.
4.2. Preparation of data for analysis

The REACT4C CCF data was presented as needed for the ATM optimisation, on a $28 \times 18 \times 6$ grid over the North Atlantic, with WP1 also including three time coordinates. These results were calculated on a $6 \times 7 \times 4$ grid, as explained in Section 3.3.3, and interpolated afterwards. The two extra altitudes in the dataset are copied from and extend above and below 200 hPa and 400 hPa respectively, to prevent the ATM optimisation having exceeding the simulated altitudes. The interpolated data points increase the amount of computation needed for analysis, though this is not expected to be significant. Using the interpolated data is likely to inflate the statistical power of any analysis done. No more information is contained than in the original data, and due to interpolation all the added points will follow the same trend. If regression analysis is then done, the results will change little when compared to regression on the original data, but the accuracy of the fit found would be overestimated. For this reason the REACT4C CCF data is reverse-engineered to its original resolution (Section 4.2.1).

All other data from REACT4C, e.g. temperature or geopotential, were calculated and presented on the higher-resolution EMAC grid. This is a $128 \times 64 \times 41$ global longitude-latitude-level grid, of which $28 \times 18$ in the NAFC conform the interpolated CCF data. The vertical coordinate is a hybrid pressure coordinate system instead of pressure altitude, and the data is available in 15-minute time steps. For application of regression analysis, the EMAC data is interpolated to the same $6 \times 7 \times 4$ grid as the CCF data (see Section 4.2.2). For accurate 2-D plotting of weather patterns, basic weather variables such as wind vectors and geopotential are converted to a $28 \times 18 \times 4$ grid that matches the interpolated CCF data.

Figure 3.4 shows an overlay of both grids. The scope of the analysis for this thesis is the geographical extent of the CCF time-region grid. In total, around 13.3 GiB of data are made available from REACT4C. After selecting the time-step and geographical extent of the emissions and interpolating, around 6.1 MiB of data is used for analysis.

4.2.1. CCF reverse engineering

Visual inspection of the provided CCF results along one latitude or longitude for one level show unmistakeable bilinear interpolation used to convert from the CCF grid to the EMAC grid without conservation of the original data points. Simply re-interpolating the data would introduce unnecessary errors by rounding off the peaks present in the original data. Here the data are extrapolated from two nearby points instead of interpolated. Due to the bilinear interpolation initially used, this approach returns exactly the original CCF data on the time-region grid.

4.2.2. EMAC data interpolation

Correctly interpolating the EMAC data to the time-region grid is not trivial. However, the global extent of EMAC model data and the interpolation to a more course grid means that no extrapolation is needed and the introduced interpolation error is limited. Both bilinear and bicubic interpolation per sigma-pressure level were initially applied. Bilinear interpolation is finally applied here due to its simplicity and possible overcorrection from application of the bicubic scheme.

Certain variables, e.g. wind direction and relative humidity, are not continuous and interpolating them directly produces varying amounts of error. Interpolating two wind directions that vary slightly, e.g. 359° and 1° (azimuth, so 0° is north) leads to the interpolated result of 180°, which is the opposite direction. Wind data is thus interpolated in cartesian coordinates and then transformed to polar coordinates. Relative humidity varies from 0% to about 120%, and 120% is not at all similar to 0%. For relative humidity, direct interpolation is expected to produce negligible error compared to interpolating the underlying data and recalculating the metric.

The EMAC model uses sigma-pressure levels for vertical discretisation under the hydrostatic assumption (Roeckner et al., 2003), that gradually move from following the Earth's surface at low altitudes to fixed pressure levels at high altitudes. As altitude is commonly given in pressure [Pa] instead of geometric height, there is no convenient way to directly apply trilinear interpolation without applying weighing factor or converting to geometric height. Here instead the data are first interpolated bilinearly per sigma-pressure level. Then the data at each longitude-latitude coordinate are linearly interpolated to the fixed-pressure levels of the time-region grid (see Section 3.3.3). Roeckner et al. (2003) gives the following relations for the sigma-pressure levels:
4.3. Assessing the variability of CCF data

To assess general spatial and seasonal tendencies of the REACT4C CCFs, sets of box plots are generated dividing the entire data set up into longitudes, latitudes, altitudes, and weather patterns, i.e. keeping all but one dimension constant. Box plots allow for compact visualisation of the variability as opposed to e.g. 2-D heat maps for each altitude and weather pattern. If an interaction between two dimensions is suspected, sets of box plots can be generated per factor along one dimension, i.e. keeping all but two dimensions constant. This is most readily done with the season (two values) or level (four values), as otherwise the compactness of box plots is lost. Tukey box plots are used for visualisation with the addition of the mean. The lines of the box represents the first, second (i.e. the median), and third quartiles. The whiskers extend either to minimum and maximum or to 1.5 times the length of the box, i.e. the Interquartile Range (IQR), whichever is shortest. Figure 4.2 shows an example for the ozone CCF data per WP. From this example it is clear that the ozone CCF results are higher for summer and that there is variability within the seasons.

Outliers can be readily identified from the box plots. Careful judgement is needed on whether to include these outliers in the analysis, as removing out-lying data points that represent the actual variability of the problem will lead to incorrect results. Key information in determining the validity of an outlier include the magnitude of its variance from the other data, its location and our understanding of the expected spatial variability, and whether the data adjacent to the outlier show a similar trend or it is entirely isolated.

Ozone and methane climate impacts are caused by the same local NOx emission mass, and partially depend on the same reactions (see Sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4). An attempt is made to correlate methane

\[ p_{k+1/2} = A_{k+1/2} + B_{k+1/2} p_s \]  
\[ p_k = \frac{1}{2}(p_{k+1/2} + p_{k-1/2}) \]

(4.1)

(4.2)

Here \( k \) is the level, intermediate indices represent grid-cell boundaries, and \( p_s \) in [Pa] is the surface pressure. At the lowest sigma-pressure level \( (k = \nu_{\text{lev}}) \), \( A = 0 \) and \( B = 1 \) so the surface pressure is obtained. At the highest level \( (k = 0) \), \( A = 0 \) and \( B = 0 \) so the pressure is 0 Pa, with \( A \) reaching a maximum roughly at the median pressure level and \( B \) monotonously decreasing with altitude. This produces levels that entirely depend on surface pressure at low altitude, and pressure levels entirely independent of surface pressure at high altitude with a gradual transition. Grewe et al. (2014b) used 41 levels, for which the \( A \) and \( B \) constants are not published, but are encoded in the data made available. It is assumed that the zonal variation of longitude distances is negligible within each \( 2.8^\circ \times 2.8^\circ \) EMAC grid cell, so the interpolation is performed in [\( ^\circ \)] and not converted to cartesian distances.

Much literature exists on various and complex methods of interpolating weather and climate data. Except for nearest-neighbour, bilinear interpolation is generally the simplest method available. Given the large amount of uncertainty already present in the data, researching more complex interpolation methods was out of the scope of this thesis.

![Figure 4.2: Box plot of REACT4C ozone CCF data per WP. The red line separates winter and summer WPs, the dark red dots represent the mean. Other details are standard for Tukey box plots.](image-url)
impact to ozone impact to compare results with literature, and potentially avoid the formulation of a separate algorithm for methane (see Section 6.1.3).

4.4. Requirements for an algorithmic CCF

As the algorithms are intended for implementation in a NWP routine, a number of constraints can be devised to guide the analysis. Given the intention to implement in a different software package than that employed for this thesis, an algorithm should be portable. In practice this means a limited number of steps in the calculation, and closed-form expressions with a limited number of terms. The algorithm should not be difficult to present or to discretise and implement in a different routine. Instantaneous, zero-dimensional expressions are preferred as integration in space and/or time means the algorithm is sensitive to the set-up of the model it is implemented in.

The algorithm should be externally valid to an extent, so it has merit outside of the geographical extent of the NAFC and the specific weather situations and seasons of the eight weather patterns from REACT4C. Deriving algorithms from the REACT4C data that are valid at e.g. surface pressure over the South Pole is infeasible. On the other hand, algorithms that perfectly predict the REACT4C data yet are invalid for a slight deviation in geographical extent or season have no scientific merit. The season and weather pattern should thus not be used directly in the algorithm, and caution should be used when considering longitude, latitude, altitude or derivatives thereof as variables. Limitations in the applicable domain of the algorithm are acceptable but should be clearly described. Future verification activities, that are out of scope for this thesis, are needed before any claims can be made about the external validity and veracity of an algorithm.

Simplicity is preferred so the algorithm and its derivation can still visually conveyed and supported with theory. If possible only one step should be used that consists of a closed-form expression with one or two independent variables, so 2-D/3-D scatter plots can be used. The final goal in this field of research is for the algorithmic CCF to be implemented and used for climate-optimised ATM, thus simplicity will be key in convincing various stakeholders in the future.

Causality is not expected to be a major issue in this research. The EMAC model equations are known, the REACT4C-specific set-up is known, the investigated variables are based on literature reviews, and the climate impact of an emission physically depends on meteorology. Note that causality within the REACT4C simulated data is not necessarily physical causality as not all physical processes are modelled, and processes that are not accurately represented at the 2.8° × 2.8° resolution are parametrised.

If an algorithm is to be implemented in NWP, variables must be used that are available in these routines. Essentially this includes all physical variables of the atmosphere, e.g. primitive variables such as wind and temperature, precipitation, the location of the tropopause, cloud physics, lightning incidence, and solar irradiance. NWP routines do not normally incorporate chemistry, and not all routines are designed for specific details such as lightning. Some NWP routines are already optimised for real-time prediction of e.g. the wind field for calculating wind-optimal aircraft trajectories. Algorithmic CCFs that only make use of variables currently available in NWP or derivatives thereof are preferred, and variables that describe large-scale variations of the atmosphere are preferred once more to minimise the computational cost of NWP implementation. Chemical Weather Forecasting (CWF) is a promising new field of research that combines NWP with chemical reactions and transport, but research has focussed on surface-level air pollution (Kukkonen et al., 2012). There is thus some potential for future real-time CCF calculation based on chemical variables, and they should be included in the scope of the analysis.

Reproducing the spatial pattern of the CCFs is more important than absolute accuracy. The REACT4C data is already quite uncertain (Grewe et al., 2014b), but an incorrect pattern from an algorithmic approximation leads to incorrect re-routing decisions.

4.5. Formulation of algorithmic CCFs

The research objective of this thesis (Section 1.2) is to formulate algorithmic approximations, but this must be operationalised to formulate a methodology. Given the requirements for the algorithm discussed in Section 4.4 and the timeframe of this thesis, the scope was defined as 0-D instantaneous regression analysis on the entire REACT4C CCF dataset for 12 UTC emissions. The distinction between regression and algorithm in this thesis is only made when suggesting extra calculation steps beyond the regression equation to e.g. prevent negative CCF results.
4.5.1. Data selection for regression

As a modular CCM, EMAC tracks a multitude of variables during a simulation and many more are calculated in post-processing. The approach agreed for this thesis was to request specific datasets based upon a literature review per emission species. An initial dataset is provided with the CCF data and basic weather variables: geopotential altitude, relative humidity, surface pressure, temperature, and wind in polar coordinates.

A literature review is performed per species, to identify driving variables behind the CCF variations. A distinct part of this process is to review causal links in the EMAC background model by examining the model equations and the driving variables. The most valuable source of this information outside of Grewe et al. (2014b) is the ECHAM5 model description report (Roekkner et al., 2003). Relevant datasets are made available based on the results from these literature reviews, as opposed to specific variables.

The hypothesis of this thesis (Section 1.2) and the expectation expressed in Frömming et al. (2017) is that the CCFs can be accurately represented by local weather data. As discussed in Section 4.4, inclusion of non-weather variables in an algorithm limits the potential for application of algorithmic CCFs. The method applied here is to include non-weather variables in the analysis, but keep a clear distinction in formulation, selection, and discussion of algorithms between those that are compatible with NWP application and those that are not (e.g. background chemical concentrations).

The list of variables in each dataset is output to a text file, and the descriptions of the variables are scanned manually for data that matches those identified in literature and otherwise potentially relevant variables. The same variables may be included in multiple datasets, and these are plotted to determine if and why there are differences. Some variables identified in literature will not be available directly in the dataset and are derived. At a later stage more variables may be derived to facilitate specific interactions between basic variables.

Histograms and KDEs are output for every selected variable, for the full set of $6 \times 7 \times 4 \times 8$, to assess whether the variable has any meaningful variation and what distribution the data has. Variables with no variation, very little variation, or exact copies of another included variable are excluded from further analysis. Many weather variables are inherently sparse, e.g. snow or lightning, and some may have been unused in the REACT4C model set-up. By excluding variables with little variation, there is some risk of excluding information that explains outliers in the CCF data. Generally the sparse data and their outliers line up across multiple variables (e.g. all snow data, all lightning data). This risk is then mitigated by keeping one of the variables in the analysis. Tables 5.1 and 6.1 contain the variables before and after histogram selection for water vapour and NOx analysis respectively.

4.5.2. Regression analysis

The first step made in formulating algorithm candidates is to generate a scatter plot matrix of the CCF and all the selected independent variables mutually. This visualises the scatterplot of each pair of variables with a simple univariate fit, the histogram/KDE of each variable, and the correlation coefficient of each pair in one overview. The Spearman rank coefficient is employed here as opposed to the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient. The Spearman coefficient can return high results for all monotonous relationships, whereas the Pearson coefficient purely looks at linear correlation and we anticipate non-linear relationships. There is no convenient coefficient for non-monotonous relationships so these should be visually inspected in scatter plots. The scatter plot matrix is used to identify the strongest univariate relationships between the CCF data and weather data, and to identify potential collinearity among the weather variables. Generally, two medium strong predictors that have no collinearity are better combined in a bivariate regression than two strong predictors that have full collinearity, as here the second variable would add no new information. Figure 4.3 shows a scatter plot matrix of the water vapour, ozone and methane CCF data as an example. Both the Spearman coefficient and the scatter plot show that the strongest correlation is between ozone and methane. If ozone and methane CCF data would be used to predict the water vapour CCF, the collinearity would make their combined predictive power significantly lower than the coefficients of 0.11 and -0.03 suggest.

More detailed univariate scatter plots of the CCF over each independent variable are generated, and shape- and colour-coded per dimension based on results from the boxplot analysis. This allows more detailed exploration of the relationships and formulation of options to pursue. For the strongest predictors, box plots are generated for all four dimensions to assess whether the variability shows similar trends to the CCF. If one or more dimensions in the CCF box plot analysis are shown to be
leading, a box plot for that dimension is generated for all predictors.

By performing 0-D regression, we are committing what is termed the atomic fallacy. Each data point is taken as an independent measurement (such as a person or an atom) for regression, while both measured and simulated meteorological data show strong spatial patterns. Spatial autocorrelation is taken into account for residuals in the algorithm trade-off. Methods for spatial regression were investigated, but are out of scope for this thesis due to time constraints.

As the REACT4C data contains five winter and three summer patterns, and their ability to represent all seasonal variation is yet unclear (Section 3.1), this atomic fallacy may also affect the ability of an algorithm to capture seasonal trends. If the seasonal trend is not similar in the predictor(s) and season is not added as a separate category, the balance of weather patterns will skew results towards winter values. Adding season to the algorithm presents a separate problem of using the small sample of eight patterns to determine a constant factor between summer and winter CCFs without any information for spring or autumn.

4.5.3. Presentation of regression results

The general form of a simple linear regression is:

\[ y^j = \beta_0 + \beta_1 x^j + \epsilon^j \]  

(4.3)

With \( j = 1, \ldots, n \) where \( n \) is the number of observations. The two \( \beta \) coefficients are the parameters that are optimised via least-squares to best predict the dependent variable \( y \) from the dependent variable \( x \). The residuals \( \epsilon \) are the part of \( y \) that cannot correctly be predicted by this regression which are minimised via least-squared in the form \( \sum_{j=1}^{n} (\epsilon^j)^2 \). In this thesis the notation \( y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 x + \epsilon \) is used with the understanding that we are working with vectors. If more predictors are used it is no longer simple regression, and there is a set of parameters \( \beta_i \) with \( i = 0, \ldots, m \) where \( m \) is the number of predictors in the model.

For univariate regression, or bivariate regression where at least one of the predictors is categorical, the fit can be conveniently visualised in a scatter plot of CCF data versus the independent variable with the algorithm presented as a fitted curve or multiple fitted curves.

For bivariate and higher regressions, the data is visualised in a set of partial residual scatter plots (also called component+residual plots). The x-axis of each sub-plot is original data of each independent variable or interaction term between variables in the regression. The y-axis for predictor \( i \) is formulated as \( \beta_i x_i + \epsilon \), i.e. the residuals of the full regression model for each value of the x-axis plus the regression coefficient for that independent variable times the value of the variable. This allows interpretation of the relationship between the independent variable, the dependent variable, and the regression given that other variable are included.
Linear regression models are presented as formulas with the $\beta_i$ coefficients for each term. The least-squares optimised estimates for $\beta_i$, the standard error, the $t$-statistic, and the two-sided $p$-value of the $t$-statistic are provided in tables. The $t$-statistic is $\beta_i$ divided by its standard error (the null hypothesis is that $\beta_i$ is zero), and the $p$-value gives the probability of this result being due to chance using the Student’s $t$-distribution. The maximum $p$-value allowed for statistical significance is often 0.05 across many disciplines, but is set at 0.001 for this analysis to limit the amount of algorithm candidates. With the large dataset made available for this thesis, a $p$-value of 0.001 is easily attainable and reducing the chance of a correlation being due to random variability is worthwhile if the results of this thesis should have any merit for external application. Non-linear regressions are presented similarly, but the coefficients are not called $\beta_i$ to avoid confusion with linear regression.

To test the accuracy of the algorithm across the four dimensions, each is added separately to the regression to see how much the adjusted $R^2$ (see Section 4.6.2) improves and whether the resulting $\beta_i$ coefficients are statistically significant.

4.6. Algorithm trade-off

Based on the algorithm requirements in Section 4.4, a set of criteria for selecting the final algorithm were devised. In the process of investigating and formulating algorithms, many regressions are considered with and without additional calculation steps. To manage time and effort, four arbitrary candidates per species are worked out in detail and presented in this thesis. These candidates are based on the maximum achievable adjusted $R^2$ for a given amount and type of variables, and intended to present meaningfully different results to trade off. The set of criteria presented below is used to select a final algorithm per species.

4.6.1. Pattern of residuals

The most important criterion for a non-perfect algorithmic CCF is that deviation from the original CCF does not lead to an incorrect routing decision when implemented. In theory errors are acceptable, as long as they are constant per weather pattern. As a further approximation, errors between emission levels are ignored when quantifying the residual pattern.

The first method used is to create Tukey box plots for the fit, i.e. the algorithm, and the residuals for all four dimensions. Visual inspection of the residual box plots can reveal remaining trends in the residuals, and does not neglect inter-level or weather pattern variation.

The second method used is calculation of the range of the residuals from the algorithm within each longitude-latitude field. The range of these ranges is represented by the mean, which gives a single number to report. For options with equal general accuracy, this allows a consideration of whether the errors are conveniently distributed for this application.

The third method used is a spatial autocorrelation test of the residuals per longitude-latitude field. Several options exist, but here Moran’s $I$ (Moran, 1950) is applied. This metric varies from -1 to 1, with -1 representing negative spatial autocorrelation i.e. a checkerboard pattern, 1 representing perfect positive spatial autocorrelation i.e. a landscape with the horizon in the middle, and 0 representing no spatial autocorrelation. The distances between data points in the grid are converted to Cartesian distances on the globe, and the weighting function used is reciprocal distance. The $p$-value used is 0.05, and only significant results with a negative $I$ are considered problematic. If all errors in a longitude-latitude field are perfectly grouped, the likelihood of an incorrect re-routing is smaller than if high and low errors are scattered around.

4.6.2. General residual error

Residual versus fit scatter plots are generated for every algorithm candidate. These allow inspection of normality of the residuals, remaining trends between residuals and fit i.e. variability that could be explained by higher order terms, and heteroskedasticity of the residuals i.e. whether the variance is roughly constant for all fitted values or varies. Heteroskedasticity is mainly a problem for accurately calculating confidence intervals.

The Residual Standard Error (RSE) is used to compare the algorithms on accuracy across the entire dataset. It is calculated from the square root of the mean of the squared residuals. For linear regression models, the adjusted $R^2$ is also presented, which is $R^2$ adjusted by the numbers of parameters and observations. The $R^2$ metric represents the fraction of the variance in the dependent variable that is
explained by the regression and gives a convenient metric for the accuracy of the algorithm. The $R^2$ is not defined for non-linear regression, constant regression, or linear regression with no intercept and thus not reported in these cases.

### 4.6.3. External veracity

Literature is used to estimate ranges for the independent variables of the regression in other seasons and geographical extents, and the resulting range of the algorithmic CCF is compared to what is known about regional differences in climate impact from literature. As explained in Section 4.4, veracity in entirely different spatial domains is not expected, but veracity for moderate shifts in spatial domain, for different weather situations, or for spring/autumn is critical for application of algorithmic CCFs.

### 4.6.4. Mechanistic background

Expectations on the nature of the relationship between the dependent and independent variables are revisited, based on literature and reasoning. To avoid fitting noise instead of meaningful variation, it is important to identify causal relationships and avoid complex fits such as higher-order polynomials if they have not been identified in previous research.

### 4.6.5. Parsimony

All else being equal, a univariate linear regression is preferable. Statistical tests and metrics are more readily available for linear regression, and the less variables an algorithm employs the easier it is to visualise and the lower the risk of fitting noise.

### 4.6.6. Weighting of categories

No weights are assigned to the categories (i.e. Sections 4.6.1–4.6.5) in any attempt to make an objective trade-off. The final algorithm candidate is based on a subjective weighting and the other candidates are presented in equal detail to allow future work to apply a different algorithm based on different subjective criteria.

### 4.7. Presentation of 2-D contour plots

As has been explained, in REACT4C the CCF results were bilinearly interpolated to the EMAC grid. Grewe et al. (2014b) do not provide details how further interpolation progressed during the ATM optimisation, i.e. what CCF value is used for the section of a route between two grid-points. The most likely options are bilinear or nearest-neighbour interpolation, depending on how the ATM routine discretises airspace. Papers on the REACT4C results (Grewe et al., 2014a; Frömming et al., 2017) choose to show the CCF results using interpolated contours instead of a grid (i.e. Figure 1.1). The same is true for AirClim results (Grewe and Stenke, 2008; Dahlmann et al., 2016). For these two reasons, i.e. representing actual usage of the results and allowing comparisons to literature, the CCF data and algorithmic results are shown on 2-D longitude/latitude fields with bilinearly interpolated contours. Bilinearly interpolated isolines of the geopotential are overlaid, as is the wind vector field. The drawback is that 32 plots are needed per species and seasonal and spatial trends, especially for altitude, are not as obvious as in box plots. Frömming et al. (2017) present similar results of the REACT4C data for all weather patterns but only at 250 hPa. All contour plots are included in the appendices with the original and algorithmic plot for each level and weather pattern side-by-side to allow visual comparison.
Water vapour algorithmic CCF results

Following the methodology presented in Chapter 4, here REACT4C water vapour CCF results are described and analysed (Section 5.1), the literature review and selection of regression variables is presented (Section 5.2), four algorithms are discussed (Section 5.3), the trade-off is explained and the final algorithm is chosen (Section 5.4), and finally a discussion on all results for water vapour is presented (Section 5.5).

Note that the water vapour CCF data in [K kg(fuel)$^{-1}$] for WP1 were multiplied by 24 to correct an unidentified error. The RF data for WP1 show no discrepancies with the other weather patterns, and a multiplication of around 24 brings the CCF data in line with the other weather patterns, so it is assumed that an error occurred in converting [hours] to [days] in the RF extrapolation for calculating the climate metrics (see Section 3.7).

5.1. Dimensional variability of REACT4C CCFs

Figure 5.1 shows box plots of the CCF data for each of the four dimensions. There is some meridional variability, with higher latitudes representing higher CCF results. This may be caused by the emission pressure levels being constant while the tropopause is naturally lower at higher latitudes. This is also suggested by Gauss et al. (2003), to explain the sensitivity to polar re-routing in their results. CCF data for emissions at 80°N are slightly lower and have less variance than for emissions at 60°N, so a linear trend cannot be assumed. There is low zonal variability. Mid-Atlantic longitudes show slightly lower variability but this is negligible compared to the variability along other dimensions and no fundamental variability along longitudes is expected due to the prevailing westerly winds (see e.g. Figure 1.1).

There is significant altitudinal variability, with non-linear increase for decreasing pressure. Heteroskedasticity is present, with the variance increasing proportionally to the mean. The monotonic increase for increasing altitude is in overall agreement with other studies, and the most likely cause is the increasing proximity to the stratosphere and hence longer atmospheric lifetime of a water vapour emission. The heteroskedasticity may be caused by emissions at lower altitude (400 hPa) always staying in the troposphere, while emissions at a higher altitude (200 hPa) may be emitted into and spend the majority of their lifetime in either the troposphere or the stratosphere. An extra simulated altitude in the stratosphere (100–150 hPa) would aid in assessing this. Wilcox et al. (2012b) found an almost linear relationship between water vapour RF from January emissions between 200 and 290 hPa, but this is normalised from all aviation emissions at that altitude in the Northern Hemisphere. Considering, in the troposphere, the negligible effect of aviation emissions on humidity, non-linearity in the physical processes is not expected to be relevant. Figure 5.1 shows 336 (concurrent) simulations per altitude however, while Wilcox et al. (2012b) ran one simulation per altitude. Results from Fichter (2009), more readily available in Dahlmann et al. (2016), are difficult to interpret due to a non-linear colour scale, but when reverse-engineered they show a stronger global-mean year-mean non-linear RF altitude trend for sustained emissions than these results, within the same latitude-altitude domain. Gauss et al. (2003) previously found that a 1 km increase of global subsonic cruise altitude causes a doubling of the water vapour perturbation. Fichter (2009) also investigated the effect of global altitude shifts of aviation on the global climate impact, and found that the difference due to water vapour emissions is of similar
magnitude to other species. Water vapour is known to be a relatively small contributor to the climate impact of aviation (Section 2.2.3), thus results from Fichter (2009) show that the altitude trend in water vapour emission climate impact is very strong compared to its overall impact.

There is some seasonal variability, with lower mean CCFs and lower variance in summer. This is expected due to higher summer tropopause altitudes and higher background humidity, thus lower atmospheric lifetimes for a water vapour emission. There is some variation between the constituent weather patterns per season, with WP4 showing lower results. This suggests that the weather pattern distinctions devised by Irvine et al. (2013) (Section 3.1) are not of great importance for the variability of water vapour emission climate impact. The difference in variance between summer and winter data appears stronger than the difference in mean/median values, thus the skewness of the distributions is strongly determined by the season. Wilcox et al. (2012b) found a sinusoidal relationship between water vapour RF and month for year-round emissions with a peak in March, but this is not readily comparable due to the year-round emissions modelled with some seasonal variation in the emissions. Considering typical lifetimes of water vapour emissions in the REACT4C simulation domain of several weeks (Grewe and Stenke, 2008), a peak in March agrees with winter emissions leading to higher CCFs. Gauss et al. (2003) also found the largest RF in spring, mid-northern latitudes for year-round cryoplane emissions.

Figure 5.2 shows box plots of the water vapour CCF data for latitude and level after splitting into summer and winter data. Summer emissions show a monotonic trend for increasing latitude, while winter emissions show a maximum for moderate latitudes, which explains the non-monotonic trend when viewing all data. Winter emissions show more heteroskedasticity with latitude, with moderate latitudes showing the largest variance. A potential explanation for the difference between 60°N and 80°N is the transition from Ferrel cell to polar cell and location of the polar jet around this latitude. This could lead to 80°N emissions being transported northwards instead of southwards like the others, and raining out sooner. The difference between summer and winter emissions could then be explained by seasonal precipitation difference at the North Pole.
5.2. Regression variable selection

The non-linear trend with altitude is stronger for winter emissions than summer emissions. Emissions at 300 hPa and 400 hPa show very little seasonal trend in their CCF results, suggesting that the differences in mean and variance at higher altitudes are due to seasonal differences in tropopause altitude. Winter emissions at 200 hPa show a higher mean and higher variance here, strengthening the hypothesis that the CCF is largely determined by the tropopause.

Figure 5.3 (left) shows bilinearly interpolated contour plots of the water vapour CCFs data for 200 hPa, WP1 as this is the case shown in Figure 1.1 and Grewe et al. (2014a), though no water vapour results are presented there. The lowest values occur at 30°N, and the highest values occur at 40–60°N. There is no directly discernible correlation with the wind or geopotential field, and there are many complex details in the pattern of the water vapour CCF data for this altitude and weather pattern. Appendix A (left side) contains these visualisations for all 32 combinations of altitude and weather pattern.

Figure 5.3 (right) shows bilinearly interpolated contour plots of the water vapour CCFs data for 315°E, WP3 as this case contains the single highest value according to Figure 5.1. The altitude trend identified in Figure 5.1 is present, but is either convolved with a non-monotonic altitude trend as was also previously identified, or better explained as a trend relative to the tropopause. The highest value occurs at the lowest pressure relative to the tropopause. One low value (40°N, 250 hPa) occurs for an emission released into the stratosphere, but most low values occur significantly below the tropopause. Appendix B (left side) contains these visualisations for all 48 combinations of longitude and weather pattern.

5.2. Regression variable selection

In the REACT4C study (Grewe et al., 2014b) a linear relationship between water vapour mass and RF was derived (Section 3.6.1), and a constant exponential lifetime for climate metrics (Section 3.7.2) so the CCF variation is entirely driven by the removal rate of the water vapour emission mass, which is
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(a) 12 UTC, 200 hPa, WP1. The dashed lines are geopotential isolines in [1000 m$^2$ s$^{-2}$], and the arrows are wind vectors.

(b) 12 UTC, 315°E, WP3. The solid black line represents the World Meteorological Organisation (WMO) thermal tropopause, and the dashed lines are Potential Vorticity (PV) (see Section 5.3.2) isolines in [PVU].

Figure 5.3: Water vapour CCF bilinear contour plots in longitude-latitude field (left) and latitude-altitude field (right). The black points are the emissions locations i.e. the actual data that are interpolated.

taken as proportional to the background precipitation rate (Section 3.4.1). Emissions are not added to the background and cannot affect precipitation rates.

Section 5.1 mentioned several studies into the spatial and seasonal variation of aviation water vapour climate impact, but no studies were found that specifically investigated driving parameters behind the variation. The zonal-mean year-mean normalised RF results in Fichter (2009) visually resemble a non-linear relationship with pressure relative to tropopause in the troposphere, and from 150 hPa upwards a weaker relationship to pressure altitude. The latter results should not be taken into account however, as an incorrect upper boundary condition was used in this study (V. Grewe, personal communication, March 2017). Similar visual results from the prior study (Grewe and Stenke, 2008), with less simulations but more altitudes, do show a similar non-linear trend with emission altitude and tropopause altitude. Their results show striking similarity between water vapour perturbation lifetimes and RF, which led to the correlation applied in Grewe et al. (2014b) (Section 3.6.1). Note again that the REACT4C methodology uses results from Grewe and Stenke (2008) so no conclusions can be drawn from similar results. It is well established that removal processes for water vapour are much weaker in the stratosphere, leading emissions above the tropopause to have higher impact on average (Lee et al., 2010). Therefore, all data relating to the tropopause are taken into account.

The underlying hydrological physics of the ECHAM5 model are very likely to be correlated to the CCF results. Roeckner et al. (2003) describe the model set-up of ECHAM5. The EMAC mechanisms differ only in that they have been implemented in a modular set-up. Equation 10.1 in Roeckner et al. (2003) gives a differential equation for the mass ratio of water vapour with all the source and sink terms. They state that apart from convective detrainment, condensation and deposition are the most important cloud generation processes. Below -35 °C only deposition occurs, and the 200–400 hPa release altitude means that deposition is a stronger driver than condensation as most emissions occur at ambient temperatures below -35 °C. The total water mass (vapour, liquid, and ice) ratio is represented by a bell-shaped beta distribution within the model cells, which is used to calculate condensation and deposition terms. The beta distribution is determined by several constants which are not known, but should not vary internally. Thus the liquid and ice water mass ratios may be represented overall by the water vapour mass ratio. As the lifetime of a water vapour is by definition (Grewe et al., 2014b) proportional to precipitation rates, and precipitation rates depend on water vapour, liquid and ice masses, all data relating to precipitation and humidity are taken into account.

The three types of variables pursued for developing a water vapour algorithm are thus:

- general meteorology
- tropopause
- precipitation and humidity

Table 5.1 summarises all variables that were read in from the supplied datasets and down-selected by viewing in histograms.
Table 5.1: Variable overview for water vapour algorithm analysis. The 3\textsuperscript{rd} and 4\textsuperscript{th} dimensions in 3-D/4-D are always time followed by altitude, and bold-printed rows are those selected for analysis via histograms. Note that the time dimension is not used in this analysis and that weather pattern is not counted as a dimension for this table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCF</td>
<td>H2Ocost</td>
<td>Cost function for H$_2$O</td>
<td>K kg(fuel)$^{-1}$</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tropo</td>
<td>pblh</td>
<td>Planetary boundary layer height</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>3-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tropo</td>
<td>tp_clim</td>
<td>Climatological tropopause pressure</td>
<td>Pa</td>
<td>3-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tropo</td>
<td>tp_PV</td>
<td>PV tropopause pressure</td>
<td>Pa</td>
<td>3-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tropo</td>
<td>tp_WMO</td>
<td>WMO tropopause pressure</td>
<td>Pa</td>
<td>3-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tropo</td>
<td>PV</td>
<td>Potential vorticity</td>
<td>PVU</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cloud</td>
<td>aclc</td>
<td>Large scale cloud cover</td>
<td>0–1</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cloud</td>
<td>condensation</td>
<td>Condensate in cloud covered part of gridboxn</td>
<td>kg kg$^{-1}$</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cloud</td>
<td>iwc</td>
<td>Large scale cloud snow/ice content</td>
<td>kg kg$^{-1}$</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cloud</td>
<td>lwc</td>
<td>Large scale cloud liquid water content</td>
<td>kg kg$^{-1}$</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cloud</td>
<td>mimelt</td>
<td>Large scale frozen precipitation melting</td>
<td>kg m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cloud</td>
<td>misedi</td>
<td>Large scale ice sedimentation</td>
<td>kg kg$^{-1}$</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cloud</td>
<td>prec_cover</td>
<td>Large scale precipitation cloud cover</td>
<td></td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cloud</td>
<td>rain_evap</td>
<td>Large scale rain evaporation</td>
<td>kg kg$^{-1}$</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cloud</td>
<td>rain_form</td>
<td>Large scale rain formation inside cloud</td>
<td>kg kg$^{-1}$</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cloud</td>
<td>rainflux</td>
<td>Large scale rain precipitation flux</td>
<td>kg m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cloud</td>
<td>rhc</td>
<td>Critical relative humidity for natural clouds</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cloud</td>
<td>snow_form</td>
<td>Large scale snow formation inside cloud</td>
<td>kg kg$^{-1}$</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cloud</td>
<td>snow_subl</td>
<td>Large scale snow sublimation</td>
<td>kg kg$^{-1}$</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cloud</td>
<td>snowflux</td>
<td>Large scale snow precipitation flux</td>
<td>kg m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convect</td>
<td>CAPE</td>
<td>Convective available potential energy</td>
<td>m$^2$ s$^{-2}$</td>
<td>3-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convect</td>
<td>cth</td>
<td>Convective cloud top height</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>3-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convect</td>
<td>cv_clidwater</td>
<td>Convective cloud water content</td>
<td>kg kg$^{-1}$</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convect</td>
<td>cv_lwc</td>
<td>Convective cloud water content (3-D in cloud)</td>
<td>kg kg$^{-1}$</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convect</td>
<td>cv_precflx</td>
<td>Convective precipitation flux</td>
<td>kg m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convect</td>
<td>cv_snowflx</td>
<td>Convective snow precipitation flux</td>
<td>kg m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convect</td>
<td>massfd</td>
<td>Downward mass flux</td>
<td>kg m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convect</td>
<td>cv_presnew</td>
<td>Freshly formed precipitation flux</td>
<td>kg m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convect</td>
<td>cv_snownew</td>
<td>Freshly formed snow flux</td>
<td>kg m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convect</td>
<td>conv_tte</td>
<td>Convective temperature tendency</td>
<td>K s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convect</td>
<td>conv_qte</td>
<td>Convective humidity tendency</td>
<td>s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convect</td>
<td>cv_form</td>
<td>Convective precipitation formation (water, in cloud value)</td>
<td>kg kg$^{-1}$</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convect</td>
<td>cv_sform</td>
<td>Convective precipitation formation (snow, in cloud value)</td>
<td>kg kg$^{-1}$</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convect</td>
<td>cv_cover</td>
<td>Estimated convective cloud cover</td>
<td>0–1</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convect</td>
<td>conv_bot</td>
<td>Bottom level of convection / convective cloud base</td>
<td>levels</td>
<td>3-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convect</td>
<td>conv_top</td>
<td>Top level of convection</td>
<td>levels</td>
<td>3-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHAM5</td>
<td>geopot</td>
<td>Geopotential</td>
<td>m$^2$ s$^{-2}$</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHAM5</td>
<td>geosp</td>
<td>Surface geopotential</td>
<td>m$^2$ s$^{-2}$</td>
<td>3-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHAM5</td>
<td>tm1</td>
<td>Dry air temperature</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHAM5</td>
<td>tpot</td>
<td>Potential temperature</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHAM5</td>
<td>tvirt</td>
<td>Virtual temperature</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Three definitions of the tropopause pressure are included: climatological, PV, and WMO. The first is determined from previous simulations of the WMO tropopause (V. Grewe, personal communication, March 15, 2017). The PV or dynamic tropopause altitude is defined at a specific (unknown) level of PV and is contrasted with the classical WMO or thermal tropopause. This is defined as the lowest altitude at which the atmospheric temperature lapse rate (per unit altitude) decreases below the 2 °C km⁻¹ threshold, provided the average lapse rate between this altitude and any other altitude within 2000 m higher is also below 2 °C km⁻¹. In the International Standard Atmosphere (ISA) the troposphere has a positive lapse rate of 6.5 °C km⁻¹ and the stratosphere has a negative lapse rate, with the tropopause being an isothermal layer in between, but in reality the boundary between the two layers is not isothermal or so unambiguous as demonstrated by the difference between the PV and WMO tropopause.

Several variables were derived from the REACT4C data to facilitate analysis. First, pressure relative to WMO/PV tropopause pressure. This rescales the pressure altitude of an emission to that of the tropopause as literature suggested this distinction would be significant. Second, dry/potential/virtual temperature relative to the mean of the 2-D longitude/latitude field. This is meant to capture the other spatial dimensions when working with the relative tropopause pressure. Third, wind direction and speed in polar coordinates as this is easier to visualise and understand. Note that the REACT4C variables um1 and vm1 are scaled by the cosine of the latitude. Finally the season (winter/summer) of the weather pattern was encoded as a category. In regression analysis it might be desirable to add a switch for seasonal behaviour of the data and we do not want to explicitly use the weather patterns.

During analysis, it was concluded that the variable geopot was actually geopotential relative to surface geopotential, as the geopotential field for a certain pressure did decrease with increasing latitude, but showed strong patterns with the topography of Greenland that was not visible in literature. The absolute geopotential was calculated through addition and used for all analysis, and all references to geopotential in the results refer to absolute geopotential. The resulting absolute geopotential data still show some pattern with the topography of Greenland but the isolines line up with literature on REACT4C (Grewe et al., 2014a; Frömming et al., 2017).

The virtual temperature data were found to be erroneous as they linearly depend on temperature.
and altitude, and do not depend on humidity. The majority of the precipitation data was empty or very sparse, which is to be expected given the spatiotemporal domain of the data and the effect of interpolation to the time-region grid.

5.3. Algorithm candidates

Scatter plot matrices and regression techniques were used to identify the strongest (combinations of) predictors from the 30 variables in Table 5.1 plus dimensions and derived variables. Due to time constraints for detailed analysis and space constraints for presenting results here, four algorithm candidates are discussed in detail. A subjective selection was made from preliminary results based on the highest adjusted R² per type of regression or variable.

Several requirements for the algorithms were devised to guide the regression. They should have monotonous behaviour, i.e. always increase for an increase in relative altitude. Above the tropopause the gradient should be higher than below the tropopause due to stratospheric lifetimes. The CCF should never become negative as this is physically impossible for a water vapour emission.

5.3.1. Quartic dependence on relative tropopause pressure

Figure 5.4 shows the pattern of the water vapour CCF data versus relative tropopause pressure data. There is a clear trend of increasing CCF data for increasing altitude relative to the tropopause, but it is non-linear and non-trivial to model. None of the reviewed literature serves as a guide, though if reverse-engineered as in Section 5.1, results from Fichter (2009) do suggest a non-linear relationship with pressure relative to the tropopause. The following equation showed the best middle-ground between accuracy and complexity:

\[ F_{-\text{ATR}} = A + B \times (\text{lev} - \text{tp}_{\text{WMO}} - C)^4 + \epsilon \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

The parameter values from non-linear least squares optimisation are summarised in Table 5.2.

The regression is shown as the black curve in Figure 5.4. It appears to underfit the 400 hPa data and overfit the 300 hPa and 250 hPa data. The CCF values for 200 hPa have much higher variance and a correct fit is more difficult to identify. The curve significantly overestimates CCF values for the emissions highest above the tropopause because the regression by definition covers the domain of the independent variable. Though there are few data points, the CCF values appear to decrease with
Table 5.2: Parameter overview for water vapour quartic relative tropopause pressure algorithm.

| Units   | Estimate         | Std. Error | t value | \( Pr (|t| < X) \) |
|---------|------------------|------------|---------|-------------------|
| \( A \) | \( \text{K kg(fuel)}^{-1} \) | \( 3.34 \times 10^{-16} \) | \( 2.81 \times 10^{-17} \) | \( 1.19 \times 10^{4} \) | \( 5.73 \times 10^{-24} \) |
| \( B \) | \( \text{K kg(fuel)}^{-1} \text{ Pa}^{-4} \) | \( 4.21 \times 10^{4} \) | \( 2.50 \times 10^{3} \) | \( 1.69 \times 10^{1} \) | \( 4.36 \times 10^{-58} \) |
| \( C \) | \( \text{Pa} \) | \( 2.29 \times 10^{-34} \) | \( 4.49 \times 10^{-35} \) | \( 5.11 \times 10^{0} \) | \( 3.79 \times 10^{-7} \) |

altitude at this end. At a release pressure more than 100 hPa above the tropopause pressure (emissions far below the tropopause), the water vapour climate impact appears to be practically constant.

The regression is clearly non-linear due to the constant within the power term. Linear versions were tested with different constants applied, but the result was arbitrary and sensitive to the constant chosen, which physically represents the relative altitude at which the CCF results is minimum. Adding other weather variables to the regression did not explain the remaining variation, and due to the non-linear regression this easily leads to convergence problems. Due to the nature of non-linear regression, addition of dimension variables to the regression generally leads to convergence problems and no meaningful results for interpretation.

Physically, water vapour climate impact is known to depend on its atmospheric lifetime, which is much larger in the stratosphere due to its stability. The relative altitude at the time of emission is thought to be a proxy for the eventual altitude of the tracer during its 90-day lifetime, with emissions close to the tropopause having a highly uncertain destination. Additional data at an extra altitude above 200 hPa would help to identify whether more distinctly stratospheric emissions show less variance in the CCF results due to the likelihood of ending up in the troposphere decreasing.

The year-mean tropopause in Fichter (2009) varies between 100–250 hPa depending on latitude, while it varies between 100–350 hPa in this dataset because of seasonal variation. At a latitude of 80°N in winter should have one of the lowest tropopause altitudes possible, so on the negative end no problems are expected. On the high end, at the equator, for low emissions there is a risk of the relative pressure exceeding the value of constant \( C \) in the regression, and the trend with altitude reversing. This can be mitigated by setting the algorithm to constant results below the value of \( C \) or even below the extent of the training data used here. If the algorithm is used for emissions above 200 hPa in winter at high latitudes there is a risk of overestimating the resulting CCF. This should be mitigated by careful application. Application above 200 hPa is generally unwise given that we have no data to model stratospheric effects.

5.3.2. Linear dependence on potential vorticity

Figure 5.5: Scatterplot of water vapour CCF data versus PV colour by emission pressure, with the linear regression found shown as a black line with 95% confidence interval for the regression parameters.
5.3. Algorithm candidates

Figure 5.5 shows the pattern of the water vapour CCF data versus Potential Vorticity (PV). There is no discernible pattern beyond linear so simple linear regression was used:

\[ F - \text{ATR} \, 20_{\text{H}_{2}\text{O}} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \times PV + \epsilon \]  

(5.2)

The parameter values from least squares optimisation are summarised in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Parameter overview for water vapour linear potential vorticity algorithm.

| Units           | Estimate      | Std. Error    | t value | Pr (|t|) |
|-----------------|---------------|---------------|---------|-------|
| \( \beta_0 \)  | K kg(fuel)^{-1} | 4.05 \times 10^{-16} | 1.20 \times 10^{-17} | 3.37 \times 10^1 | 7.90 \times 10^{-181} |
| \( \beta_1 \)  | K kg(fuel)^{-1} PVU^{-1} | 1.48 \times 10^{-16} | 3.40 \times 10^{-18} | 4.37 \times 10^1 | 5.63 \times 10^{-260} |

The regression is shown as the black line in Figure 5.5 with 95% confidence intervals. Potential vorticity is a well-understood concept in meteorology but not a primitive variable. It combines vorticity and stratification in a way that only diabatic and frictional processes affect a parcel’s PV. Stratospheric air has higher PV than tropospheric air, and when a parcel crosses the tropopause it takes significant time for the parcel to reach the same PV as its surroundings. Thus this concept is widely used to track cross-tropopause transport in meteorology (Grewe and Dameris, 1996), and very important for studying rapid cyclogenesis (Davis and Emanuel, 1991). The definition of PV is:

\[ PV = -g (\zeta + f) \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial p} \]  

(5.3)

Where the left term in brackets represents absolute vorticity on an isentropic surface (relative vorticity on an isentropic surface \( \zeta \) and Coriolis parameter \( f \)), and the right term represents the static stability (vertical gradient of potential temperature \( \theta \)). Here Potential Vorticity Units (PVU) are used, defined as \( 10^{-6} \) m\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\) K kg\(^{-1}\).

As can be seen in Figure 5.5, heterokinesgeticity is absent whereas the boxplots for altitudes (Figure 5.2) showed it. PV seems to represent vertical variation in the CCF results more smoothly than altitude itself. Grewe and Dameris (1996) present a figure a figure with zonally-averaged PV isolines and the WMO tropopause for 1 January. In the Southern Hemisphere PV is by definition negative, so the absolute value should be taken as a prior step in the algorithm to avoid negative CCFs. For the 200–400 hPa cruise altitude, the PV decreases strongly towards the equator and this algorithm would give results close to the intercept. Water vapour CCFs being lower in the tropics as suggested by this algorithm is sensible as the background humidity is higher (Tian et al., 2013), and the tropopause altitude is higher.

The PV isolines in Grewe and Dameris (1996) roughly follow the contours of the thermal tropopause and suggest that PV could be interpreted as a proxy for the relative altitude to the tropopause. Results from Fichter (2009) show a non-linear behaviour with altitude that follows the tropopause altitude meridionally, which visually lines up well with the PV contours in Grewe and Dameris (1996).

Addition of level to the regression strongly improves the accuracy through a negative direct term and/or a negative interaction term with PV (i.e. \( \beta_1 \times lev \times PV \)). Addition of latitude strongly improves the accuracy through a negative interaction term with PV. Addition of season slightly improves the accuracy through an interaction term with PV, i.e. an increased slope between the CCF and PV in winter.

Values of PV that represent the dynamic or PV tropopause vary in literature but are in the order of 2–4 PVU (Grewe and Dameris, 1996; Wilcox et al., 2012a; Irvine et al., 2013). The thermal or WMO tropopause and the PV tropopause by definition give different results, but optically the behaviour of the CCF in Figure 5.5 when considering 3 PVU to represent the tropopause, lines up with the behaviour in Figure 5.4.

5.3.3. Reciprocal dependence on specific humidity

Figure 5.6 shows the pattern of the water vapour CCF data versus specific humidity. Clearly humidity decreases with altitude, and the CCF increases. The shape of the data suggests a reciprocal relationship. For simplicity a linear regression was used such that the algorithmic CCF has a vertical asymptote at zero humidity, and a horizontal asymptote for high humidity.
Specific humidity is a primitive variable that is present in the most basic atmospheric models. It is

\[ q = \frac{m}{V} \]

where \( m \) is the mass of water and \( V \) is the volume. Specific humidity is a function of the emitted water vapour and the ambient air.

The regression is shown as the black line in Figure 5.6. The result is visually satisfying but bears

\[ F_{-}ATR20H_2O = \beta_0 + \frac{\beta_1}{q} + \epsilon \]  

5.4

The parameter values from least squares optimisation are summarised in Table 5.4.

| Units          | Estimate | Std. Error | t value | Pr (|t|) |
|----------------|----------|------------|---------|-------|
| \( \beta_0 \) | K kg(fuel\(^{-1}\)) | 3.94×10\(^{-16}\) | 1.43×10\(^{-17}\) | 2.76×10\(^1\) | 4.32×10\(^{-133}\) |
| \( \beta_1 \) | K kg(fuel\(^{-1}\)) / (kg kg\(^{-1}\)) | 9.09×10\(^{-21}\) | 2.56×10\(^{-22}\) | 3.55×10\(^1\) | 7.68×10\(^{-195}\) |

The regression is shown as the black line in Figure 5.6. The result is visually satisfying but bears

Further inspection. As the algorithm approaches infinity for zero humidity, the data points with low humidity and low CCF have a high error. The result is negative heteroskedasticity. For very high humidity, the algorithm asymptotically approaches the intercept (\( \beta_0 \), for simple linear regression the y-intercept) and hence the algorithm is stable for extrapolation to higher values of \( q \).

Specific humidity is a primitive variable that is present in the most basic atmospheric models. It is simply the mass of water vapour in an air parcel over the mass of the wet air parcel. In the REACT4C set-up (see Section 3.4.1) the emitted water vapour is not added to the background and does not influence precipitation rates. All else being equal, higher specific humidity means higher likelihood of achieving critical humidity and precipitation occurring, which is fed into the Lagrangian loss rate. An alternative explanation is that specific humidity is a proxy for altitude (relative to the tropopause) and thus the destination of the tracer, as Figure 5.6 clearly shows that humidity decreases with altitude. With only instantaneous data the distinction cannot be tested, but it may be assumed that both effects are present.

Addition of level to the regression strongly improves accuracy through a negative interaction term with reciprocal specific humidity. Addition of latitude barely improves the accuracy through a negative interaction term. Addition of season barely improves the accuracy through a direct term, that lowers the y-intercept of the regression in winter.

The lowest value of \( q \), for which the maximum algorithm result of about 2.3 × 10\(^{-15}\) K kg(fuel\(^{-1}\)) is achieved, is about 0.005 g kg\(^{-1}\). The lowest value for 300 hPa in Tian et al. (2013) is about 0.03 g kg\(^{-1}\) and this is the highest altitude they provide results for. Humidity decreases with altitude, but as this dataset contains winter values at 200 hPa, 80°N it is unlikely that even lower humidity values would occur as long as application of this algorithm is limited to 200 hPa and 80°N. Application to the Southern Hemisphere should give similar results.
5.3.4. Linear dependence on pressure and squared tropopause

Figure 5.7: Scatterplot of water vapour CCF data versus the pressure altitude of the thermal tropopause coloured by emission pressure, with the best regression found shown as separate black lines per emission pressure (200–400 hPa).

Figure 6.9 shows the pattern of the water vapour CCF data versus tropopause pressure. As opposed to the non-linear relative tropopause pressure algorithm, the approach here is to vary the algorithm for both tropopause pressure and release pressure. For interactive analysis 3-D plots were used but these are not as readily interpreted in print. The data suggest that for a high tropopause, the CCF is independent of the release altitude. For the lowest release altitude, 400 hPa, the CCFs appear constant. It seems that for progressively higher altitude emissions, the slope of the CCF-tropopause pressure relationship changes non-linearly. For simplicity, the shape of this relationship was assumed linear. Performing linear regression for a linear relationship with tropopause altitude starting at 100 hPa and a quadratic relationship with altitude starting at 400 hPa gives:

$$F\text{-ATR}_{20\text{H}_{2}\text{O}} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \times (tp_{\text{WMO}} - 10000) \times (40000 - le v)^2 + \epsilon$$ \hspace{1cm} (5.5)

The parameter values from least squares optimisation are summarised in Table 5.5.

| Units                  | Estimate | Std. Error | t value | $Pr(\chi > |t|)$ |
|------------------------|----------|------------|---------|-----------------|
| $\beta_0$ K kg(fuel)$^{-1}$ | $3.72 \times 10^{-16}$ | $1.21 \times 10^{-17}$ | $3.09 \times 10^1$ | $1.47 \times 10^{-158}$ |
| $\beta_1$ K kg(fuel)$^{-1}$ Pa$^{-3}$ | $2.05 \times 10^{-28}$ | $4.46 \times 10^{-30}$ | $4.59 \times 10^1$ | $1.59 \times 10^{-277}$ |

The regression is shown as the four black lines in Figure 5.7 - one line per altitude. The algorithm is continuous for altitude but only these four are shown for clarity and for comparisons to the original data. The constraints for minimum tropopause pressure and maximum release pressure appear to work well, but the quadratic and linear terms are arbitrary and fixed due to the extent of the dataset.

This algorithm demonstrates that the non-linear algorithm for relative tropopause pressure (Section 5.3.1) does not completely capture the nature of the trend of the CCF data. Literature (Grewe and Stenke, 2008; Fichter, 2009; Lee et al., 2010; Wilcox et al., 2012b) is clear on longer water vapour lifetimes in the stratosphere leading to higher climate impact for stratospheric emissions, which suggests the tropopause at the time of emission should be distinctive for water vapour climate impact. This algorithm shows that the CCF can modelled with similar accuracy with (Section 5.3.1) and without this distinction. Here a higher tropopause only leads to high CCF results for emissions above 400 hPa, and the effect is always linear. The slope does not depend on the distinction between tropospheric and stratospheric emissions. Emissions at 400 hPa having constant approximate CCF values in this algorithm can be explained by these emissions always being significantly below the tropopause. The
increasing slope with altitude may represent the uncertainty of a tracer ending up in the stratosphere depending on its emission above or below the tropopause. There is a clear trend of increasing CCF for increasing emission altitude relative to the tropopause but no distinction in terms of emissions below or above the tropopause.

Addition of level to the regression improves accuracy but only through a negative interaction term. Addition of latitude improves accuracy more strongly, either directly through a negative term or through a negative interaction term. Season improve the accuracy less through an interaction term, i.e. an increase of the slope between the CCF and the combination of level and tropopause in winter.

This algorithm should not be applied below 400 hPa because it would give a negative trend for tropopause altitude. If applied above 200 hPa the trend would be steeper than supported by data. Given the extent of the REACT4C domain, application for lower tropopause pressures than in this dataset is not likely. In the tropics a higher tropopause is expected, and values lower than 100 hPa could easily lead to negative CCFs for 200 hPa emissions. A minimum equal to the intercept should be applied as a further step in the algorithm.

5.4. Algorithm trade-off

Based on the algorithm requirements in Section 4.4, a set of trade-off criteria were devised in Section 4.6. Table 5.6 provides an overview of the results in this section.

Table 5.6: Overview of results of the subjective water vapour algorithm trade-off, per algorithm and category. If three or more results are distinct, they are ranked into \(+, \pm\) and \(\mp\). If only two distinct categories are identified, only \(+\) and \(\mp\) are used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm Pattern</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>External veracity</th>
<th>Background</th>
<th>Parsimony</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>((lev - tp)^4)</td>
<td>(-)</td>
<td>(\pm)</td>
<td>(\pm)</td>
<td>(-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PV)</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>(\pm)</td>
<td>(\pm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\frac{1}{q})</td>
<td>(-)</td>
<td>(\pm)</td>
<td>(\pm)</td>
<td>(\pm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(tp \times lev^2)</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>(\pm)</td>
<td>(-)</td>
<td>(-)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4.1. Pattern of residuals

The mean values of the spread of residuals per level and WP are:

- \((lev - tp)^4\) : \(1.33 \times 10^{-15}\)
- \(PV\) : \(1.22 \times 10^{-15}\)
- \(\frac{1}{q}\) : \(1.33 \times 10^{-15}\)
- \(tp \times lev^2\) : \(1.20 \times 10^{-15}\)

The PV and bivariate algorithms offer about 10% improvement over the other two.

Boxplots of the residuals (not shown) reveal that all algorithms significantly underpredict 200 hPa CCF data and slightly overpredict other altitudes, and the heteroskedasticity from the CCF data is still present in the residuals. All algorithms show little remaining trend per weather pattern and season. All algorithms overpredict 80°N data.

The 2-D autocorrelation test (Moran’s I) is inconclusive. The amount of level/WP sets that are statistically significant varies per algorithm, but none give a negative I.

Overall there is a distinction between relatively accurate pattern (PV and bivariate algorithms) and relatively inaccurate pattern (quartic relative tropopause and reciprocal humidity algorithms).

5.4.2. General accuracy

The Residual Standard Error (RSE) (and adjusted \(R^2\)) for each algorithm within this dataset are:

- \((lev - tp)^4\) : \(3.5 \times 10^{-16}\)
- \(PV\) : \(3.3 \times 10^{-16}\) (0.59)
- \(\frac{1}{q}\) : \(3.7 \times 10^{-16}\) (0.48)
• \( tp \times lev^2 : 3.2 \times 10^{-16} \) (0.61)

Again the PV and bivariate algorithms offer about 10% improvement over the other two candidates.
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Figure 5.8: Scatterplots of residuals versus fit for the four water vapour algorithms. Residuals are original values minus fitted values. The black curves are LOESS regressions to identify the trend of the residuals over the algorithm values, with 95% confidence bands.

Figure 5.8 shows residual plots for the four algorithms. The humidity algorithm shows the least remaining pattern. Both tropopause algorithms seem to have a remaining trend in residuals versus fit for 250–400 hPa data, and have large negative residuals for high values of fit. This means that the highest values of the algorithm are large overpredictions of the original CCF data. The PV algorithm appears to have less heteroskedasticity in its residuals, and the trend looks almost as good as for humidity.

In terms of accuracy, the PV and bivariate algorithms are best, the specific humidity algorithm is worst and the quartic algorithm is moderate. In terms of residual plots, the PV and humidity algorithms are best and the tropopause algorithms are worst. Overall the PV algorithm is best, the quartic algorithm is worst, and the other two are moderate.

### 5.4.3. External veracity

Results here are summarised from Section 5.3.

• \((lev - tp)^4\): a high tropopause or low altitude emission risks exceeding the minimum of the parabola and reversing the altitude trend. A low tropopause or high altitude emission is likely to overpredict the water vapour climate impact.

• \(PV\): safe for low values (in tropics) due to intercept \((\beta_0)\), stable for high values of PV due to
conservative trend assumed. If absolute value is applied, the Southern Hemisphere should not be a problem.

- \( \frac{1}{q} \): returns infinite results for dry air and a hard limit would add uncertainty. At lower latitudes the humidity increases beyond this dataset and the CCF is expected to decrease so the asymptote will lead to overprediction of the water vapour climate impact for low latitudes.

- \( tp \times lev^2 \): returns a negative trend with tropopause altitude for emissions below 400 hPa, an uncertain high trend for emissions above 200 hPa, and potentially negative CCF results for a tropopause above 100 hPa in the tropics.

The bivariate algorithm is the most uncertain in terms of external application due to the two hard-coded constants. The PV algorithm is the most certain because of its simplicity.

### 5.4.4. Mechanistic background

Results here are summarised from Section 5.3.

- \((lev – tp)^4\): the underlying variable is the most obvious driver from literature, but the fourth order non-linear regression is suggested by data instead of theory.

- \( PV \): this is a well-known descriptive variable in meteorology as a flow tracer but not a direct physical driver (i.e. a primitive variable), known to correlate with altitude relative to tropopause.

- \( \frac{1}{q} \): the underlying variable represents both basic weather and likelihood of precipitation, the reciprocal function is simple enough to support with literature. No arbitrary constant is applied.

- \( tp \times lev^2 \): represents what is not explained by the simple pressure relative to the tropopause which is exactly why it is not well understood. The constants and the power term were suggested by data.

The humidity algorithm represents the best combination of an obvious driver with a simple functional form derived. The two tropopause algorithms lack theoretical support.

### 5.4.5. Parsimony

Non-linear regression in the quartic tropopause algorithm represents unnecessary complexity. Combining two variables with one quadratic term and two hard-coded constants is also complex. Simple linear regression for PV is the simplest option. Univariate linear regression for inverse specific humidity represents a middle way.

### 5.4.6. Choice

The PV algorithm is the only one that scores well across all criteria in Table 5.6 - low spatial and absolute error, stable for external application, and simple. Its drawback compared to the other candidates is that PV is not as clear of a driving variable from what literature has been published on the topic of aviation water vapour climate impact.

Taking into account the recommendation of making the regression applicable for the Southern Hemisphere, the final form of the algorithmic CCF is:

\[
a_{\text{CCF}} H_2O = 4.05 \times 10^{-16} + 1.48 \times 10^{-16} \times |PV| \approx F-ATR20 H_2O
\]  

Figure 5.9 shows a comparison between the original CCF data and the final algorithm (aCCF) results, where points on the black line indicate perfect agreement. The minimum for the aCCF, i.e. the y-intercept or \( \beta_0 \) in Section 5.3.2, is clearly visible and overestimates the lowest CCF values. The 400 hPa data appears to be correctly predicted in terms of the mean, but this y-intercept leads to less variability than is present in the original data. The algorithm appears optimised for 300 hPa and 250 hPa data. A remaining trend appears visible for 200 hPa data, as the algorithm predicts low CCF values for this altitude correctly but underpredicts the highest CCF values. Difficulties with properly representing the climate impact of emissions at 200 hPa were expected from Figure 5.1. Figure 5.9 suggests that a higher-order PV term would improve the algorithm’s predictions, at least for 200 hPa, but the adjusted \( R^2 \) (so overall accuracy at all altitudes) improves negligibly for addition of any number of higher-order terms to the original regression as presented in Section 5.3.2.
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From the results in the previous sections and others not shown in this thesis, a number of discussions and conclusions arise. Here discussions on various topics are given as far as they relate directly to the results of the water vapour CCF data, the weather data, and the algorithm formulation. General discussions regarding the methodology are given in Chapter 7.

5.5.1. Relationship with emission altitude

When reverse-engineered and plotted alongside the REACT4C water vapour CCFs versus emission pressure (not shown), the results from Fichter (2009) show much better agreement than those from Wilcox et al. (2012b). Note that Fichter (2009) results are interpolated contours, but there are 15 emission points within the REACT4C latitude-altitude domain in their methodology. The data presented here are partially calculated from results of Grewe and Stenke (2008). Fichter (2009) expanded upon the methodology of Grewe and Stenke (2008) so some commonality is to be expected, but used different emission domains. There is no reason to doubt the E39C perturbation studies performed by Fichter (2009), beyond that the set-up omits zonal variation and no seasonal results are presented. Note that monthly results using the update Dahlmann (2012) methodology are currently calculated (Grewe et al., 2017a) but not available in literature.

The algorithms presented here, and other attempts not presented here, show complex behaviour of the water vapour CCF with altitude and tropopause altitude. Notably, the PV isolines presented in Grewe and Dameris (1996) appear similar to the water vapour RF contours in Fichter (2009). The agreement of both the original data and the analysis presented here with the more extensive methodology of Fichter (2009), suggests that the linear relationship between normalised water vapour RF and altitude in Wilcox et al. (2012b) does not adequately represent the nature of the variability of water vapour emission climate impact.

Results from Grewe and Stenke (2008) demonstrate that within the REACT4C altitude range, the mid-northern latitudes of the REACT4C domain are most sensitive to water vapour emissions and lower normalised RF and thus climate impact should be expected towards the equator. Their results also show that the variation at this altitude is negligible when compared to stratospheric water vapour emissions. None of the algorithms presented here are expected to be accurate for application above 200 hPa.

5.5.2. Maximum attainable $R^2$

When all the selected variables from Table 5.1 are combined in a linear regression model with longitude, latitude, level and season, the resulting adjusted $R^2$ is 0.68 for 34 variables. Introducing interaction terms of course increases the accuracy, but first-order interactions already require 595 parameters so
the result is meaningless. Though imperfect, this gives an estimate of the amount of variation in the CCF data that can be explained by the weather data.

### 5.5.3. Ensemble-mean algorithm

Application of the mean of an ensemble of simulations is commonly used in meteorology to mitigate the effect of chaos on the results of a prediction. When the ensemble-mean is calculated from the four algorithms presented in Section 5.3, the RSE is $3.2 \times 10^{-16}$ K kg(fuel)$^{-1}$. As the non-linear regression is included in the mean, (adjusted) $R^2$ is undefined. This is approximately the same result for absolute accuracy as the bilinear tropopause and altitude algorithm, and a slight improvement upon the $|\text{PV}|$ algorithm (Section 5.4.2).

Figure 5.10: Scatterplot of water vapour ensemble (mean of four) algorithmic CCF results versus REACT4C data coloured by level, with the dotted line indicating perfect agreement.

Figure 5.10 shows the resulting ensemble-mean algorithm results versus the original REACT4C data, for comparison to Figure 5.9. The results are difficult to distinguish from those of the PV algorithm. Comparisons to the other three algorithms (not shown) yield similar results, as the four algorithms all produce similar results (Section 5.4). Application of the ensemble-mean to these four algorithms does not appear to meaningfully improve the accuracy for the complexity it introduces.

### 5.5.4. Final algorithm

Figure 5.11 shows the same CCF-PV scatterplot as Figure 5.5 but coloured and regressed per season. Clearly the intercept is very stable, but the slope is prone to change. The main differences are in 200 hPa data. The latitude of emission is not indicated in the plot, but almost all data points with low CCF values for PV values above around 2 PVU are emitted at 80°N.

Several interesting options remain to improve upon this algorithm. The remaining latitude and season variation may be accounted for by adding these variables to the regression, though this would limit external veracity. The components of PV could be analysed separately in the REACT4C data to assess exactly what causes PV to be the most accurate (sole) predictor of water vapour CCF results. Diabatic heating rates and cross-tropopause fluxes can be investigated to expand understanding of the relationship between PV, tropopause and water vapour emission climate impact in this dataset.

Addition of a second parameter from Table 5.1 to the regression was within the scope of this research, and offered no significant improvements. Addition of dimensions as in Section 5.3.2 is problematic for external veracity, and because the dimensions are not continuous.

The adjusted $R^2$ of 0.59 means about 60% of variance in the CCF is explained by the algorithm. The maximum obtained with 35 variables is 0.68. Assuming the latter is a good estimate of the maximum attainable $R^2$, the PV algorithm is a good result and room for improvement within zero-dimensional instantaneous regression analysis appears marginal.

Figure 5.12 (left) shows bilinearly interpolated contour plots of the water vapour PV algorithm results...
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for 200 hPa, WP1 to compare to Figure 5.3 (left). The algorithm produces a similar level of small-scale details as are present in the original data, but the pattern is not entirely reproduced. The lowest values still occur at low latitudes, but the high values are shifted north. Especially 285° E, 60° N appears overpredicted by the algorithm. The low value at 300° E, 45° N is captured by the algorithm, but it appears to smooth out the adjacent high values. Overall, only the overprediction at 285° E, 80° N is expected to potentially lead to incorrect climate-optimised routing and this is a location with relatively little air traffic. Appendix A (right side) contains these visualisations for all 32 combinations of altitude and weather pattern, for comparison to the original CCF data on the left side.

Figure 5.12 (right) shows bilinearly interpolated contour plots of the water vapour PV algorithm results for 315° E, WP3 to compare to Figure 5.3 (right). The dependence on the algorithm on PV is very clear, and the pattern of the CCF data relative to the tropopause is reproduced. The high values at 40–60° N, 200 hPa are underestimated. This suggests that, for this latitude-altitude field, a higher-order dependence on PV may improve the prediction. Appendix B (right side) contains these visualisations for all 48 combinations of longitude and weather pattern, for comparison to the original CCF data on the left side.
Following the methodology presented in Chapter 4, here REACT4C ozone and methane CCF results are described, analysed and compared (Section 6.1), the literature review and selection of regression variables is presented (Section 6.2), four ozone algorithms are discussed (Section 6.4), the trade-off is explained and the final ozone algorithm is chosen (Section 6.5), and finally a discussion on all results for ozone is presented (Section 6.6). The same structure is repeated for methane in Sections 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9.

6.1. Variability of REACT4C NO\textsubscript{x} CCF data
Before attempting to find an algorithmic approximation, the REACT4C NO\textsubscript{x} CCF results for ozone and methane are described and analysed, as is the relationship between ozone and methane results.

6.1.1. Variability of ozone CCF data
Figure 6.1 shows box plots of the CCF data for each of the four dimensions. There is some meridional variability, with a clear decreasing linear trend for an increase in emission latitude. This is likely due to higher latitudes corresponding to residence at higher latitudes for the rest of the simulation. Köhler et al. (2013) also found a monotonic decreasing trend for ozone RF resulting from a constant amount of NO\textsubscript{x} emitted globally in different latitude bands (2–3 bands in the REACT4C domain). Results from Grewe and Stenke (2008) and Fichter (2009), more readily available in Dahlmann et al. (2016), show a monotonic year-mean zonal-mean decrease in sustained ozone RF with latitude within the REACT4C domain. Results from Gilmore et al. (2013) agree on a year-mean decreasing trend of ozone production per mass of NO\textsubscript{x} emitted. There is low zonal variability in the box plot and no fundamental variability along longitudes is expected due to the prevailing westerly winds (see e.g. Figure 1.1).

There is significant altitudinal variability, with a non-monotonic trend with a minimum at 250 hPa. Detailed analysis is necessary to explain this behaviour, though such a marked difference between 200 and 250 hPa may correspond to the tropopause altitude. Köhler et al. (2008) also found a non-monotonic relationship between 10–14 km altitude for ozone RF resulting from a constant amount of NO\textsubscript{x} emitted globally at 16 different altitudes. This departure from the linearity seen for lower altitudes, however, coincides with a change in NO\textsubscript{x} pulse sizes and may have been caused by chemical non-linearity. Results from Grewe and Stenke (2008) and Fichter (2009) show a very slight increase in ozone RF with altitude within the REACT4C domain that does not appear to match these results.

There is visible seasonal variability, with summer emissions leading to higher climate impact. This is assumed to be due to temperature and solar radiation. Stevenson et al. (2004) found a minor seasonal relationship for ozone RF resulting from a constant amount of NO\textsubscript{x} emitted globally in four different months. In their results, summer emissions also lead to higher climate impact but the difference is smaller than here. Berntsen et al. (2003) previously found disagreement between five models on the month of the maximum ozone perturbation from global aviation NO\textsubscript{x} emissions, with one model showing a peak in July and the others in late winter or spring. Gilmore et al. (2013) used an adjoint sensitivity approach to model regional and temporal differences in NO\textsubscript{x} direct impact on ozone. Those results show peak ozone production efficiency in summer. There is also intra-seasonal variability, with WP5
and WP6 producing relatively high CCF values. This suggests that the weather pattern distinctions devised by Irvine et al. (2013) (Section 3.1) are of importance for the variability of ozone climate impact.

Figure 6.2 shows box plots of the ozone CCF data for latitude and level after splitting into summer and winter data. There is a strong linear trend with latitude for all winter emissions, and practically no trend for summer emissions. This is likely caused by the availability of sunlight for NOx chemistry, as in winter the effect of latitude on sunlight is stronger. The minimum ozone CCF values occur at 250 hPa for both summer and winter. If this is driven by tropopause altitude we expect more marked differences. The parabolic nature appears stronger for summer data. The highest values appear to occur for 30°N, summer, 400 hPa.

Figure 6.3 shows bilinearly interpolated contour plots of the ozone CCFs data for 200 hPa, WP1 to compare to Figure 1.1. The results in the two figures are in agreement, but this colour scale and the use of wind vectors over wind contours paints a less strong visual correlation with the weather situation. High values of the ozone CCF data do coincide with the jet stream, but are also present due south where there is little wind. There is a small peak value at 330°E, 80°N that is not visible in Figure 1.1 as it cuts off the original data on the borders of the REACT4C domain. Appendix C (left side) contains these visualisations for all 32 combinations of altitude and weather pattern.

### 6.1.2. Variability of methane CCF data

Figure 6.4 shows box plots of the methane CCF data for each of the four dimensions. There is almost no meridional variability. Köhler et al. (2013) found a monotonic decreasing trend with latitude for methane RF. Many factors could cause a discrepancy between results for eight weather patterns in the NAFC and year-mean zonal-mean results for latitude bands. Results from Grewed and Stenke (2008) and Fichter (2009) appear to agree with Köhler et al. (2013) on meridional variability. There is almost no zonal variability and no fundamental variability along longitudes is expected due to the prevailing westerly winds (see e.g. Figure 1.1).
There is some altitudinal variability, with apparently linearly increasing cooling effect for increasing emission altitude. Köhler et al. (2008) found almost constant altitude behaviour for methane RF from a constant amount of NO$_x$ emitted globally at different altitudes. As mentioned in Section 6.1.1 these results may be affected by chemical non-linearity. Results from Grewe and Stenke (2008) and Fichter (2009) show little altitudinal variability.

There is some seasonal variability, but the intra-seasonal variation is larger than the inter-seasonal variation. This suggests that the weather pattern distinctions devised by Irvine et al. (2013) (Section 3.1) are of importance for the variability of methane climate impact. Stevenson et al. (2004) found a minor seasonal relationship for methane RF, where summer emissions lead to stronger cooling.

Figure 6.5 shows box plots of the methane CCF data for latitude and level after splitting into summer and winter data. The lack of meridional trend overall appears to come from combining a decreasing trend for summer data and an increasing trend for winter data. The summer trend thus agrees with literature, while the winter trend does not. The slight linear altitude trend overall appears to come from increasing but differently shaped trends for summer and winter - in summer the largest gradient is between 300 hPa and 400 hPa, while in winter it is between 200 hPa and 250 hPa.

Figure 6.6 shows bilinearly interpolated contour plots of the ozone CCFs data for 200 hPa, WP1 to compare to Figure 1.1, and for 400 hPa, WP2 to identify an outlier. On first sight the left figure does no agree with Figure 1.1, but the interpolation applied leads to different contour shapes, and the bins used for colouring are half the size. Investigation of the original and reverse-engineered methane CCF shows that both plots are correct in terms of the pattern, but all values in both sets of data are between $-10$ and $-5 \times 10^{13}$ K kg(NO$_2$)$^{-1}$. The contours in Figure 1.1 may be incorrect or the data shown there may include the climate impact of PMO. Both figures show little visual correlation with the weather situation but lower values at 80°N.

There is one clear outlier at 360°E, 30°N, 400 hPa, WP2 which is also present before interpolation. The CCF data at 330°E and 345°E are also clearly higher than the surrounding data in Figure 6.6 (right). This is likely to be a feature of model dynamics at the time of emission and in the proceeding 90 days.
Figure 6.3: Ozone CCF bilinear contour plot, 12 UTC, 200 hPa, WP1. Dashed lines are geopotential isolines, arrows are wind vectors, black points are the emissions locations i.e. the actual data that are interpolated.

Figure 6.4: Box plots of REACT4C methane CCF data for each dimension. The red line represents the distinction between winter (1–5) and summer (6–8) weather patterns.
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Figure 6.5: Box plots of REACT4C methane CCF data per level and latitude split into seasons.

(a) Emission latitude in winter
(b) Emission pressure in winter
(c) Emission latitude in summer
(d) Emission pressure in summer

Figure 6.6: Methane CCF bilinear contour plots, left to compare with Figure 6.1, right to identify outliers. The outlier is visible bottom right, dashed lines are geopotential isolines, arrows are wind vectors, black points are the emissions locations i.e. the actual data that are interpolated.
A possibility remains that the outlier is caused by an error in the simulation, but the error affecting three neighbouring locations and not the rest of the concurrently simulated locations is unlikely. As it is not an unphysically low value the outlier is left in the dataset. Appendix D (left side) contains these visualisations for all 32 combinations of altitude and weather pattern.

### 6.1.3. Relationship between ozone and methane

Figure 6.7 shows the methane and ozone CCF results together. Emissions in both summer and winter show a decreasing trend of methane CCF for increasing ozone CCF, but the trend is not very strong and the data are noisy. No regression is shown in the plot for clarity and because multiple (linear) options are available for predicting the methane CCF data:

- **constant**
  - \( RSE = 2.33 \times 10^{-13} \)

- **linear, forced through origin, no seasonal slope**
  - \( RSE = 3.14 \times 10^{-13} \)
  - \( \frac{\partial \text{F-ATR}20_{\text{CH}_4}}{\partial \text{F-ATR}20_{\text{O}_3}} = -0.33 \)

- **linear, forced through origin, seasonal slope**
  - \( RSE = 3.02 \times 10^{-13} \)
  - \( \frac{\partial \text{F-ATR}20_{\text{CH}_4}}{\partial \text{F-ATR}20_{\text{O}_3}} = -0.37/ -0.30 \) (winter/summer)

- **linear, y-intercept, no seasonality**
  - \( RSE = 2.16 \times 10^{-13} \), adjusted \( R^2 = 0.14 \)
  - \( \frac{\partial \text{F-ATR}20_{\text{CH}_4}}{\partial \text{F-ATR}20_{\text{O}_3}} = -0.098 \)

- **linear, y-intercept, full seasonality**
  - \( RSE = 2.13 \times 10^{-13} \), adjusted \( R^2 = 0.16 \)
  - \( \frac{\partial \text{F-ATR}20_{\text{CH}_4}}{\partial \text{F-ATR}20_{\text{O}_3}} = -0.091/ -0.14 \) (winter/summer)
Forcing a linear regression through the origin means the variance is at best 30% worse than simply taking the mean, i.e. assuming the methane CCF does not vary. The most elaborate option presented only achieves an adjusted $R^2 = 0.16$ so predicting the methane CCF from the instantaneous, zero-dimensional ozone CCF data is not very accurate. Note that $R^2$ is not defined when a regression does not include an intercept, and that options that do not include an intercept have higher residuals than just assuming the mean of the methane CCF data. The effect of the ozone CCF on the methane CCF varies between -0.37 and -0.091 depending on the season and intercept. Holmes et al. (2011) presented results of ozone versus methane year-mean RF from an ensemble of models and found an $R^2 = 0.79$ correlation with what appears to be a methane/ozone trend of -0.6. At least ten of the models in Holmes et al. (2011), namely those from Hoor et al. (2009) and Myhre et al. (2011), calculate methane RF from a further simplification of the IPCC formula (Section 3.6.3). It is thus unlikely that the difference in methane/ozone trend is caused by application of the IPCC formula in REACT4C, and likely that the difference is caused by local versus global-scale emissions and application of the F-ATR20 metric. Note that the studies used by Holmes et al. (2011) examine accumulated RF from historical aviation emissions in a certain year (see Figure 2.1), whereas the data here was first calculated as the integrated RF over a timeframe (i.e. AGWP) of a pulse emission and transformed to the Average Temperature Response (ATR) from a strategic re-routing decision given a future emission scenario (see Section 3.7).

Whether or not the linear regression should cross the origin depends on what is emitted and how the reactions are partitioned. Assessing limiting cases of the reaction pathways for ozone and methane to theoretically establish whether either ozone or methane climate impact from a NOx emission can be zero when the other is non-zero is out of scope for this thesis, and all data in Figure 6.7 are for the same pulse of 5 × 10^5 kg of NOx so limiting cases would be largely irrelevant.

Brasseur et al. (1998) find that increasing ambient NOx mixing ratios (e.g. from aviation emissions), lead to increased ozone production rates and increased OH concentrations (thus increased methane oxidation) up to 0.1–0.2 ppbv, above which increasing NOx leads to decreasing rates of ozone production and decreased OH (their Figure 3). Beyond this value for the background NOx mixing ratio, a NOx emission will lead to a decreased rate of ozone production and a decreased OH concentration. Grewe et al. (2012) present a similar figure for ozone production rates (no OH) at 50°N in Europe for summer conditions, which gives a NOx mixing ratio of around 2–3 ppbv for the maximum rate of ozone production and around 20 ppbv for net-zero ozone production rate. The results from Brasseur et al. (1998) suggest similar behaviour for OH and thus methane. It is thus possible for an aviation NOx emission to lead to net-zero ozone production given high enough ambient NOx mixing ratios, but undetermined whether this would also lead to net-zero methane oxidation.

At high stratospheric altitudes, NOx emissions are known to lead to a reduction in ozone (Lee et al., 2010) and thus negative ozone CCF values (Grewe and Stenke, 2008). Though this is outside of the REACT4C simulation domain, and assessing whether the assumptions in Section 3.4 are valid in the upper stratosphere is outside of our scope here, this casts extra doubt on whether a regression must necessarily cross the origin. If a y-intercept is unphysical, a non-linear fit may be warranted but there are not enough low-end ozone CCF data to reliably suggest one.

### 6.2. Regression variable selection

Berntsen and Isaksen (1999) found strong effects of reduced lightning and convection on aviation ozone changes from the same NOx emission. Grewe et al. (2002) similarly conclude that lightning representation is of influence on aviation NOx impact. Stevenson et al. (2004) found that NOx ozone climate impact mostly depends on local NOx chemistry, i.e. sunlight, temperature and background NOx concentrations. NOx methane climate impact is more dependent on transport. Gauss et al. (2006) identify sunlight, tropopause, HNO3 washout, latitude and altitude as drivers of NOx climate impact. Köhler et al. (2008) analysed altitude variability, as discussed in Section 6.1.1, which warrants including other metrics of altitude than just pressure. Results from Stevenson and Derwent (2009) suggest asymptotic behaviour of NOx ozone and methane climate impact for background NOx concentrations during emission, and identify sunlight as a driver.

Background concentrations (at the time and location of emission) of all chemical species described in Sections 2.2.2 and 3.4.1 are deemed relevant for analysis due to the complexity of the chemical dynamics and the possibility that a background concentration of a chemical that is not tagged in the
Grewe et al. (2014b) approach still correlates to the climate impact of an emission. The four types of variables pursued for developing ozone and methane algorithms are thus:

- general meteorology (as water vapour analysis)
- solar radiation
- background chemistry
- lightning

Table 6.1 summarises all variables that were read in from the supplied datasets and down-selected by viewing in histograms. Production and loss terms of the tagged chemical species from Grewe et al. (2014b) are available in the data. These were ignored to avoid introducing unnecessary complexity, because of the preference for weather variables, and because of potential issues with representing the same terms in a different model set-up.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCF</td>
<td>O3cost</td>
<td>Cost function for short-lived O₃</td>
<td>K kg(NO₂)⁻¹</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCF</td>
<td>CH₄cost</td>
<td>Cost function for CH₄</td>
<td>K kg(NO₂)⁻¹</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tropo</td>
<td>tp_PV</td>
<td>PV tropopause pressure</td>
<td>Pa</td>
<td>3-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tropo</td>
<td>tp_WMO</td>
<td>WMO tropopause pressure</td>
<td>Pa</td>
<td>3-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tropo</td>
<td>PV</td>
<td>Potential vorticity</td>
<td>PVU</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHAM5</td>
<td>geopot</td>
<td>Geopotential</td>
<td>m² s⁻²</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHAM5</td>
<td>geosp</td>
<td>Surface geopotential</td>
<td>m² s⁻²</td>
<td>3-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHAM5</td>
<td>tm1</td>
<td>Dry air temperature</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHAM5</td>
<td>tpot</td>
<td>Potential temperature</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHAM5</td>
<td>tvirt</td>
<td>Virtual temperature</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHAM5</td>
<td>rhum</td>
<td>Relative humidity</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHAM5</td>
<td>aps</td>
<td>Surface pressure</td>
<td>Pa</td>
<td>3-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHAM5</td>
<td>um1</td>
<td>Zonal wind times cosine of latitude</td>
<td>m s⁻¹</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHAM5</td>
<td>vm1</td>
<td>Meridional wind times cosine of latitude</td>
<td>m s⁻¹</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHAM5</td>
<td>cossza</td>
<td>Cosine of solar zenith angle</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHAM5</td>
<td>zl0</td>
<td>Solar irradiance</td>
<td>W m²</td>
<td>3-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g3b</td>
<td>tke</td>
<td>Turbulent kinetic energy</td>
<td>m² s⁻²</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g3b</td>
<td>vervel</td>
<td>Vertical velocity</td>
<td>m s⁻¹</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g3b</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>Specific humidity</td>
<td>kg kg⁻¹</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inox</td>
<td>xnox_ave</td>
<td>Lightning NOₓ emission</td>
<td>kg(N) s⁻¹ m⁻³</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inox</td>
<td>fpscg_ave</td>
<td>CG flash frequency</td>
<td>s⁻¹</td>
<td>3-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inox</td>
<td>fpsic_ave</td>
<td>IC flash frequency</td>
<td>s⁻¹</td>
<td>3-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inox</td>
<td>fpsm2cg_ave</td>
<td>CG flash frequency</td>
<td>s⁻¹ m²</td>
<td>3-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inox</td>
<td>fpsm2lc_ave</td>
<td>IC flash frequency</td>
<td>s⁻¹ m²</td>
<td>3-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inox</td>
<td>npcanz_ave</td>
<td>Number of lightning events</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inox</td>
<td>NOxcg_ave</td>
<td>CG NOₓ lightning emission</td>
<td>kg(N)</td>
<td>3-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inox</td>
<td>NOxic_ave</td>
<td>IC NOₓ lightning emission</td>
<td>kg(N)</td>
<td>3-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inox</td>
<td>telnox_ave</td>
<td>Lightning NOₓ emission tendency</td>
<td>mol mol⁻¹ s⁻¹</td>
<td>4-D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| tracer  | N2O          | N₂O mixing ratio                     | mol mol⁻¹                 | 4-D       |
| tracer  | PAN          | PAN mixing ratio                     | mol mol⁻¹                 | 4-D       |
| tracer  | CO           | CO mixing ratio                      | mol mol⁻¹                 | 4-D       |
| tracer  | HNO3         | HNO₃ mixing ratio                    | mol mol⁻¹                 | 4-D       |
| tracer  | CH₄          | CH₄ mixing ratio                     | mol mol⁻¹                 | 4-D       |
| tracer  | O₃           | O₃ mixing ratio                      | mol mol⁻¹                 | 4-D       |
| tracer  | NO           | NO mixing ratio                      | mol mol⁻¹                 | 4-D       |
In addition, several variables were derived from the REACT4C data. First, pressure relative to WMO/PV tropopause pressure. This rescales the pressure altitude of an emission to that of the tropopause as the water vapour analysis showed this was valuable and the ozone CCF shows interesting altitude trends in Figure 6.1. Second, latitude of the jet stream for a specific longitude, i.e. the latitude of the largest wind speed. There seems to be very little zonal variation, so the meridional distance relative to the jet stream may numerically express the observed trends of higher ozone CCFs in the jet stream. Third, wind direction and speed converted into in polar coordinates, as this is easier to visualise and understand. Note that the REACT4C variables $u_m1$ and $v_m1$ are scaled by the cosine of the latitude. Finally the season (winter or summer) of the weather pattern was encoded as a category. It might be desirable to add a factor for seasonal behaviour of the data and if using the weather patterns directly presents issues for generalising any results found.

As for water vapour, the absolute geopotential was calculated from the relative geopotential and the surface geopotential. When $geopot$ is used with a qualifier in these results, absolute geopotential is meant. The virtual temperature again appears erroneous.

### 6.3. Relationship of ozone and methane with background NO$_x$

Stevenson and Derwent (2009) presented results from 111 NO$_x$ perturbation studies distributed across the globe, and find an exponential fit relating ozone AGWP100 to latitude and background NO$_x$ at 250 hPa, and a separate fit relating methane AGWP100 to background NO$_x$ at 250 hPa. All emissions occur in the month July between 200–300 hPa and most locations are in the Northern Hemisphere. The locations with low background NO$_x$, high ozone impact, and high (negative) methane impact are mostly in the Southern Hemisphere or the North Pacific. Their background NO$_x$ mixing ratios vary between roughly 20–210 pptv, and their pulse size is 10 Gg(NO$_2$) per location. Established theories on the relationship between ambient NO$_x$ mixing ratios and ozone production rates and OH concentrations were mentioned in Section 6.1.3.

Figure 6.8 shows both ozone and methane CCF data split per altitude and season and related to background NO$_x$ in [pptv] at the time and location of emission. Exponential fits from Stevenson and Derwent (2009) are not super-imposed due to the difficulty of scaling the climate metrics, and because latitude is included in their ozone fit. Latitude of emission is not visualised in the figure because it is far less distinctive than altitude. Results from Stevenson and Derwent (2009) show a much stronger methane response relative to ozone than ours, which is partially caused by the choice of metric as the methane RF pulse decays much slower than the ozone pulse. The pulse size in the REACT4C data is 0.15 Gg(NO$_2$) so chemical non-linearity may explain part of the difference.

The data for emissions in summer compare well with the exponential fit results from Stevenson and Derwent (2009), except for 200 hPa data. The distinction between 200 hPa and 250 hPa data here is at roughly 200 pptv, also the maximum in the dataset used by Stevenson and Derwent (2009). However, for both ozone and methane climate impact from NO$_x$ emissions in summer, the plots appear to show that 250 hPa emissions with higher background mixing ratios do follow the exponential trend and 200 hPa emissions with background mixing ratios below 200 pptv do not follow the exponential trend. This is based on a relatively small amount of data points though.

The cut-off of roughly 200 pptv background NO$_x$ mixing ratio for the results in Stevenson and Derwent (2009) and for the agreement of these results with those in Stevenson and Derwent (2009), appears to coincide with the 0.1–0.2 ppbv maximum ozone production rate and OH concentration found by Brasseur et al. (1998). If this distinction at 200 pptv is caused by saturation effects in NO$_x$ chemistry, however, the 200 hPa CCF data should be significantly lower instead of higher. Grewe et al. (2012) find a much higher ambient NO$_x$ mixing ratio for maximum ozone production rate (about 2 ppbv). In both results, the relationship between NO$_x$ mixing ratio and ozone production rate is linear for low NO$_x$ mixing ratios, decreases below linear up to the maximum ozone production rate, and beyond that point.
a higher NOx mixing ratio leads to a decreased rate of ozone production. A higher background NOx mixing ratio should thus never lead to a higher climate impact from the same mass of emitted NOx.

A more likely explanation for the distinction at 2 pptv NOx or 200 hPa emissions is the destination of the tracer in the next 90 days of simulation. Only a limited amount of information on the climate impact of a NOx emission is likely to be contained in the instantaneous data used here. NOx emitted at 200 hPa may have a longer lifetime or may be transported to regions with lower background NOx, leading to higher ozone production and methane destruction in the tracer compared to emissions at 250 hPa.

The data for emissions in winter do not compare well to results from Stevenson and Derwent (2009). In winter only one data point significantly exceeds 200 pptv background NOx mixing ratio. These results give reason to doubt the applicability of findings from Stevenson and Derwent (2009) above 200 pptv background NOx mixing ratios, at 200 hPa, and in winter for the Northern Hemisphere. They also reinforce the findings from Stevenson and Derwent (2009) within the domain of their dataset. Further analysis of the seasonal variability of NOx climate impact is warranted. Note that Stevenson and Derwent (2009) state that their results are not expected to be valid beyond July emissions.

These plots may aid in explaining the altitude behaviour of the ozone CCF data (Figure 6.1). Both in summer and winter an increase in background NOx and a decrease in ozone CCF are observed for a pressure decrease from 400 hPa to 250 hPa. At 200 hPa the background NOx is higher again but the ozone CCF is higher too, which is a departure from the exponential trend. The analysis here shows that the likely cause is the lifetime of a higher altitude NOx emission and not non-linear chemistry (at the time and location of emission).
6.4. Ozone algorithm candidates

Scatter plot matrices and regression techniques were used to identify the strongest (combinations of) predictors from the 30 variables in Table 6.1 plus dimensions and derived variables. Due to time constraints for detailed analysis and space constraints for presenting results here, four algorithm candidates are discussed in detail.

A subjective selection was made from preliminary results based on the highest adjusted $R^2$ per amount of predictors in the regression. Early results revealed that high adjusted $R^2$ values were not attainable for univariate regression, in contrast to the water vapour CCF analysis in Section 5.3. The specific requirement devised for an ozone algorithm is that the results should not become negative, as negative ozone climate impact is plausible but outside the domain of the dataset used here.

6.4.1. Linear dependence on specific humidity

![Figure 6.9: Scatterplot of ozone CCF data versus specific humidity coloured by level, with the linear regression found shown as a black line with 95% confidence interval for the regression coefficients in Table 6.2.](image)

Figure 6.9 shows the ozone REACT4C CCF data versus the specific humidity $q$ at the point of emission. The overall pattern is linearly increasing, and applying simple linear regression gives the following least-squares fit:

$$F\text{-ATR} 20_{O_3} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \times q + \epsilon$$

(6.1)

The parameter values from least squares optimisation are summarised in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Parameter overview for ozone linear specific humidity algorithm. The $p$-value for $\beta_0$ is beyond double-precision floating point range.

| Units                              | Estimate         | Std. Error  | t value | Pr ($X > |t|$) |
|------------------------------------|------------------|-------------|---------|-------------|
| $\beta_0$ K kg(NO$_2$)$^{-1}$      | $1.97 \times 10^{-12}$ | $2.50 \times 10^{-14}$ | $7.91 \times 10^1$ | $< 2.23 \times 10^{-208}$ |
| $\beta_1$ K kg(NO$_2$)$^{-1}$ (kg kg$^{-1}$)$^{-1}$ | $1.73 \times 10^{-9}$ | $9.44 \times 10^{-11}$ | $1.83 \times 10^1$ | $4.57 \times 10^{-57}$ |

Visual inspection of Figure 6.9 reveals that the linear regression only properly captures the 400 hPa data, and that even for 400 hPa the variance around the regression is large. The relationship between ozone CCF and humidity seems to depend on emission altitude. The data for 200 hPa is practically independent of $q$. The lower the altitude, the clearer the trend. Specific humidity increases in summer and decreases with latitude, thus acting as a proxy for season and latitude at 400 hPa.

Physically, specific humidity is known to control OH production through Reaction (3.11) (Fuglestvedt et al., 1999). Higher humidity at the time of emission leads to a higher background OH production rate, which the Lagrangian OH production rate is proportional to (Grewe et al., 2014b). The Lagrangian
OH mixing ratio then drives the HNO3 production rate through Reaction (3.10). Higher washout rates through higher HNO3 production should lead to lower CCFs. Without verification by examining the production rates over a timespan, it is prudent to assume the correlation is simply caused by seasonal and zonal proxy.

Addition of season to the regression gives a non-significant interaction term (the slope does not change), but the y-intercept spreads ±0.3 with summer higher (similar to the WP boxplot in Figure 6.1). Thus specific humidity does not accurately represent the seasonal trend on its own. Addition of altitude to the regression makes the q term superfluous - latitude is a stronger predictor than specific humidity but this confirms that q contains latitude information. Addition of level to the regression gives a non-significant interaction, but the direct effect of level adds accuracy. Thus specific humidity does not accurately represent the altitude trend on its own.

Climatological means of tropospheric specific humidity presented by Tian et al. (2013) do not exceed 1.5 g kg⁻¹ for 400 hPa and 3.0 g kg⁻¹ for 500 hPa pressure altitudes. This algorithm is unlikely to be valid at flight altitudes below 400 hPa, as 3.0 g kg⁻¹ would lead to a CCF value 30% higher than the maximum of this dataset. Their maximum for 300 hPa is 0.45 g kg⁻¹. Due to the positive y-intercept, lower values of specific humidity are not a problem. The daily maximum specific humidity at 400 hPa is not considered but may present problems.

6.4.2. Bilinear dependence on temperature and geopotential

Figure 6.10: Component plus residual scatter plots for the bivariate regression in Equation (6.2) and parameters in Table 6.3 coloured by emission pressure. Each x-axis is simply the values of the predictor, while each y-axis is the sum of the total residuals ε from the regression and the product of the regression coefficient β_i and the data on the x-axis. The black line shows the product of the regression coefficient β_i and the data on the x-axis, so without the residuals.

Figure 6.10 shows the ozone CCF data versus the geopotential and temperature at the point of
emission. The overall pattern is roughly linearly increasing, which leads to the following fit including interaction:

\[ F_{\text{ATR}20}\text{O}_3 = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \times tm1 + \beta_2 \times \text{geopot} + \beta_3 \times tm1 \times \text{geopot} + \epsilon \] (6.2)

The parameter values from least squares optimisation are summarised in Table 6.3.

| Units | Estimate | Std. Error | \( t \) value | \( Pr(\chi > |t|) \) |
|-------|----------|------------|---------------|----------------|
| \( \beta_0 \) | K kg(NO\(_2\))\(^{-1}\) | -5.20 \times 10^{-11} | 2.34 \times 10^{-12} | -2.22 \times 10^{1} | 2.36 \times 10^{-93} |
| \( \beta_1 \) | K kg(NO\(_2\))\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\) | 2.30 \times 10^{-13} | 1.04 \times 10^{-14} | 2.20 \times 10^{1} | 3.65 \times 10^{-92} |
| \( \beta_2 \) | K kg(NO\(_2\))\(^{-1}\) (m\(^2\) s\(^{-2}\))\(^{-1}\) | 4.85 \times 10^{-16} | 2.66 \times 10^{-17} | 1.82 \times 10^{1} | 2.46 \times 10^{-66} |
| \( \beta_3 \) | K kg(NO\(_2\))\(^{-1}\) (K m\(^2\) s\(^{-2}\))\(^{-1}\) | -2.04 \times 10^{-18} | 1.20 \times 10^{-19} | -1.70 \times 10^{1} | 1.03 \times 10^{-58} |

Temperature was observed as a weak predictor on its own but strong when combined with pressure altitude, especially when 200 hPa data is left out. As geopotential is more continuous and results in a stronger regression than pressure altitude it is used here.

Geopotential and temperature both increase in summer and decrease with latitude. Geopotential increases with pressure altitude while temperature decreases, potentially modelling the non-linear altitude trend seen in the ozone CCF data. Physically, geopotential is a representation of altitude and some altitude variation was identified in the CCF data and in literature. The definition of geopotential is:

\[ \Phi(h) = \int_{0}^{b} g dz \] (6.3)

Where \( \Phi \) is the geopotential which is thus the vertically integrated gravitational acceleration from sea-level up to the altitude of interest. Commonly, geopotential height is used, which is \( \frac{\Phi}{\rho g_0} \), but as this is scaled by a constant the geopotential is used directly here.

Temperature directly feeds into all reactions on the background and foreground tagged models through the Arrhenius equation, but the impact of temperature at the time of emission on the 90-day ozone time history is likely to be small through this path. In Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.8 the majority of the NO\(_x\) and ozone mass changes occur several days or weeks after emission. For a given pressure level, temperature and geopotential are correlated, as is visible from the colour coding in Figure 6.10. This is sensible: in the troposphere buoyancy causes hot air to rise, thus for the same pressure hotter air is located at a higher altitude, and for the same pressure and latitude a high/low geopotential signifies a ridge/trough and hot/cold air influx from the south/north. At 200 hPa where the correlation between temperature and geopotential is the weakest (not shown), there is a split between emissions released into the stratosphere or troposphere. Temperature is approximately constant in the tropopause region and increases with altitude in the stratosphere, thus the correlation between geopotential and temperature is not expected to hold for the stratosphere.

Adding seasonality to the regression separately, which increases the other parameters and subtracts a constant for winter data, adds significant accuracy to the regression. The seasonality is not properly modelled. Addition of pressure level to the regression adds somewhat less accuracy than season. The non-linear altitude behaviour is not captured properly.

The y-intercept (\( \beta_0 \)) is negative, though an ambient temperature of (close to) 0 K is unphysical for the UTLS. Climatological means of tropospheric temperature from Tian et al. (2013) do not exceed below 205 K for 300 hPa and the minimum in this dataset in 200 K. At this temperature, the algorithm gives zero CCF for a geopotential of 78000 m\(^2\) s\(^{-2}\), roughly 8 km. This is roughly the altitude of the 400 hPa data, but the temperature is around 220 K at this altitude both in Tian et al. (2013) and this dataset. Within the 200–400 hPa domain this regression is unlikely to give negative ozone CCF results.

### 6.4.3. Trilinear dependence on temperature, geopotential and specific humidity

Figure 6.11 shows the ozone CCF data versus the geopotential, temperature, interaction of the two, and specific humidity at emission. The overall pattern is roughly linearly increasing for each variable, which leads to the following trivariate fit including interaction:
Figure 6.11: Component plus residual scatter plots for the trivariate regression in Equation (6.4) and parameters in Table 6.4 coloured by emission pressure. Each x-axis is simply the values of the predictor, while each y-axis is the sum of the total residuals \( \epsilon \) from the regression and the product of the regression coefficient \( \beta_i \) and the data on the x-axis. The black line shows the product of the regression coefficient \( \beta_i \) and the data on the x-axis, so without the residuals.

\[
F\text{-}ATR \text{O}_3 = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \times tm1 + \beta_2 \times geopot + \beta_3 \times q + \beta_4 \times tm1 \times geopot + \epsilon \quad (6.4)
\]

The parameter values from least squares optimisation are summarised in Table 6.4.

| Units | Estimate | Std. Error | \( t \) value | \( Pr( X > | t |) \) |
|-------|----------|------------|---------------|-----------------|
| \( \beta_0 \) K kg(NO\(_2\))\(^{-1} \) | \(-4.24 \times 10^{-11} \) | \(2.75 \times 10^{-12} \) | \(-1.54 \times 10^1 \) | \(2.33 \times 10^{-49} \) |
| \( \beta_1 \) K kg(NO\(_2\))\(^{-1} \) K\(^{-1} \) | \(1.86 \times 10^{-13} \) | \(1.23 \times 10^{-14} \) | \(1.52 \times 10^1 \) | \(3.26 \times 10^{-48} \) |
| \( \beta_2 \) K kg(NO\(_2\))\(^{-1} \) (m\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\))\(^{-1} \) | \(4.06 \times 10^{-16} \) | \(2.89 \times 10^{-17} \) | \(1.41 \times 10^1 \) | \(4.70 \times 10^{-42} \) |
| \( \beta_3 \) K kg(NO\(_2\))\(^{-1} \) (kg kg\(^{-1}\))\(^{-1} \) | \(8.55 \times 10^{-10} \) | \(1.32 \times 10^{-10} \) | \(6.46 \times 10^0 \) | \(1.48 \times 10^{-10} \) |
| \( \beta_4 \) K kg(NO\(_2\))\(^{-1} \) (K m\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\))\(^{-1} \) | \(-1.69 \times 10^{-18} \) | \(1.30 \times 10^{-19} \) | \(-1.30 \times 10^1 \) | \(1.27 \times 10^{-36} \) |

This algorithm combines strengths and weaknesses of the univariate and bivariate options presented previously. The effect of adding season, latitude or level to the regression is similar to the bivariate algorithm. The latitude trend is modelled slightly better, and addition of level now adds more accuracy than season. Addition of interactions with the pressure level makes specific humidity redundant. This implies that the seasonal trend is better captured with the addition of \( q \) and that \( q \) contains some information about the altitude dependence of the temperature and geopotential dependences.

The addition of an interaction between specific humidity and geopotential is statistically significant but adds little accuracy for its complexity. Specific humidity varies with geopotential roughly exponen-
tially, with the slope decreasing with pressure level. Versus temperature the specific humidity is noisy but bounded by an exponentially increasing maximum (critical humidity). The highest values of the ozone CCF occur for almost the highest specific humidity at 400 hPa so $q$ seems to be useful mainly for predicting some of the positive outliers.

The y-intercept is negative again. If specific humidity is zero and 200 K temperature is again considered, negative results occur at around 70000 m$^2$ s$^{-2}$.

6.4.4. Quadrilinear dependence on temperature, geopotential, specific humidity and solar irradiance

Figure 6.12 shows the ozone CCF data versus the geopotential, temperature, interaction of the two, specific humidity, and solar irradiance at emission. The overall pattern is roughly linearly increasing for each variable, which leads to the quadrivariate fit including interaction given in Equation (6.5).

$$F_{-ATR} 2O_3 = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \times t m 1 + \beta_2 \times geopot + \beta_3 \times q + \beta_4 \times zi0 + \beta_5 \times tm1 \times geopot + \epsilon$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.5)

The parameter values from least squares optimisation are summarised in Table 6.5.

| Units                      | Estimate      | Std. Error  | $t$ value | $Pr(\chi^2 > |t|)$ |
|----------------------------|---------------|-------------|-----------|-------------------|
| $\beta_0$ K kg(NO$_2$)$^{-1}$ | $-3.97 \times 10^{-11}$ | $2.76 \times 10^{-12}$ | $-1.44 \times 10^1$ | $1.25 \times 10^{-43}$ |
| $\beta_1$ K kg(NO$_2$)$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$ | $1.76 \times 10^{-13}$ | $1.23 \times 10^{-14}$ | $1.44 \times 10^1$ | $1.45 \times 10^{-43}$ |
| $\beta_2$ K kg(NO$_2$)$^{-1}$ (m$^2$ s$^{-2}$)$^{-1}$ | $4.01 \times 10^{-16}$ | $2.86 \times 10^{-17}$ | $1.40 \times 10^1$ | $8.16 \times 10^{-42}$ |
| $\beta_3$ K kg(NO$_2$)$^{-1}$ (kg kg$^{-1}$)$^{-1}$ | $9.24 \times 10^{-10}$ | $1.32 \times 10^{-10}$ | $7.03 \times 10^9$ | $3.39 \times 10^{-12}$ |
| $\beta_4$ K kg(NO$_2$)$^{-1}$ (W m$^{-2}$)$^{-1}$ | $3.26 \times 10^{-16}$ | $5.86 \times 10^{-17}$ | $5.57 \times 10^9$ | $3.11 \times 10^{-8}$ |
| $\beta_5$ K kg(NO$_2$)$^{-1}$ (K m$^2$ s$^{-2}$)$^{-1}$ | $-1.70 \times 10^{-18}$ | $1.29 \times 10^{-19}$ | $-1.32 \times 10^1$ | $1.91 \times 10^{-37}$ |

This regression adds solar irradiance to the trivariate algorithm. Solar irradiance in this dataset is a 3-D variable that is uncorrelated to geopotential, temperature, and humidity. The cosine of the solar zenith angle, $cosza$, is a stronger predictor but its improvements compared to $zi0$ lie in the range of a solar zenith angle above 90 degree i.e. beyond the horizon. When there is no sunlight incident, $zi0$ is simply zero but $cosza$ is continuous.

Solar radiation was identified as a driver in literature (Section 6.1, mainly because Reaction (3.6) requires light below a specific wavelength to take place and this reaction is needed for a NO$_x$ emission to produce ozone.

The effect of adding season, latitude or level to the regression is similar to the trivariate algorithm. Addition of interactions with season or level is statistically insignificant. Addition of season or level directly adds a small amount of accuracy and makes $zi0$ redundant, thus its addition in this algorithm improves the seasonal and altitudinal trend. The addition of an interaction between specific humidity and geopotential, solar irradiance and specific humidity or solar irradiance and temperature is statistically significant but adds little accuracy for its complexity.

For zero humidity and zero incoming sunlight, the algorithm result becomes zero at 76000 m$^2$ s$^{-2}$. The solar irradiance as encoded in this dataset is irradiance at the top of the atmosphere, which is why the data in Figure 6.12 range from 0-1350 W m$^{-2}$. This range applies to all locations on Earth and the effect of $zi0$ in the regression is relatively small, so no extra problems are anticipated with application of this algorithm compared to the trivariate candidate.

6.5. Ozone algorithm trade-off

Based on the algorithm requirements in Section 4.4, a set of trade-off criteria were devised in Section 4.6. Table 6.6 provides an overview of the results in this section.

6.5.1. Pattern of residuals

The mean values of the spread of residuals per pressure level and WP are:

- $q : 2.49 \times 10^{-12}$
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Figure 6.12: Component plus residual scatter plots for the quadrivariate regression in Equation (6.5) and parameters in Table 6.5 coloured by emission pressure. Each x-axis is simply the values of the predictor, while each y-axis is the sum of the total residuals ε from the regression and the product of the regression coefficient $\beta_i$ and the data on the x-axis. The black line shows the product of the regression coefficient $\beta_i$ and the data on the x-axis, so without the residuals.

- $tm1 \times geopot : 2.39 \times 10^{-12}$
- $tm1 \times geopot + q : 2.34 \times 10^{-12}$
- $tm1 \times geopot + q + zi0 : 2.35 \times 10^{-12}$

Interestingly, more variables is not always better. This is sensible though unexpected, as regular
6.5. Ozone algorithm trade-off

Table 6.6: Overview of results of the subjective ozone algorithm trade-off, per algorithm and category. If three or more results are distinct, they are ranked into +, ± and −. If only two distinct categories are identified, only + and − are used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>External veracity</th>
<th>Background</th>
<th>Parsimony</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tm1 × geopot</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>±</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tm1 × geopot + q</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tm1 × geopot + q + zi0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

least-squares regression does not optimise for this statistic.

Analysing box plots of the residuals (not shown) per dimension for the univariate algorithm gives clear residual patterns for WP, latitude and altitude. The bivariate, trivariate and quadrivariate algorithms predict the latitude trend well and are somewhat better at predicting the WP and altitude trends. The trivariate and quadrivariate algorithms present little improvement over the bivariate option. All algorithms return minimum results for 300 hPa altitude instead of 250 hPa like the original data.

The 2-D autocorrelation test (Moran’s I) is inconclusive. The amount of pressure level/WP sets that are statistically significant varies per algorithm, but none give a negative I. The univariate (q) algorithm clearly produces the worst pattern, the quadrivariate algorithm is slightly worse than the trivariate algorithm, and the bivariate algorithm is an intermediate option.

6.5.2. General accuracy

The RSE (and adjusted $R^2$) for each algorithm within this dataset are:

- $q : 8.02 \times 10^{-13}$ (0.20)
- $tm1 \times geopot : 6.84 \times 10^{-13}$ (0.42)
- $tm1 \times geopot + q : 6.74 \times 10^{-13}$ (0.43)
- $tm1 \times geopot + q + zi0 : 6.67 \times 10^{-13}$ (0.45)

Again the bivariate option shows a marked improvement over the univariate option, with diminishing returns for the more complex algorithms.

Figure 6.13 shows residual plots for the four algorithms. The univariate algorithm has a clear minimum fit value which is the y-intercept ($\beta_0$). The other three algorithms show little difference. There is no significant heteroskedasticity visible. There is a slight amount of trend left in all the residuals, but note that the LOESS trend is inaccurate on the extremes due to the lack of data. These results do not clearly favour any candidate.

The univariate option produces the worst results overall, with a marked improvement at the bivariate level, and more nuanced improvements for the trivariate and quadrivariate algorithms.

6.5.3. External veracity

Results here are summarised from Section 6.4.

- $q$: humidity can never be negative and the intercept is reasonable. It appears that the linear trend only captures 400 hPa data in Figure 6.9. High humidity at lower altitudes than 400 hPa limits the domain of application but this is limited to altitude shifts. It is unclear how high outliers in specific humidity could be in the 400 hPa range and whether application at lower latitudes is safe.

- $tm1 \times geopot$: the intercept is negative, while the ozone CCF should not become negative in this model set-up. This can be mitigated by adding a floor at zero. Only for very high temperature or geopotential (thus altitude), which is unlikely to occur at the same time, can the results of the algorithm exceed the maximum of the REACT4C data.

- $tm1 \times geopot + q$: similar to bivariate. The addition of $q$ introduces the uncertain influence of high humidity values.

- $tm1 \times geopot + q + zi0$: similar to trivariate. The addition of $zi0$ should give no problems due to the range of the data used.
Overall, specific humidity is the most uncertain parameter in terms of external veracity and this causes the trivariate and quadrivariate algorithms to do worse than the bivariate algorithm. The extra parameter for the quadrivariate algorithm makes it no worse than the trivariate algorithm but also no better.

### 6.5.4. Mechanistic background

Results here are summarised from Section 6.4.

- **$q$:** humidity was not identified in literature as a driver, but it influences HNO$_3$ production through OH (Reaction 3.11) and varies with season and latitude.

- **$tm1 \times geopot$:** temperature is identified in literature as a driver, and geopotential is a way to express altitude. Both represent large-scale weather variation.

- **$tm1 \times geopot + q$:** as univariate and bivariate.

- **$tm1 \times geopot + q + zi0$:** in addition to the above, $zi0$ is identified in literature as a driver, has no altitudinal component, and varies predictably with longitude and latitude and day of the year.

Given that all data used are from the time of release, all variables are unlikely to directly affect the ozone CCF. They may be assumed to be proxies for the weather at a given location or proxies of the location itself, in both cases predicting the likely direction of transport of a tracer and its atmospheric lifetime. The differences between the algorithms are small for this category. Because $q$ was not pre-identified as a driving variable, the bivariate algorithm gives the best results.
6.5.5. Parsimony
The less terms included in an algorithm, the more simple it is. Interaction terms are deemed less complex than an entirely separate variable for this thesis, especially for the bivariate option where the interaction term does not affect interactive 3-D plotting for presentations. This makes the univariate humidity algorithm the best in this category, while the trivariate and quadrivariate algorithms score poorly. The bivariate algorithm is a good compromise on simplicity.

6.5.6. Choice
The bivariate temperature and geopotential algorithm shows an overall strong improvement over the univariate algorithm. The trivariate and quadrivariate options are slightly more accurate but more complex and largely based on the same variables. Based on the scores assigned in Table 6.6, the bivariate algorithm presents a good compromise between accuracy and simplicity. The final form of the algorithmic CCF for ozone is:

\[
aCCF_O3 = -5.20 \times 10^{-11} + 2.30 \times 10^{-13} \times tm1 + 4.85 \times 10^{-16} \times geopot \\
-2.04 \times 10^{-18} \times tm1 \times geopot \approx \text{F-ATR20}_O3
\]  

(6.6)

\[
aCCF_O3 = aCCF_{O3} \quad \text{for} \quad 0 \leq aCCF_{O3} \\
aCCF_O3 = 0 \quad \text{for} \quad aCCF_{O3} < 0
\]  

(6.7)

Where the extra step is added to ensure no negative aCCF results can occur.

Figure 6.14: Scatterplot of ozone algorithmic CCF results versus REACT4C data coloured by level, with the black line indicating perfect agreement.

Figure 6.14 shows a comparison between the original CCF data and the final algorithm (aCCF) results, where points on the black line indicate perfect agreement. It is clear that the variability of the final algorithm results is lower than that of the original data. The algorithm appears to underpredict the highest ozone CCF values for emissions at 400 hPa, overpredict 250 hPa data, and underpredict 300 hPa data. No clear trend remains in Figure 6.14 but it is clear that the algorithm does not perfectly predict ozone CCF data.

6.6. Ozone discussion
From the results in the previous sections and others not shown in this thesis, a number of discussions and conclusions arise. Here discussions on various topics are given as far as they relate directly to the results of the ozone CCF data, the weather data, and the algorithm formulation. General discussions regarding the methodology are given in Chapter 7.
6.6.1. Lightning and chemistry data

All lightning variables were rather sparse. The fact that it is the main source of background NO\textsubscript{x} does not at all mean that instantaneous lightning data is useful. Lightning occurs infrequently so may lead to large spikes in NO\textsubscript{x} production. Also, the contribution to background NO\textsubscript{x} may occur predominantly in other latitudes, longitudes, altitudes, seasons, and times-of-day than included in this analysis.

Chemistry variables, especially OH and HO\textsubscript{2} for ozone and H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2} and HO\textsubscript{2} for methane had some predictive power in the regression analysis but did not add any information when meteorological variables were already included. NO\textsubscript{x} was a weaker predictor than the aforementioned species. The intention was to include a more accurate algorithm that makes use of chemistry data in the trade-off.

6.6.2. Correlation with 2-D weather patterns

Figure 6.15: Ozone CCF bilinear contour plots, 12 UTC, 250 hPa, WP1, 3, 4, and 5. Square overlays represent locations used in analysis by Frömming et al. (2017), where black is jet stream, red is high-pressure ridge, blue is west of high-pressure ridge (Frömming et al. (2017) Table A.1), and green is portrayed in Frömming et al. (2017) Figure 7.

Figure 6.15 shows four 250 hPa ozone CCF contour plots, used here for comparing with Frömming et al. (2017) and a case study on the visual correlation with wind and geopotential. Frömming et al. (2017) examined the 250 hPa CCF results for all weather patterns from REACT4C. Based on visual likeness between the ozone CCF contours and wind and geopotential contours, they examined a subset of data from weather patterns 1, 3, 4, and 5. The fact that these weather patterns are chosen for analysis in Frömming et al. (2017) implies that they show the clearest visual correlation. They split the subset up into emissions inside the high pressure ridge (red points in Figure 6.15), emissions just west of the same high pressure ridge (blue points in Figure 6.15), and emissions in the jet stream (black points in Figure 6.15). Within this subset the peak ozone gain is found to occur earlier, at lower altitude, and at lower latitude for emissions inside the high pressure ridge (Frömming et al., 2017). This work expresses the same hypothesis that led to the research question for this thesis: the variation is largely determined by general meteorology at the time of emission, and is summarised in Grewe et al. (2017a). The two green points in Figure 6.15 are used to show the temporal development of NO\textsubscript{x} and ozone in Frömming et al. (2017). Matthes et al. (2012) present similar temporal development plots in their Figure 44.5 for WP1, but these are based on preliminary data (V. Grewe, personal communication, 15 March, 2017).

The top-left plot in Figure 6.15 is similar to its 200 hPa version, that was previously used in Grewe
et al. (2014a) (i.e. Figure 1.1) to show the similarity of the ozone CCF pattern with wind and geopotential. The visual pattern is clear, though possibly biased by the interpolation, colour scheme and human error. If the pattern is truly significant it should be recognisable in scatter plot analysis too. General results across the full REACT4C dataset for wind speed and wind direction are among the worst of all variables in Table 6.1 - no meaningful correlation was found to the ozone CCF data.

The four longitude-latitude planes in Figure 6.15 are used here as a case study for a 2-D weather pattern algorithm basis. As they are all winter weather patterns and the pattern numbers are arbitrary, the allowed predictors for this case study are: wind speed, wind direction, geopotential, latitude, and longitude. Other primitive variables that could have been used are temperature and humidity, but these are out of scope for this case study as they are not visible in this type of weather map nor discussed in Frömming et al. (2017). Combining these predictors linearly with all interactions and eliminating statistically insignificant predictors leaves the following approximation, which is almost as accurate as the full model (for the reduced dataset) with much fewer variables:

\[
F\text{-ATR}20\text{O}_3 = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \times \text{lat} + \beta_2 \times \text{geopot} + \epsilon \quad (6.8)
\]

The parameter values from least squares optimisation are summarised in Table 6.7.

Table 6.7: Parameter overview for 2-D case study regression.

| Units     | Estimate | Std. Error | t value | \( Pr(\chi > |t|) \) |
|-----------|----------|------------|---------|---------------------|
| \( \beta_0 \) K kg(NO\(_2\))\(^{-1} \) | \(-2.06 \times 10^{-12}\) | \(1.23 \times 10^{-12}\) | \(-1.68 \times 10^9\) | \(9.49 \times 10^{-2}\) |
| \( \beta_1 \) K kg(NO\(_2\))\(^{-1}\) (“N”)\(^{-1}\) | \(-8.33 \times 10^{-15}\) | \(2.66 \times 10^{-15}\) | \(-3.14 \times 10^6\) | \(2.02 \times 10^{-3}\) |
| \( \beta_2 \) K kg(NO\(_2\))\(^{-1}\) (m\(^2\) s\(^{-2}\))\(^{-1}\) | \(4.06 \times 10^{-17}\) | \(1.13 \times 10^{-17}\) | \(3.58 \times 10^0\) | \(4.46 \times 10^{-4}\) |

Geopotential is a stronger predictor within this subset than wind speed or direction, and the isolines have a similar pattern to the wind vectors in Figure 6.15. Adding latitude (lat) to the regression adds information about ridges and troughs in the geopotential field. The intercept (\( \beta_0 \)) is non-physical but not a problem at this stage as this regression will not be applied at 0° N and 0 m\(^2\)/s\(^2\) geopotential.

When applying this regression result to the subset of four longitude-latitude planes, the adjusted \( R^2 \) is 0.41. When applied to the total set of REACT4C data, even without forcing the same parameter values, the adjusted \( R^2 \) drops to 0.11. To continue this approach for all data would require separate regressions for all latitude-longitude planes, without a meaningful way of interpolating or extrapolating the results. A value of 0.41 is very close to the results from the bivariate algorithm and upwards presented here and 0.11 is less than for the univariate algorithm presented here (Section 6.4). This demonstrates that a visual correlation between CCF contours and contours of weather variables in a subset of the data does not necessarily translate to an actual correlation in the full dataset.

### 6.6.3. Ensemble-mean algorithm

Application of the mean of an ensemble of simulations is commonly used in meteorology to mitigate the effect of chaos on the results of a prediction. When the ensemble-mean is calculated from the four algorithms presented in Section 6.4, the RSE is \( 6.78 \times 10^{-13} \) K kg(NO\(_2\))\(^{-1} \). The (adjusted) \( R^2 \) is 0.43. This is approximately the same result for absolute accuracy as the bilinear and trilinear algorithms (Section 6.5.2).

Figure 6.16 shows the resulting ensemble-mean algorithm results versus the original REACT4C data, for comparison to Figure 6.14. The results are difficult to distinguish from those of the bilinear temperature and geopotential algorithm. Comparisons to the trilinear and quadrilinear algorithms (not shown) yield similar results, as these algorithms include the same predictors and generally produce similar results (Section 6.5). The trend in 400 hPa data in Figure 6.16 does appear to improve over the bilinear algorithm, likely due to the influence of specific humidity on the other three algorithms.

Application of the ensemble-mean to these four algorithms does not appear to meaningfully improve the accuracy for the complexity it introduces. Considering that the trilinear algorithm includes the predictors of the linear and bilinear algorithms, and the quadrilinear algorithm adds one more predictor, the four algorithms are unlikely to predict different parts of the variability of the original CCF data. Taking the mean is likely to give similar results to the middle option in terms of complexity, as shown here.
6.6.4. Maximum attainable adjusted $R^2$

When all the selected variables from Table 6.1 are combined in a linear regression model with longitude, latitude, level, season, and the latitude of the jet stream, the resulting adjusted $R^2$ is 0.57 for 36 variables. Introducing interaction terms of course increases the accuracy, but first-order interactions already require 666 parameters so the result is meaningless. Though imperfect, this gives an estimate of the amount of variation in the CCF data that can be explained by the combination of weather data, chemical data, and lightning data. If only the 19 weather variables are used, adjusted $R^2$ is 0.42, if only 13 chemistry variables are used, adjusted $R^2$ is 0.36, if only four dimensions are used, adjusted $R^2$ is 0.14.

6.6.5. Instantaneous RF scaling

The non-linear relationship with altitude for ozone CCF data in Figure 6.1 shows similarity to the instantaneous versus adjusted RF altitude scaling shown in Figure 3.7 (right). The closed-form equation for the fit used in this altitude scaling is given in Equation 3.24. This fit shows a minimum at 250 hPa while no data are used between about 220–330 hPa. This may (partially) explain the discrepancy between summer CCF data at 200 and 250 hPa in Figure 6.8. Using the expression in Equation 3.24, here the RF scaling is reversed to assess the sensitivity of the CCF data and the regression results to the application of this fit.

(a) Box plot per emission pressure.  
(b) Scatter plot versus background NOx mixing ratio.

Figure 6.17: Ozone CCF data after reversal of the REACT4C adjusted RF scaling.
Figure 6.17 (left) shows a box plot of the ozone CCF data versus altitude after the RF scaling was reversed, to compare to Figure 6.1. It appears that reversing the RF scaling removes almost all of the altitude trend from the REACT4C ozone CCF data. The remaining trend is more in terms of variance, i.e. the length of the boxes and whiskers, than in terms of the mean and median.

Figure 6.17 (right) shows a scatter plot of the ozone CCF data versus background NOx mixing ratio after the RF scaling was reversed, to compare to Figure 6.8. When the RF scaling is removed, the summer ozone results compare well to Stevenson and Derwent (2009). The results for winter emissions (not shown) remain similar to those in Figure 6.8, so the observation that the relations in Stevenson and Derwent (2009) are not valid for winter is not sensitive to the RF scaling.

Table 6.8: Summary of Residual Standard Error (RSE) and adjusted $R^2$ for all four ozone algorithms before and after reversing the instantaneous/adjusted RF altitude scaling from Figure 3.7 (right).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>RSE (adj $R^2$) before reversal</th>
<th>RSE (adj $R^2$) after reversal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$q$</td>
<td>$8.02 \times 10^{-12}$ (0.20)</td>
<td>$8.19 \times 10^{-14}$ (0.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$tm1 \times geopot$</td>
<td>$6.84 \times 10^{-13}$ (0.42)</td>
<td>$7.79 \times 10^{-13}$ (0.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$tm1 \times geopot + q$</td>
<td>$6.74 \times 10^{-13}$ (0.43)</td>
<td>$7.54 \times 10^{-13}$ (0.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$tm1 \times geopot + q + zi0$</td>
<td>$6.67 \times 10^{-13}$ (0.45)</td>
<td>$7.38 \times 10^{-13}$ (0.38)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The regressions from Section 6.4 were applied to the ozone CCF data, allowing the $\beta$ coefficients to vary. The results are shown in Table 6.8. The Residual Standard Error (RSE) increases for all algorithms, and the adjusted $R^2$ decreases for all but the most simple algorithm. Analysis using scatter plot matrices (Section 4.5, not shown) reveals that after reversing the RF scaling, the Spearman coefficient of specific humidity $q$, temperature $tm1$, and solar irradiance $zi0$ increases. The coefficient for the absolute geopotential $geopot$ drops to almost zero. The variance of the CCF data itself increases by reversing the RF scaling which is why the absolute accuracy of the univariate algorithm in Table 6.8 decreases while the adjusted $R^2$ increases. If the maximum adjusted $R^2$ is calculated for an algorithm including all predictors after reversing the RF scaling as in Section 6.6.4, it drops slightly to 0.55.

Neglecting the effect of altitude on the ratio between instantaneous and adjusted RF or inputting instantaneous RF into the climate metrics is incorrect. The fact that there is almost no altitude trend in Figure 6.17 (left), means that the shape of the fit in Figure 3.7 (right) largely determines the altitude trend of the ozone CCF data. Emissions at 200 and 400 hPa are within the two regions of the fit based on previous results, so regardless of what the fit should look like between 220–330 hPa, the underlying data determines that NOx emissions at 200 hPa will have higher ozone climate impact than emissions at 400 hPa. It is unlikely that further simulations would show a local maximum between 220–330 hPa, and a (milder) local minimum around 250–300 hPa is expected. Thus the Spearman coefficient for geopotential would also be non-zero, and the final bivariate algorithm’s accuracy will not decrease as much as in Table 6.8. Further discussions on the validity of this RF scaling are given in Section 7.1.4.

6.6.6. Final algorithm

The final bivariate algorithm for ozone CCF approximation explains around 40% of the variance (adjusted $R^2$ of 0.42) of the data, while a maximum of around 60% (adjusted $R^2$ of 0.57) is expected. However, Section 6.6.4 showed that with only weather variables the maximum attainable adjusted $R^2$ is also around 0.42. Chemical concentration data thus explain some of the variability in the CCF data that weather data do not, but in analysing algorithms with up to four predictors the concentration data were weaker predictors than specific humidity, temperature, geopotential and solar irradiance. If algorithms with more predictors are desired, chemical predictors should be added to the regression.

Section 6.4.2 discussed that the accuracy can be improved by adding pressure level or season to the regression but this is problematic for external veracity of the results and the improvement does not warrant the complexity it introduces. There are only four pressure levels in the data, and subtracting a constant from winter results complicates application to spring or autumn weather.

Figure 6.18 shows bilinearly interpolated contour plots of the ozone bilinear algorithm results for 200 hPa, WP1 to compare to Figures 1.1 and 6.3. The intervals and colours used for the CCF data in the left plot are identical to those in Figure 6.3 to facilitate comparison. The same results are shown in the right plot with intervals one order of magnitude smaller, as it was clear from Figure 6.14 that the algorithm has less variability than the original CCF data.
6. NO<sub>x</sub> algorithmic CCF results

Reducing the interval size of the contours does not reveal significantly more detail. It is clear that some of the details in Figure 6.3 are not reproduced by the algorithm. Verification of this algorithm will depend on the level of detail of the ATM optimisation and on the CCFs of the other emissions taken into account. If the routing would lead an aircraft into the local minima in Figure 6.3, the algorithm will lead to false results. If the routing would only avoid the global maxima at low latitudes in Figure 6.3, the algorithm will lead to correct results.

Appendix C (right side) contains these visualisations (with 0.5 \( \times 10^{-13} \) K kg(NO<sub>2</sub>)\(^{-1} \)) intervals) for all 32 combinations of altitude and weather pattern, for comparison to the original CCF data on the left side.

6.7. Methane algorithm candidates

Scatterplot matrices and regression techniques were used to identify the strongest (combinations of) predictors from the 30 variables in Table 6.1 plus dimensions and derived variables. Due to time constraints for detailed analysis and space constraints for presenting results here, four algorithm candidates are discussed in detail.

A subjective selection was made from preliminary results based on the highest adjusted \( R^2 \) per amount of predictors in the regression. A constant fit is presented based on the low variability in Figures 6.4 and 6.7. Based on the trend in Figure 6.7 an extra bivariate option is presented that relates methane climate impact to ozone climate impact. The specific requirement devised for a methane algorithm is that the results should not become positive, as positive methane climate impact is plausible but outside the domain of the dataset used here.

6.7.1. Constant

Figure 6.19: Box plot of methane CCF data versus emission pressure, with the constant regression found (i.e. the mean) shown as a red line.

Figure 6.19 shows a box plot of the methane CCF data with the optimum constant regression for this
data as a red line as this dimension has the highest variability. The regression equation corresponds to the mean of the data:

\[ F\text{-ATR}\,20_{\text{CH}_4} = \beta_0 + \epsilon \quad (6.9) \]

The parameter values from least squares optimisation are summarised in Table 6.9.

| Units       | Estimate   | Std. Error | t value  | Pr (|t|)         |
|-------------|------------|------------|----------|---------------|
| \( \beta_0 \) K kg(NO\(_2\))\(^{-1} \) | -8.21 × 10\(^{-13} \) | 6.36 × 10\(^{-15} \) | -1.29 × 10\(^2 \) | < 2.23 × 10\(^{-308} \) |

The reason for including a constant algorithm is that the variability of the methane CCF data itself is roughly three times smaller than the error (\( \epsilon \)) from the most sophisticated ozone algorithm. Since both impacts result from the same NO\(_x\) emission, the variability of the methane impact can be said to be negligible compared to ozone, as seen in Figure 6.7. Early regression attempts revealed that the maximum attainable adjusted R\(^2\) for methane algorithms (Section 6.9.3) is significantly lower than for water vapour and ozone.

This is an approximation that is not supported by the data in Figure 6.4 and the literature discussed in Section 6.1.2. Removing the outlier discussed in Section 6.1.2 negligibly changes the outcome. Addition of dimensions to the regression defeats the purpose of assuming constant CCF values.

### 6.7.2. Linear dependence on geopotential

![Figure 6.20: Scatterplot of methane CCF data versus geopotential](image)

Figure 6.20 shows the methane CCF data versus the geopotential at the point of emission. The overall pattern is weakly linearly increasing, which leads to the following fit:

\[ F\text{-ATR}\,20_{\text{CH}_4} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \times \text{geopot} + \epsilon \quad (6.10) \]

The parameter values from least squares optimisation are summarised in Table 6.10.

The tight confidence bounds in Figure 6.20 reveal that though much variation is left around the regression line, the overall trend is highly certain. Due to the correspondence of geopotential and pressure height, the results are similar for a simple regression on to pressure. Geopotential is preferred because of the certainty provided by the range of data compared to only four pressure levels. In Section 6.1.2 the variability of the methane CCF data was shown to be strongest along the pressure
altitude dimension. The altitude of emission is expected to correlate to the climate impact through determining the destination of a tracer after emission and thus the background chemical concentrations, solar radiation, temperature etc. it encounters.

Addition of an interaction with latitude improves accuracy of the results by decreasing the absolute methane CCF with latitude and decreasing the positive effect of increasing geopotential with latitude. Addition of seasonality improves accuracy, by decreasing the absolute methane CCF result and the positive effect of geopotential for emissions in winter. Regression with only geopotential as a predictor does not explain all of the seasonal or meridional variability.

The intercept ($\beta_0$) is sensible as it gives plausible methane CCF values even at zero geopotential. Negative absolute geopotential is not possible and values approaching zero are not expected in the application of this algorithm, as the geopotential is measured from sea-level upwards. Application of this algorithm below 400 hPa would lead to lower geopotential values than included in this dataset, and thus lower methane CCF results than supported by this dataset. As geopotential decreases with latitude for constant pressure altitude, application above 80°N would lead to similar results as below 400 hPa but this is not a likely application. Application at lower latitudes or higher altitudes than the REACT4C data will produce lower absolute methane CCF results.

### 6.7.3. Bilinear dependence on geopotential and solar irradiance

Figure 6.21 shows the methane CCF data versus the geopotential and solar irradiance at the point of emission. The overall pattern is weakly linearly increasing with geopotential and decreasing with solar irradiance, which leads to the following fit:

$$ F-\text{ATR}20_{\text{CH}_4} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \times \text{geopot} + \beta_2 \times z_i0 + \beta_3 \times \text{geopot} \times z_i0 + \epsilon \quad (6.11) $$

The parameter values from least squares optimisation are summarised in Table 6.11.

#### Table 6.11: Parameter overview for methane linear geopotential and solar irradiance algorithm.

| Units                      | Estimate | Std. Error | t value | $Pr(X > |t|)$ |
|----------------------------|----------|------------|---------|-------------|
| $\beta_0$ K kg(NO$_2$)$^{-1}$ | $-1.30 \times 10^{-12}$ | $3.37 \times 10^{-14}$ | $-3.85 \times 10^{1}$ | $5.59 \times 10^{-219}$ |
| $\beta_1$ K kg(NO$_2$)$^{-1}$ (m$^2$ s$^{-2}$)$^{-1}$ | $5.06 \times 10^{-18}$ | $3.54 \times 10^{-19}$ | $1.43 \times 10^{1}$ | $2.60 \times 10^{-43}$ |
| $\beta_2$ K kg(NO$_2$)$^{-1}$ (W m$^{-2}$)$^{-1}$ | $-6.32 \times 10^{-16}$ | $8.25 \times 10^{-17}$ | $-7.66 \times 10^{0}$ | $3.59 \times 10^{-14}$ |
| $\beta_3$ K kg(NO$_2$)$^{-1}$ (W m$^{-2}$ m$^2$ s$^{-2}$)$^{-1}$ | $6.12 \times 10^{-21}$ | $8.68 \times 10^{-22}$ | $7.05 \times 10^{0}$ | $2.88 \times 10^{-12}$ |

Solar radiation was identified as a driver in literature (Section 6.1. Stevenson et al. (2004)) state that solar availability is overriding in terms of the seasonal trend in OH anomalies. Solar irradiance is the incoming solar radiation in [W m$^{-2}$] at the top of the atmosphere.

Addition of dimensions to the regression directly adds no statistically significant accuracy, i.e. the p-values of the parameters become insignicant though the adjusted $R^2$ improves. Pressure level, latitude, and season all improve accuracy if an interaction between the dimension and the interaction term of geopotential and solar irradiance is added to the regression. Addition of the pressure interaction adds a significant amount of accuracy, of the latitude interaction adds some accuracy, and of the seasonal term adds a negligible amount of accuracy. A complex relationship between geopotential, solar irradiance, and pressure altitude appears to be omitted in this algorithm.

The intercept is sensible as it gives plausible methane CCF values for zero geopotential and zero solar irradiance. The solar irradiance data used here covers the range of variability for Earth so no issues are expected in terms of external application. Assuming the maximum solar irradiance of around 1350 W m$^{-2}$, this algorithm produces a methane CCF value of zero for a geopotential of around 180000 m$^2$ s$^{-2}$ or around 18 km altitude. Application of algorithmic CCFs is not recommended at this altitude, but just in case a ceiling should be added to the algorithm at zero.

### Table 6.10: Parameter overview for methane bilinear geopotential and solar irradiance algorithm.

| Units                      | Estimate | Std. Error | t value | $Pr(X > |t|)$ |
|----------------------------|----------|------------|---------|-------------|
| $\beta_0$ K kg(NO$_2$)$^{-1}$ | $-1.30 \times 10^{-12}$ | $3.37 \times 10^{-14}$ | $-3.85 \times 10^{1}$ | $5.59 \times 10^{-219}$ |
| $\beta_1$ K kg(NO$_2$)$^{-1}$ (m$^2$ s$^{-2}$)$^{-1}$ | $5.06 \times 10^{-18}$ | $3.54 \times 10^{-19}$ | $1.43 \times 10^{1}$ | $2.60 \times 10^{-43}$ |
| $\beta_2$ K kg(NO$_2$)$^{-1}$ (W m$^{-2}$)$^{-1}$ | $-6.32 \times 10^{-16}$ | $8.25 \times 10^{-17}$ | $-7.66 \times 10^{0}$ | $3.59 \times 10^{-14}$ |
| $\beta_3$ K kg(NO$_2$)$^{-1}$ (W m$^{-2}$ m$^2$ s$^{-2}$)$^{-1}$ | $6.12 \times 10^{-21}$ | $8.68 \times 10^{-22}$ | $7.05 \times 10^{0}$ | $2.88 \times 10^{-12}$ |
6.7. Methane algorithm candidates

Figure 6.21: Component plus residual scatter plots for the bivariate regression in Equation (6.11) and parameters in Table 6.11 coloured by emission pressure. Each x-axis is simply the values of the predictor, while each y-axis is the sum of the total residuals $e$ from the regression and the product of the regression coefficient $\beta_i$ and the data on the x-axis. The black line shows the product of the regression coefficient $\beta_i$ and the data on the x-axis, so without the residuals.

### 6.7.4. Bilinear dependence on ozone CCF and potential temperature

Figure 6.22 shows the methane CCF data versus the ozone CCF and potential temperature at the point of emission. The overall pattern is weakly linearly increasing, which leads to the following fit:

$$ F^{\text{ATR} 20_{\text{CH}_4}} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \times F^{\text{ATR} 20_{\text{O}_3}} + \beta_2 \times tpot + \epsilon $$  \hspace{1cm} (6.12)

The parameter values from least squares optimisation are summarised in Table 6.12.

| Units       | Estimate  | Std. Error | $t$ value | $Pr (|t|)$   |
|-------------|-----------|------------|-----------|-------------|
| $\beta_0 \text{ K kg(NO}_2\text{)}^{-1}$ | $-2.81 \times 10^{-12}$ | $1.31 \times 10^{-13}$ | $-2.15 \times 10^1$ | $3.31 \times 10^{-58}$ |
| $\beta_1$   | $-1.36 \times 10^{-1}$ | $6.37 \times 10^{-3}$ | $-2.14 \times 10^1$ | $1.96 \times 10^{-87}$ |
| $\beta_2 \text{ K kg(NO}_2\text{)}^{-1} \text{ K}^{-1}$ | $7.11 \times 10^{-15}$ | $4.19 \times 10^{-16}$ | $1.69 \times 10^1$ | $1.57 \times 10^{-58}$ |

Potential temperature ($tpot$) of an air parcel is the temperature if the parcel would be adiabatically raised to 1000 hPa pressure, generally used because it increases with altitude unlike the actual temperature. It increases in summer, decreases with latitude, and increases with altitude. The actual temperature feeds into the chemical reactions in Section 3.4, but given the instantaneous scope of the regression analysis in this thesis is expected to act as a weather proxy. The potential temperature (for four fixed pressure levels) contains similar information but with a different altitude trend.
The variable $O_3 \text{cost}$ is the ozone CCF as presented in Section 6.1.1 and correlated to methane in Section 6.1.3. Its power as a predictor stems from both CCFs originating from the same NO$_x$ emission and having a complex dependence on the lifetime and destination of the emission, and on being the only variable in the dataset that contains information beyond the time of emission. The highest adjusted $R^2$ of the ozone algorithms presented here is 0.45, which means that a large error is propagated into the methane results if they are calculated from the ozone algorithm results. It is plausible, if unlikely, that the algorithm could be applied to a dataset where the ozone CCF is simulated and the methane CCF is derived. A potential benefit of this algorithm is in reproducing the correlation between methane and ozone impacts from a NO$_x$ emission, as seen in Figure 6.7.

Addition of latitude greatly improves accuracy through an interaction with potential temperature. This implies that the meridional trend is not properly modelled by these two predictors. Addition of pressure level to the regression greatly improves accuracy through an interaction with the ozone CCF data, but this requires removing the ozone CCF itself from the regression to keep statistical significance. This means that the relationship between the ozone CCF and altitude is a stronger predictor than the ozone CCF data itself.

The intercept is sensible, and the parameter for $O_3 \text{cost}$ compares well to the results in Section 6.1.3. The positive relationship with potential temperature leads to a positive trend with altitude and actual temperature, which is sensible given the altitude trend in the data and the relationship between temperature and reaction rates. Assuming a relatively high value of 350 K for the potential temperature, the algorithm produces zero methane CCF values only if provided with negative ozone CCF values so it is safe for external application.

### 6.8. Methane algorithm trade-off

Based on the algorithm requirements in Section 4.4, a set of trade-off criteria were devised in Section 4.6. Table 6.13 provides an overview of the results in this section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>External veracity</th>
<th>Background</th>
<th>Parsimony</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>constant</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geopot</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geopot × zi0</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-ATR 20O$_3$ + tpot</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+/±*</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>±</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.13: Overview of results of the subjective methane algorithm trade-off, per algorithm and category. If three or more results are distinct, they are ranked into +, ± and −. If only two distinct categories are identified, only + and − are used. ‘*: strongly depends on application.
6.8.1. Pattern of residuals
The mean values of the spread of residuals per pressure level and weather pattern are:

- **constant**: $8.10 \times 10^{-13}$
- **geopot**: $8.14 \times 10^{-13}$
- **geopot$ \times zi0**: $8.08 \times 10^{-13}$
- **F-ATR$20O_3 + tpot**: $7.6 \times 10^{-13}$

Box plots of the residuals per dimension (not shown) reveal that only the F-ATR$20O_3 + tpot$ algorithm captures the complex weather pattern trend in Figure 6.4. The geopotential algorithm has an unexplained trend versus latitude. The F-ATR$20O_3 + tpot$ algorithm has an unexplained non-linear trend versus pressure level, likely caused by the behaviour of the ozone CCF data with pressure level (Figure 6.1). The constant algorithm of course contains no trends.

The 2-D autocorrelation test (Moran’s $I$) is inconclusive. The amount of level/WP sets that are statistically significant varies per algorithm, but none give a negative $I$.

Overall the constant and geopotential algorithms perform poorly, the F-ATR$20O_3 + tpot$ algorithm performs well and the **geopot$ \times zi0** algorithm presents a moderate option.

6.8.2. General accuracy
The RSE (and adjusted $R^2$) for each algorithm within this dataset are:

- **constant**: $2.33 \times 10^{-13}(0.00)$
- **geopot**: $2.17 \times 10^{-13}(0.13)$
- **geopot$ \times zi0**: $2.12 \times 10^{-13}(0.17)$
- **F-ATR$20O_3 + tpot**: $1.96 \times 10^{-13}(0.29)$

The trend of improving accuracy is similar to that of the spread of the residuals per pressure level and weather pattern. If the ozone bivariate algorithm (Section 6.4.2) results are used instead of simulated ozone CCF data, the RSE for the F-ATR$20O_3 + tpot$ algorithm becomes $2.17 \times 10^{-13}$ K kg(NO$_2$)$^{-1}$, and the adjusted $R^2$ becomes 0.13 so it is as accurate as the geopot algorithm.

Figure 6.23 shows residual plots for the four algorithms. The results for the linear geopot algorithm show some remaining trend at the ends due to the presence of a trend between geopotential and methane CCF data in each distinct pressure level. The two bilinear options show reasonable results, with little trend left. There is no visible heteroskedasticity.

If simulated ozone CCF data is used, the F-ATR$20O_3 + tpot$ algorithm gives the best results of the four candidates. If not, it is comparable to the geopot algorithm in terms of accuracy and the geopot$ \times zi0$ algorithm is best.

6.8.3. External veracity
Results here are summarised from Section 6.7.

- **constant**: literature showed clear spatial and seasonal trends, so a constant fit is unlikely to be correct. If there is no spatial variability of the methane CCF, climate-optimised ATM for this species becomes pointless. This option is likely to be more useful for general estimates of aviation climate impact than for re-routing.

- **geopot**: geopotential depends on pressure level, latitude, and the weather situation. The trend is relatively weak so there should not be problems applying the algorithm to other locations. Similar to the constant option, it is unlikely that the regional variation is properly captured, though for the same pressure level geopotential does decrease with latitude.

- **geopot$ \times zi0$**: as $zi0$ is top-of-atmosphere incoming radiation and this dataset contains the full range of possible values, few problems are expected with external application. If $zi0$ is zero, this reduces to roughly the univariate geopot algorithm. A ceiling at zero methane CCF is recommended.
6. NOₓ algorithmic CCF results

Figure 6.23: Scatterplots of residuals versus fit for the four methane algorithms. Residuals are original values minus fitted values. The black curves are LOESS regressions to identify the trend of the residuals over the algorithm values, with 95% confidence bands.

- **F-ATR 20 O₃ + tpot**: external veracity of this algorithm will depend on the ozone CCF input data used. It is not certain that the relationship between methane and ozone CCF in this dataset (Figure 6.7) will hold for different geographical domains, and there is some uncertainty regarding the accuracy of the altitudinal trend of the ozone CCF data used (Section 6.6.5). If algorithmic ozone CCF results are used as inputs, external veracity depends on the veracity of the ozone algorithm.

The F-ATR 20 O₃ + tpot and constant algorithms are uncertain in terms of results produced outside of the REACT4C domain. The other two algorithms are more certain because of the stable and relatively weak relationship with geopotential. The geopot × zi0 scores slightly lower because of the need for an extra calculation step to ensure negative methane CCF results.

### 6.8.4. Mechanistic background

Results here are summarised from Section 6.7.

- **constant**: the methane climate impact being constant disagrees with the REACT4C data (Figure 6.4) and literature (Section 6.1).

- **geopot**: all else being equal, higher altitude release of a NOₓ emission leads to a different destination of the NOₓ and ozone tracer as precursor for methane depletion, and some difference in chemistry at the time of release which is expected to be negligible.

- **geopot × zi0**: similar to the geopot algorithm, and in addition the solar irradiance may contain
information about reaction rates during the first hours after emission. It is likely to act as a proxy for latitude and season, which then influence the destination of a tracer after emission.

- F-ATR20O$_3$ + t$pot$: the (simulated) ozone CCF contains information about the chemical regime encountered by a NO$_x$ emission and the tracer destination, which helps to determine the methane F-ATR20. The potential temperature contains actual temperature (thus reaction rates), altitude, and some location data which mainly determine the destination of the tracer.

The ozone and potential temperature algorithm has the best theoretical background, while the constant algorithm is clearly an approximation. The two geopotential algorithms are moderately well-understood, as the instantaneous character of the data used in this thesis does not allow confirmation of the causal relationship behind a correlation.

6.8.5. Parsimony
The less terms included in an algorithm, the more simple it is. Interaction terms are deemed less complex than an entirely separate variable for this thesis, especially for bivariate options where the interaction term does not affect interactive 3-D plotting for presentations. The constant option is clearly the most simple one, but this is not deemed a significant advantage over univariate geopotential. The most complex option presented here for methane is $geopot \times zi0$, which is still an acceptable level of complexity.

6.8.6. Choice
The ozone and potential temperature algorithm is clearly the most accurate one if simulated data is used, but it scores poorly on external veracity and for this trade-off it is assumed that algorithmic ozone CCF inputs are used. The bivariate geopotential and solar irradiance candidate presents marginal improvements in terms of accuracy compared to the constant and univariate geopotential options, but is within acceptable limits in terms of complexity and is chosen as the final algorithm based on the scores in Table 6.13. With the assumption of algorithmic ozone CCF inputs it is the most accurate option. The final form of the algorithmic CCF for methane is:

$$aCCF_{CH_4} = -9.83 \times 10^{-13} + 1.99 \times 10^{-18} \times geopot - 6.32 \times 10^{-16} \times zi0 + 6.12 \times 10^{-21} \times geopot \times zi0 \approx F-ATR20_{CH_4}$$

where the extra step is added to ensure no positive aCCF results can occur.

Figure 6.24 shows a comparison between the original CCF data and the final algorithm (aCCF) results, where points on the black line indicate perfect agreement. It is clear that the variability of the final algorithm results is lower than that of the original data. The algorithm produces a clearer altitude trend than the original data, which may lead to incorrect vertical re-routing if applied for climate-optimised ATM.

6.9. Methane discussion
From the results in the previous sections and others not shown in this thesis, a number of discussions and conclusions arise. Here discussions on various topics are given as far as they relate directly to the results of the methane CCF data, its relation to ozone CCF data, the weather data, and the algorithm formulation. General discussions regarding the methodology are given in Chapter 7.

6.9.1. Outlier
None of the algorithms presented here, nor regressions with any of the other variables from Table 6.1 were able to explain the outlier in Figure 6.6 (right).
Figure 6.24: Scatterplot of methane algorithmic CCF results versus REACT4C data coloured by level, with the black line indicating perfect agreement. The outlier is outside of the range of the plot.

Figure 6.25: Scatterplots of methane algorithmic CCF results versus ozone algorithmic CCF results coloured by emission season, with the dashed line representing net zero cumulative effect. The left plot shows the final methane algorithm, the right plot shows the algorithm based on ozone CCF data using the simulated data. Note that PMO has been omitted.

6.9.2. Relationship with the ozone CCF

Figure 6.25 contains two scatter plots of the methane algorithm results versus the ozone algorithm results, for comparison to Figure 6.7. The left plots shows results from the final algorithm chosen in Section 6.8, while the right plot shows results from the $O3cost + tpot$ algorithm in the best case where the ozone CCF data is simulated.

Whereas the original data in Figure 6.7 show a clear decreasing trend of the methane CCF for increasing ozone CCF, here results for methane appear almost constant with some non-linear increase versus ozone at the lowest absolute values for methane. This coincides with 200 hPa release pressure. Both the ozone and methane algorithms chosen here linearly depend on geopotential. The non-linearity at 200 hPa is likely to be caused by the temperature versus geopotential correlation around the tropopause (Section 6.4.2). If the algorithmic methane results are regressed onto the ozone results, the RSE becomes lower than in Section 6.1.3, the negative trend becomes stronger, and the adjusted $R^2$ becomes almost zero.

Figure 6.25 (right) shows that the best-case alternative methane algorithm produces noisier results, which visually compare better to Figure 6.7. If there is a meaningful application of algorithmic NOx CCFs where the ozone CCF can be simulated and the methane CCF is algorithmically estimated, the algorithm choice in Section 6.8 should be revisited.
6.9.3. Maximum attainable $R^2$
When all the selected variables from Table 6.1 are combined in a linear regression model with longitude, latitude, level, season, and the latitude of the jet stream, the resulting adjusted $R^2$ is 0.37 for 36 variables. Introducing interaction terms of course increases the accuracy, but first-order interactions already require 666 parameters so the result is meaningless. Though imperfect, this gives an estimate of the amount of variation in the CCF data that can be explained by the combination of weather data, chemical data, and lightning data. If only the 19 weather variables are used, adjusted $R^2$ is 0.26, if only 13 chemistry variables are used, adjusted $R^2$ is 0.30, if only four dimensions are used, adjusted $R^2$ is 0.14.

6.9.4. Ensemble-mean algorithm
Application of the mean of an ensemble of simulations is commonly used in meteorology to mitigate the effect of chaos on the results of a prediction. When the ensemble-mean is calculated from the four algorithms presented in Section 6.7, the RSE is $2.06 \times 10^{-13}$ K kg(NO$_2$)$^{-1}$. The (adjusted) $R^2$ is 0.22. This is an intermediate result between the two bilinear algorithms presented here (Section 6.8.2). For the F-ATR20$_{O_3}$ + $t$pot algorithm, simulated ozone CCF inputs were assumed.

![Figure 6.26: Scatterplot of methane ensemble (mean of four) algorithmic CCF results versus REACT4C data coloured by level, with the black line indicating perfect agreement. The outlier is outside of the range of the plot.](image)

Figure 6.26 shows the resulting ensemble-mean algorithm results versus the original REACT4C data, for comparison to Figure 6.24. The results are not very distinctive from those of the geopotential with solar irradiance algorithm. Because of the addition of the (simulated) ozone and potential temperature algorithm, the exaggerated altitude trend is somewhat reduced and the trend in the data is closer to the line of perfect agreement. Application of the ensemble-mean to these four algorithms does not appear to meaningfully improve the accuracy for the complexity it introduces.

6.9.5. Final algorithm
The final bivariate algorithm for methane CCF approximation explains around 20% of the variance (adjusted $R^2$ of 0.17) of the data, while a maximum of around 40% (adjusted $R^2$ of 0.37) is expected. However, Section 6.9.3 showed that with only weather variables the maximum attainable adjusted $R^2$ is around 0.26. Chemical concentration data thus explain some of the variability in the CCF data that weather data do not, but in analysing algorithms with up to four predictors the concentration data were weaker predictors than specific humidity, temperature, geopotential, solar irradiance and the ozone CCF data. If algorithms with more predictors are desired, chemical predictors should be added to the regression.

Figure 6.27 shows bilinearly interpolated contour plots of the methane bilinear algorithm results for 200 hPa, WP1 to compare to Figures 1.1 and 6.6 (left). The amount of contours and hence variability in the plot is the same as for the original data in Figure 6.6 (left), so reduced interval sizes are not
investigated. The influence of the solar irradiance on the methane aCCF results is clear from the shape of the contour. The pattern of the original CCF data is not reproduced at all, which agrees with the adjusted $R^2$ of 0.17. Depending on the other algorithms applied and the sensitivity of the ATM optimisation, it is likely that application of this methane algorithm will lead to some amount of incorrect re-routing.

Appendix D (right side) contains these visualisations for all 32 combinations of altitude and weather pattern, for comparison to the original CCF data on the left side.
Discussion

This chapter contains systematic discussions not pertaining to results for water vapour and NO$_x$, as these were given in Sections 5.5, 6.6 and 6.9 respectively. The structure is roughly chronological from the various steps of the REACT4C methodology, then the methodology of this thesis, then verification and validation of results, and finally potential for future developments in this area. Each of these topics is an input into the next topic, and potential issues with e.g. an assumption in REACT4C influence the validity of results of this thesis and hence the potential for application of these results. A qualitative assessment is given of the uncertainty added by each step between basic theory and algorithmic CCFs, and of the potential for improvements.

7.1. REACT4C methodology

7.1.1. Background model

There is fundamental uncertainty in all climate modelling, as models are not readily validated. Exponentially increasing computational power over the past decades has led to greatly enhanced model resolution, and scientific research has led to improved parametrisations of sub-grid processes. Some of the uncertainty in the REACT4C CCF data will be caused by the EMAC model, but the underlying ECHAM5 model has been verified and included in numerous model comparisons. Grewe et al. (2017a) used atmospheric measurements of ozone, NO, and NO$_y$ to compare simulations in EMAC at 2.8° × 2.8° resolution to the small-scale model Consortium of Small-scale MOdels (COSMO) at 0.44° × 0.44°, finding that differences in accuracy depend on the size of meteorological patterns at a time-of-day.

7.1.2. Weather patterns and geographical domain

The eight weather patterns selected by Irvine et al. (2013) represent a valid method for reducing the amount of simulations needed to simulate climate-optimised ATM in the NAFC. It has been demonstrated that these eight weather patterns cannot fully represent variability across all four seasons (Section 3.1). Within the NAFC, using results from these eight patterns to interpolate algorithmic CCFs adds significant uncertainty, as it is not known if the CCF results for these eight patterns sufficiently represent all yearly variability of the CCF results and how much bias is introduced by using unequal amounts of summer and winter patterns. Potentially, the method of determining weather patterns by NAO and EA index does not represent year-round CCF variability at all. Irvine et al. (2013) did use climate impact proxies to demonstrate that the eight patterns give distinguishable results for these proxies. Verification of the seasonal and weather pattern variability could be performed by simulating another day that has the same NAO and EA indices as the representative day used to generate one of the eight patterns, and analysing the intra-simulation variability of the CCF results.

The REACT4C methodology (Grewe et al., 2014b) was set up to use the NAFC as a test case. Using the results to derive algorithmic CCFs for external application adds great uncertainty. An effort was made in this thesis to argue which limitations will occur in predicting the CCFs in other geographic domains, but regression analysis and its results only give information about internal veracity of the relationship found. The algorithms in this thesis may be the result of fitting noise, or a physically valid
relationship found may show significant regional variations. The uncertainty caused by this limited simulation domain could be mitigated by applying the REACT4C methodology to other regions.

7.1.3. Tagging approach
The assumptions applied for application of a tagging approach in REACT4C add some inaccuracy compared to perturbation studies, as acknowledged by Grewe et al. (2014b). The emissions are not added to background concentrations so non-linearity in model physics and chemistry is not represented, and Lagrangian transport has various benefits and drawbacks compared to Eulerian schemes. The simplified physics and chemistry modelled within the Lagrangian tracer compared to the background (hydrological) physics and chemistry is not expected to introduce significant uncertainty. What is taken as a single longitude-latitude-pressure location for an CCF value for the purpose of this thesis is the sum of 50 smaller emissions that were randomly distributed in the EMAC gridbox. This adds uncertainty to the results that is expected to be relatively small. The sensitivity studies in Grewe et al. (2014b) (Section 3.5) present strong evidence for using 50 tracers per location, but significant variation if the time or space grid is refined. Thus the time-region grid specification adds significant uncertainty to the results. This casts into doubt the decision to simulate only one time coordinate for all weather patterns.

7.1.4. Radiative forcing parametrisations
The RF calculation for water vapour (Section 3.6.1) is based on a strong correlation from Grewe and Stenke (2008) and adds a small amount of uncertainty to the water vapour results.

The instantaneous RF calculation for ozone within EMAC is not line-by-line but still expected to be accurate. The adjusted RF seasonal relationship for ozone (Section 3.6.2) is based on a limited set of results from one publication, and adds a small amount of uncertainty to the ozone results. The adjusted RF altitude relationship for ozone is based on two previous publications and a complicated non-linear fit is presented through eight data points (Figure 3.7 right, one point is out of range), with a minimum at 250 hPa while no points are located between about 220–330 hPa. In Section 6.6.5 a sensitivity analysis was presented from entirely reversing the altitude relationship. After reversal, almost no altitude trend remains in the ozone CCF data and the accuracy of the algorithm options changes. The relationship with background NOx better compares to Stevenson and Derwent (2009). Ignoring the difference between instantaneous and adjusted RF would be incorrect and a more accurate altitude scaling is expected to fall somewhere between that applied in REACT4C and the reversal applied here for sensitivity analysis. A minimum around 250–300 hPa is still expected. All algorithm candidates for ozone give a minimum at 300 hPa instead of 250 hPa for the original CCF data (not shown), so development of a more accurate altitude scaling may increase the accuracy of an algorithmic ozone CCF.

The minimum ozone CCF occurs for 250 hPa emissions for every weather pattern in this dataset, but the trend varies from pattern to pattern. In terms of the resulting flight routes, in the ISA 250 hPa should be converted to a flight altitude of 34,000 ft (FL340), whereas results in Grewe et al. (2014a) show very little altitude change for low optimisation and a shift to FL300 for full optimisation, which should mean 300 hPa. The uncertain effect on the CCF data may thus have negligible effect on the climate-optimised routing.

The methane RF relationship from the IPCC First Assessment Report is based on relatively old model results and a paper which was not peer-reviewed and is not publicly available at all (Section 3.6.3). This relationship adds significant uncertainty to the methane results, but as the relationship is proportional to the methane concentration the spatial error is likely to be small. However, many comparable studies, including Hoor et al. (2009) and Myhre et al. (2011), calculate methane RF from a further simplification of the IPCC formula.

7.1.5. Climate metrics
The REACT4C approach of simulating 90 days and then extrapolating climate metrics adds uncertainty to the results, but the chosen pulse extrapolation methods are grounded in previous research and the same method is applied to all locations so the spatial error is likely to be small. Considering the approximations used to calculate RF, the worst case is that the algorithms formulated in this thesis represent concentration changes more than they do climate impact. The calculation of F-ATR20 was not detailed in Grewe et al. (2014b) and a full derivation is beyond the scope of this thesis.
7.1.6. Verification
The limited verification activities in Grewe et al. (2014b) (Section 3.8) demonstrate that the general set-up of the REACT4C is correct and that the uncertainties introduced do not cause overall incorrect trends, but not whether the spatial pattern of the results is correct. No prior work exists on the variability of the climate impact of aircraft emissions in the NAFC or a domain of comparable size.

7.2. Thesis methodology
7.2.1. Interpolation
The approach of reverse engineering CCF data to their original grid and interpolating weather data to the same grid is warranted for the regression approach taken in this thesis, but adds some uncertainty to the weather data. More sophisticated interpolation methods should produce more accurate data but this effect is expected to be negligible compared to other uncertainties.

7.2.2. NO\textsubscript{x} split-up
The investigation of the relationship between ozone and methane CCF data and the algorithm candidate relating methane to ozone with an adjusted R\textsuperscript{2} of 0.29 show that combining ozone and methane in one algorithm is non-trivial and the split-up is warranted. It is not expected that more advanced methods would lead to a different understanding, given the different reaction pathways and atmospheric lifetimes.

For NO\textsubscript{x} analysis an option is multivariate regression analysis, where multiple independent variables are regressed concurrently on the same dependent variables. This may aid in clarifying whether one or two algorithms should be developed for NO\textsubscript{x} CCFs, but was not pursued in detail for this research.

7.2.3. Regression analysis
For the time, effort, and level of knowledge expected in an MSc thesis, the decision to focus on 0-D regression analysis is warranted. The first algorithm candidate investigated in detail was the non-linear quartic relative tropopause relationship which served as a case study for the drawbacks of non-linear regression without a strong observed relationship that is expected from prior literature, which is why linear regression was applied for all other candidates.

The case study for four 250 hPa datasets (Section 6.6.2) showed that visual patterns do not necessarily represent actual correlation between parameters and gave an estimate of the adjusted R\textsuperscript{2} achievable for an ozone weather-based algorithm. Experimentation with including all selected independent variables in the regression (Sections 5.5.2, 6.6.4 and 6.9.3) gave estimates of best-case adjusted R\textsuperscript{2} for each species. In each case the achieved results for the final algorithm was around 0.2 lower. Reasons for selecting only certain data for analysis and minimising the amount of predictors in the final algorithms were argued, and given the methodology followed, it is not expected that better results could be achieved without a significantly more complex approach. The best-case adjusted R\textsuperscript{2} experiments can be interpreted as an upper limit for even the most sophisticated approach, which would likely extrapolate poorly and thus have little scientific value.

For all three species, the residuals Moran’s I test in the algorithm trade-off produced varying amounts of statistically significant results for which the I value was always positive. In this methodology, positive I is deemed acceptable. The weighting used here was inverse Cartesian distance, and a different weighting would likely produce very different results of the test. Significant spatial autocorrelation in residuals either points to spatial autocorrelation in the independent variable that is not adequately modelled, or spurious spatial autocorrelation from the dependent variables. All algorithms presented here showed improved accuracy when season, latitude, or level were added to the regression, thus spatial autocorrelation in the CCF data is sensible. Given that no meaningful variation is expected with longitude and the tests were performed per longitude-latitude field, positive results from Moran’s I for residuals suggest that the meridional variability of the CCFs is not adequately modelled. Moran’s I tests on the CCF data are not presented here, but given the trends shown in the CCF box plots and the contour plots in the appendix, are very likely to show positive spatial autocorrelation through meridional variability. Literature, specifically in the field of ecology, (e.g. Dormann et al., 2007) suggests that in the presence of autocorrelation in the original data and in the residuals, spatial regression methods can produce more accurate results. This was observed relatively early on during research but spatial regression represents unnecessary complexity for an MSc thesis. The field is not as established and is focused around ecology, so little directly useful literature exists. There are also risks in terms of re-
sults being more difficult to interpret directly and internal veracity being improved at the cost of external veracity. If spatial regression is applied to this dataset in the future, the decision to interpolate all data to the CCF grid should be revisited.

7.3. Reflecting upon published research

Altitude behaviour for water vapour showed stronger agreement with Fichter (2009) than with Wilcox et al. (2012b). A caveat is that the results in REACT4C are based on a correlation from Grewe and Stenke (2008), upon which the methodology of Fichter (2009) is based. If there are unknown errors present in the Grewe and Stenke (2008) results, these errors are likely to propagate into the REACT4C results. If there are unknown errors in the Grewe and Stenke (2008) methodology, they are likely to be present in both the Fichter (2009) results and the REACT4C results. The linear altitude relationship shown in Wilcox et al. (2012b) is based on far fewer simulations than in AirClim (Grewe and Stenke, 2008; Fichter, 2009) or REACT4C (Grewe et al., 2014b), and the non-linear relationship with emission altitude and tropopause altitude shared by Fichter (2009) and this thesis is likely to be more accurate.

The comparison to exponential fits from Stevenson and Derwent (2009) for background NO$_x$ concentrations provides an interesting reflection on the validity of their findings. Results for summer emissions agree well with their findings, while winter results do not agree at all. This comparison is not conclusive, however, given the suspected error in 250 hPa ozone CCF data. The comparison showed 250–400 hPa summer data in agreement with Stevenson and Derwent (2009) with 200 hPa deviating, but if 250 hPa results are underestimated in REACT4C the exponential relationship will not compare equally well. The difference between summer and winter will remain.

7.4. Verification and validation

The internal veracity of the presented algorithms across the instantaneous NAFC dataset is discussed Sections 5.5, 6.6, and 6.9 respectively. Here options for external verification and validation are discussed.

7.4.1. REACT4C dataset

For WP1 (Grewe et al., 2014b) two extra time coordinates were simulated. These results are not presented here, and not included in the main methodology. Preliminary analysis shows that the data do not vary as much within WP1 as they do between weather patterns, but to a similar degree as the algorithm results vary from the original data. Within six-hour time coordinates, changes in large-scale weather and hence the destination of an emitted tracer are relatively small. Considering the low variability with local time and longitude discussed in Sections 5.1 and 6.1, these differences are either caused by differences in weather or by the inherent randomness in this set-up. If the former is true, simulation of all three time coordinates for all weather patterns would have strengthened the algorithmic relationships investigated. If the latter is true, simulation of three time coordinates would have allowed investigation into how much of the variation can be explained by weather data. One option for this analysis was to test the algorithms on this extra data. As the data varies relatively little from 12 UTC and only represents WP1, results from testing the algorithms can not easily be extrapolated.

One option for this research was to split up the REACT4C data into training and testing data for algorithms. This option was neglected due to an assumption that the set of eight weather patterns is the minimum amount necessary to cover the variability of the CCFs and weather over the North Atlantic, thus using a subset for analysis would create bias through neglected variability and using the remainder for testing the results would give incorrectly low results. This route could be used to mitigate the bias introduced by an unequal number of summer/winter patterns by training the algorithms on two or three patterns per season, and using the remainder for testing. This can be combined with the 6 and 18 UTC approach. Another option that was outside the scope of this thesis is to assign relative weights to the weather and CCF data of each weather pattern based on the relative yearly frequency of each weather pattern as given by Irvine et al. (2013).

In future work, the 90-day time history per REACT4C emission can also be used to analyse what the variables in the algorithms presented here are acting as a proxy for, e.g. whether temperature correlates well to ozone CCF due to reaction rates or due to representing the meridional destination of the emission and corresponding chemistry. This would strengthen the causal relationship of the algorithms presented here.
7.4.2. WeCare dataset
Grewe et al. (2017a) present results from the DLR project WeCare, that used the REACT4C methodology for an extra day with a larger geographical extent and higher resolution. This dataset was not available on time for verification within this thesis but presents a valuable opportunity. If the data from this set that match the REACT4C extent are extracted and interpolated to the same grid, this dataset could be used to verify the weather pattern split-up approach by using synoptic typing to determine the pattern’s location on the NAO and EA axis and comparing the CCF results to the closest REACT4C weather pattern.

7.4.3. AirTraf implementation
To test external veracity of the algorithm results, new simulations must be run to generate test data which is far beyond the scope of this thesis. As this thesis is framed within the Air Traffic Management for the Environment (ATM4E) scope (see Preface), external verification activities will be undertaken within the project by implementing the final algorithms in the new EMAC submodel AirTraf (Yamashita et al., 2016). A new test case will be simulated, where routes are optimised for minimal combined algorithmic CCF results. Concurrently, the ATM approach of the project will be verified. Details of the verification activities are not yet confirmed and are outside the scope of this thesis.

7.4.4. Validation
Beyond using historical data to nudge climate models, validation is not a trivial concept in climate science due to the timescales and lack of a control group. The input data from REACT4C were not validated, and even to validate only the atmospheric processes would require extensive satellite or aerial measurement campaigns without a control group to provide certainty.

7.5. Future development
Indirectly, this research gives some insight into which future developments could improve calculations of CCFs, beyond e.g. increased resolution of the simulation.

7.5.1. Chemical weather forecasting
For this research the focus was on parameters than can be implemented in NWP, but for scientific value chemistry and lightning data were included. CWF is a promising new field of research that combines NWP with chemical reactions and transport, but research has focussed on surface-level air pollution (Kukkonen et al., 2012). One caveat may be a lack of measured data at aviation cruise level to initialise the model, but satellite imagery (Miyazaki et al., 2012) and in-service aircraft measurements (Marenco et al., 1998; Clark et al., 2015) have potential. There is thus some potential for future real-time NOx CCF calculation based on chemical variables, but this research showed no improvement in NOx regression results compared to weather data. It is not expected that the development of CWF in combination with 0-D instantaneous algorithmic CCFs will improve upon the results from this thesis.

7.5.2. Medium-range weather forecasting
For this research the scope of application was now-casted NWP, thus instantaneous algorithms were researched that can be applied in a model that interpolates weather data based on measurement data. The experiments on maximum attainable R² per species confirmed that only limited information about the climate impact of an emission is available in instantaneous weather data. Weather models are known to be limited to about 7–14 day predictions due to chaotic effects, but there is potential for algorithms to be developed based on the first 7–14 days of weather data per REACT4C pattern. In Figure 3.8, the largest NOx decrease and corresponding ozone peak and methane loss often occur around 15 days after emission. As this is at the uppermost range of NWP accuracy, a compromise could be made by using the first 7 days. Investigations into the 90-day time history of the REACT4C trajectories and local weather can demonstrate how well various timeframes of weather data can represent the concentration changes and thus climate impact (as intermediate steps are mostly linearised), and verify whether 7-day algorithms have more potential than instantaneous algorithms. This approach can be combined with CWF implementation if non-instantaneous chemistry data better predict CCFs than weather data do.
Conclusion and recommendations

8.1. Conclusion

The research objective of this MSc thesis was to formulate algorithmic approximations of aviation water vapour and NO$_x$ emission climate impact based on local weather data by systematically analysing variations in climate impact and local weather data across eight simulated datasets for distinct weather patterns over the North Atlantic from the REACT4C project. The methodology selected is zero-dimensional instantaneous regression analysis on the full set of eight weather patterns. All data were interpolated to the original emissions grid to prevent inflation of statistical power. Regression variables were selected based on literature reviews, four algorithms were formulated per species, and a trade-off was made based on detailed requirements for algorithmic CCFs.

Water vapour climate impact is best explained by variables that represent the distinction between tropospheric and stratospheric emissions. The final algorithm (Equation (5.6)) is linear with PV and the underlying regression has an adjusted R$^2$ of 0.59. The most relevant previous publication found a linear relationship between RF and altitude, whereas this analysis shows a strongly non-linear relationship even if accounting for the tropopause altitude. The variability of water vapour climate impact increases strongly with altitude, which complicates accurate prediction of the impact of emissions near the tropopause.

Ozone climate impact is best explained by humidity, temperature, geopotential or solar irradiance. The final algorithm (Equation (6.7)) is linear with temperature, geopotential and their interaction and the underlying regression has an adjusted R$^2$ of 0.42. The most relevant previous publication found an exponentially decreasing relationship between ozone RF and background NO$_x$ concentrations plus a linear decrease for increasing latitude. Analysis here confirms that this relationship only holds for emissions between 250 and 400 hPa in summer, with a background NO$_x$ mixing ratio below 200 pptv. A potential flaw in the altitude scaling of the underlying REACT4C data was identified that risks invalidating the results for ozone. A sensitivity analysis was done to show the potential effect an entirely incorrect altitude scaling would have on the algorithms and on the background NO$_x$ relationship.

Methane climate impact is best explained by geopotential, solar irradiance, potential temperature or the ozone climate impact. The final algorithm (Equation (6.14)) is linear with geopotential, solar irradiance and their interaction and the underlying regression has an adjusted R$^2$ of 0.17. The most relevant previous publication found an exponentially increasing relationship between methane RF and background NO$_x$ concentrations. Analysis here confirms that this relationship only holds for emissions between 250 and 400 hPa in summer, with a background NO$_x$ mixing ratio below 200 pptv. Analysis of the variation of methane and ozone climate impact for the same NO$_x$ emission shows that using simulated ozone climate impact data to predict methane climate impact produces better results than using weather data. Using algorithmic CCF data as inputs produces worse results than weather data.

From the results of the algorithm formulation and experiments for maximum adjusted R$^2$ presented here, it is clear that water vapour, ozone, and methane normalised climate impact variations are decreasingly driven by the instantaneous weather situation in that order. This is sensible when considering the respective atmospheric lifetimes. These experiments show that chemical concentration data explain a part of the ozone and methane variability that weather data do not, but for the algorithms
presented here with relatively few predictors the chemistry data is less useful than weather data. A case study was done for ozone CCF data to demonstrate that a 2-D visual correlation to weather data does not necessarily apply to the underlying data.

The algorithms presented here are planned to be verified within the EMAC sub-model AirTraf, together with concurrent work on contrail algorithmic CCFs. Not all details on the procedure are known, and among others the accuracy of these algorithms will depend on the geographical domain and season chosen. The adjusted $R^2$ within the training data is assumed to be a reasonable estimate of external accuracy, and thus especially the methane algorithm appears unlikely to produce results accurate enough for application. All algorithms show improvement if geographical data are added, suggesting that spatial regression methods could find better algorithms. Using several days of weather data may improve predictions of tracer destination over instantaneous relationships suggested here.

8.2. Recommendations without new simulations

- Use 90-day REACT4C data to analyse how accurate algorithmic CCFs can be, and formulate 7-day algorithms for use with 7-day NWP or CWF.
- Re-size and interpolate the WeCare dataset, assess position on teleconnection pattern axes, and analyse variability of CCF results compared to most similar pattern(s).
- Test algorithms presented here on the WeCare dataset.
- Apply spatial regression techniques to this REACT4C dataset to verify whether zero-dimensional analysis is adequate.
- Re-consider choice of PMO scaling factor from methane and consider adding a Stratospheric Water Vapour (SWV) scaling factor from methane.
- Re-assess validity of the IPCC methane RF approximation and the impact on all REACT4C results including those presented here.
- Re-assess validity of the ozone instantaneous/adjusted RF altitude scaling approximation and the impact on all REACT4C results including those presented here, specifically for emissions at 250 and 300 hPa by addition of extra data from previous or new simulations.

8.3. Recommendations for new simulations

- Simulate higher altitude water vapour CCFs to allow an assessment of the nature of the increasing variability with altitude.
- Use a higher resolution longitude/latitude/level grid in future CCF simulations to allow more detailed analysis of the spatial variability of climate impact of aviation emissions.
- Use a regularly-spaced longitude/latitude/level grid and equal amounts of patterns per season in future CCF simulations if more algorithmic research is expected to be performed on the results, to prevent biases.
- Simulate CCFs for spring and/or autumn weather patterns for the REACT4C domain and verify that the winter/summer pattern typing approach represents yearly variability.
- Simulate CCFs for other geographical domains and seasons and apply methodology from this thesis to verify that zero-dimensional instantaneous algorithms are globally valid.

8.4. Final note

Much uncertainty remains, but this research represents another step in analysing and predicting variations in the climate impact of aviation emissions and in enabling mitigation strategies that do not require technological improvements.
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This appendix contains longitude/latitude heatmaps of the original and algorithmic water vapour CCFs. Note that the colour coding is the same for every plot, but the legends only show colours used in that specific plot. The black points are the initial REACT4C tracer emission locations. Bilinearly interpolated contours are shown because application of the CCFs would likely use bilinear interpolation. The dark green dotted lines are geopotential isolines in $[1000 \text{ m}^2 \text{s}^{-2}]$, and the magnitude of the wind vectors in [knots] is reflected by the length and opacity of the vectors.

Figure A.1: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 200 hPa, WP 1

Figure A.2: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 200 hPa, WP 2
Figure A.3: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 200 hPa, WP 3

Figure A.4: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 200 hPa, WP 4

Figure A.5: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 200 hPa, WP 5

Figure A.6: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 200 hPa, WP 6
Figure A.7: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 200 hPa, WP 7

Figure A.8: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 200 hPa, WP 8

Figure A.9: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 250 hPa, WP 1

Figure A.10: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 250 hPa, WP 2
Figure A.11: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 250 hPa, WP 3

Figure A.12: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 250 hPa, WP 4

Figure A.13: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 250 hPa, WP 5

Figure A.14: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 250 hPa, WP 6
Figure A.15: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 250 hPa, WP 7

Figure A.16: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 250 hPa, WP 8

Figure A.17: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 hPa, WP 1

Figure A.18: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 hPa, WP 2
Figure A.19: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 hPa, WP 3

Figure A.20: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 hPa, WP 4

Figure A.21: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 hPa, WP 5

Figure A.22: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 hPa, WP 6
Figure A.23: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 hPa, WP 7

Figure A.24: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 hPa, WP 8

Figure A.25: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 400 hPa, WP 1

Figure A.26: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 400 hPa, WP 2
Figure A.27: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 400 hPa, WP 3

Figure A.28: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 400 hPa, WP 4

Figure A.29: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 400 hPa, WP 5

Figure A.30: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 400 hPa, WP 6
Figure A.31: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 400 hPa, WP 7

Figure A.32: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 400 hPa, WP 8
This appendix contains level/latitude heatmaps of the original and algorithmic water vapour CCFs. Note that the colour coding is the same for every plot, but the legends only show colours used in that specific plot. The black points are the initial REACT4C tracer emission locations. Bilinearly interpolated contours are shown because application of the CCFs would likely use bilinear interpolation. The dark blue dotted lines are potential vorticity isolines in [1 PVU], and the black line shows the location of the WMO thermal tropopause. If the tropopause is not visible at a specific latitude, it is always located above the plotted domain and never below it.

Figure B.1: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 285 °E, WP 1

Figure B.2: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 285 °E, WP 2
Figure B.3: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 285 °E, WP 3

Figure B.4: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 285 °E, WP 4

Figure B.5: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 285 °E, WP 5

Figure B.6: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 285 °E, WP 6
Figure B.7: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 285°E, WP 7

Figure B.8: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 285°E, WP 8

Figure B.9: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300°E, WP 1

Figure B.10: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300°E, WP 2
B. Water vapour CCF zonal heatmaps

Figure B.11: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 °E, WP 3

Figure B.12: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 °E, WP 4

Figure B.13: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 °E, WP 5

Figure B.14: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 °E, WP 6
Figure B.15: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 °E, WP 7

(a) REACT4C data
(b) Final \( PV \) algorithm

Figure B.16: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 °E, WP 8

(a) REACT4C data
(b) Final \( PV \) algorithm

Figure B.17: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 315 °E, WP 1

(a) REACT4C data
(b) Final \( PV \) algorithm

Figure B.18: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 315 °E, WP 2

(a) REACT4C data
(b) Final \( PV \) algorithm
Figure B.19: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 315 °E, WP 3

Figure B.20: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 315 °E, WP 4

Figure B.21: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 315 °E, WP 5

Figure B.22: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 315 °E, WP 6
Figure B.23: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 315 °E, WP 7

Figure B.24: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 315 °E, WP 8

Figure B.25: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 330 °E, WP 1

Figure B.26: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 330 °E, WP 2
Figure B.27: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 330 °E, WP 3

Figure B.28: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 330 °E, WP 4

Figure B.29: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 330 °E, WP 5

Figure B.30: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 330 °E, WP 6
Figure B.31: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 330 °E, WP 7

Figure B.32: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 330 °E, WP 8

Figure B.33: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 345 °E, WP 1

Figure B.34: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 345 °E, WP 2
Figure B.35: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 345 °E, WP 3

Figure B.36: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 345 °E, WP 4

Figure B.37: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 345 °E, WP 5

Figure B.38: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 345 °E, WP 6
Figure B.39: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 345 °E, WP 7

Figure B.40: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 345 °E, WP 8

Figure B.41: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 360 °E, WP 1

Figure B.42: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 360 °E, WP 2
Figure B.43: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 360° E, WP 3

Figure B.44: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 360° E, WP 4

Figure B.45: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 360° E, WP 5

Figure B.46: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 360° E, WP 6
Figure B.47: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 360°E, WP 7

Figure B.48: Water vapour CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 360°E, WP 8
This appendix contains longitude/latitude heatmaps of the original and ozone CCFs. Note that the colour coding is the same for every plot, but the legends only show colours used in that specific plot. The black points are the initial REACT4C tracer emission locations. Bilinearly interpolated contours are shown because application of the CCFs would likely use bilinear interpolation. The dark green dotted lines are geopotential isolines in [1000 m^2 s^{-2}], and the magnitude of the wind vectors in [knots] is reflected by the length and opacity of the vectors.

Figure C.1: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 200 hPa, WP 1

Figure C.2: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 200 hPa, WP 2
Figure C.3: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 200 hPa, WP 3

Figure C.4: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 200 hPa, WP 4

Figure C.5: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 200 hPa, WP 5

Figure C.6: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 200 hPa, WP 6
Figure C.7: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 200 hPa, WP 7

Figure C.8: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 200 hPa, WP 8

Figure C.9: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 250 hPa, WP 1

Figure C.10: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 250 hPa, WP 2
Figure C.11: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 250 hPa, WP 3

Figure C.12: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 250 hPa, WP 4

Figure C.13: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 250 hPa, WP 5

Figure C.14: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 250 hPa, WP 6
Figure C.15: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 250 hPa, WP 7

Figure C.16: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 250 hPa, WP 8

Figure C.17: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 hPa, WP 1

Figure C.18: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 hPa, WP 2
Figure C.19: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 hPa, WP 3

Figure C.20: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 hPa, WP 4

Figure C.21: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 hPa, WP 5

Figure C.22: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 hPa, WP 6
Figure C.23: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 hPa, WP 7

Figure C.24: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 hPa, WP 8

Figure C.25: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 400 hPa, WP 1

Figure C.26: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 400 hPa, WP 2
Figure C.27: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 400 hPa, WP 3

Figure C.28: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 400 hPa, WP 4

Figure C.29: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 400 hPa, WP 5

Figure C.30: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 400 hPa, WP 6
Figure C.31: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 400 hPa, WP 7

(a) REACT4C data
(b) Final $\text{geopot} \times \text{tm1}$ algorithm

Figure C.32: Ozone CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 400 hPa, WP 8

(a) REACT4C data
(b) Final $\text{geopot} \times \text{tm1}$ algorithm
This appendix contains longitude/latitude heatmaps of the original and algorithmic methane CCFs. Note that the colour coding is the same for every plot, but the legends only show colours used in that specific plot. The black points are the initial REACT4C tracer emission locations. Bilinearly interpolated contours are shown because application of the CCFs would likely use bilinear interpolation. The dark blue dotted lines are geopotential isolines in [1000 m² s⁻²], and the magnitude of the wind vectors in [knots] is reflected by the length and opacity of the vectors. A divergent colour scheme is applied to identify the outliers.

(a) REACT4C data  
(b) Final $geopot \times zi0$ algorithm

Figure D.1: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 200 hPa, WP 1

(a) REACT4C data  
(b) Final $geopot \times zi0$ algorithm

Figure D.2: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 200 hPa, WP 2
D. Methane CCF pressure heatmaps

Figure D.3: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 200 hPa, WP 3

Figure D.4: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 200 hPa, WP 4

Figure D.5: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 200 hPa, WP 5

Figure D.6: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 200 hPa, WP 6
Figure D.7: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 200 hPa, WP 7

Figure D.8: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 200 hPa, WP 8

Figure D.9: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 250 hPa, WP 1

Figure D.10: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 250 hPa, WP 2
Figure D.11: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 250 hPa, WP 3

Figure D.12: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 250 hPa, WP 4

Figure D.13: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 250 hPa, WP 5

Figure D.14: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 250 hPa, WP 6
Figure D.15: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 250 hPa, WP 7

Figure D.16: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 250 hPa, WP 8

Figure D.17: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 hPa, WP 1

Figure D.18: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 hPa, WP 2
Figure D.19: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 hPa, WP 3

Figure D.20: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 hPa, WP 4

Figure D.21: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 hPa, WP 5

Figure D.22: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 hPa, WP 6
(a) REACT4C data

(b) Final geopot x zi0 algorithm

Figure D.23: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 hPa, WP 7

(a) REACT4C data

(b) Final geopot x zi0 algorithm

Figure D.24: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 300 hPa, WP 8

(a) REACT4C data

(b) Final geopot x zi0 algorithm

Figure D.25: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 400 hPa, WP 1

(a) REACT4C data

(b) Final geopot x zi0 algorithm

Figure D.26: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 400 hPa, WP 2
D. Methane CCF pressure heatmaps

Figure D.27: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 400 hPa, WP 3

Figure D.28: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 400 hPa, WP 4

Figure D.29: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 400 hPa, WP 5

Figure D.30: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 400 hPa, WP 6
Figure D.31: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 400 hPa, WP 7

Figure D.32: Methane CCF/aCCF contour plots, 12 UTC, 400 hPa, WP 8